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9TH UPDATE TO THE LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE/LOCAL 
COASTAL PROGRAM AMENDMENT (PROCESS 5) 

Issue: Should the Plaru1ing Commission recommend approval to the City Council of the 
9th Updat~ to the Land Development Code /Local Coastal Program Amendment? 

StaffU.ecommendation: Recommend approval to the City Council of the amendments 
to the Land Development Code and Local Coastal Program (and related Municipal Code 
amendments) including Chapter 5, Article 4; Chapter 6, Article 12; Chapter 9, Article 8; 
Chapter 11, Articles 2-3; Chapter 12, Articles 1, 3, and 5-9; Chapter 13, Articles 1 and 2; 
Chapter 14, Articles 1-4; and Chapter 15, Articles 5-6, 10, 13 and 17. 

Environmental Review: An Environmentalhnpact Report (EIR No. 96-0333.) was 
prepared, and certified on November 18, 1997 for the original project; the.~doptioti of the · 
Land Development Code. The propo·sed amendments to the Land· Development Code a~ 
part ofthe 9th Update, were reviewed by the Environmental Analysis Section, for . 
consistency with the above referenced environmental document It was determined in 
accordance with Public Resources Code Section 21166 and California Environmental. 
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15162(a) that: (1) no substantial changes are 
proposed to the project which would require major revisions of the previous EIR; (2) no 
substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is 
undertaken that would require any revisions to the previous EIR; and (3) there is no new 
information of substantial importance that was not known and could not have been 
lmown atthetime the previour? EIR's were certified. Therefore, no subsequent EIR or 
other environmental document is needed for the 9th Update, as all ofthe impacts were 
adequately addressed and disclosed in EIR No. 96~0333. For a more detailed analysis, 
refer to CEQA 15162 Evaluation, Memorandum dated December 24, 2014. 

Fiscal Impact Statement: Costs associated with implementation of the regulations in 
the future will be covered by project applicants. 

Code Enforcement Impact: The proposed amendments would improve predictability 
and consistency in application of regulations in the Land Development Code. Issues #2 
and #4 add flexibility within the per.t.nit process to better address code violations. 



Housing Impact Statement: Issue #28 would facilitate approval of small companion 
units via Process One approval (including agricultural residential zones) where consistent 
with a set of objective regulations, which will allow for greater use of this housing option 
accessory to a single dwelling unit consistent with the goals of the City's Housing 
Element for a range of housing types and affordability. The 9th Update also includes 
various permit process improvements that will reduce process levels, time, and costs 
which can positively affect the cost of market rate and subsidized affordable homes. 

BACKGROUND 

The 9th Update is part of the code monitoring work program that was created with the adoption 
of the original Land Development Code (LDC) to help maintain the code, simplify the City's 
development regulations, make the code more adaptable, eliminate redundancies and 
contradictions, standardize the code framework, and increase predictability in application of 
regulations. A total of 57 issues are included; the bulk of which are regulatory reform related. 

The proposed amendments are intended to address past issues and minimize future conflicts by 
clarifying regulation applicability, removing burdensome requirements, and streamlining 
approval processes. The most significant changes would add greater certainty and predictability 
for regulation of previously conforming structures and uses, including restaurants with drive
throughs. A 7-year amortization period is proposed as a new tool to address the adverse effects 
of previously conforming late night dtive through restaurants in residential neighborhoods, 
which would eventually curtail such operations between midnight and 6 a.m. Other changes 
would incorporate efficiencies in the processing of environmental documents and approval of 
minor work associated with non-designated historical resources. 

The 9th Update also implements the City's economic development strategy by making applicable 
zoning regulations more predictable and adding flexibility for manufacturing businesses to 
develop and expand. Examples include a lower process for pennit modifications to 
accommodate new industrial development, more predictable zone code classification for brewery 
related uses, allowances for breweries and live entertainment in additional industrial zones, 
exemptions from screening requirements, a lower parking rate for capital intensive 
manufacturing, and streamlined sign permit approvals. 

The code update follows a public process that involves extensive review and input from the 
Community Pla1111ers Committee, Code Monitoring Team, Technical Advisory Committee, 
Pla1111ing Commission, City Council, Coastal Commission, and Airport Authority. A request for 
public input was posted on the City webpage and distributed via e-mail (October 1, 2014) to all 
pla1111ing group members and interested members of the public. Outreach also involved meetings 
with the Community Platmers Subcommittee; presentations to the Regional Chamber of 
Commerce; Building Industry Association; and Commercial Real Estate Development 
Association (NAIOP); and coordination with the Califomia Restaurant Association. Attachment 
5 includes the public outreach summary to date. As is typical of the code amendment process, 
the following recommendations were provided: 
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Community Planners Committee (CPC): Staff presented the 9t11 update to CPC as an 
infonnation item on October 28, 2014 and participated in subsequent meetings with the 
CPC Ad Hoc Subcommittee on October 28, November 19, and November 25, 2014, and 
January 7, 2015. CPCwill provide a formal recommendation on January 27, 2015. 
Preliminary recommendations provided by the CPC Subcommittee are further described 
under Issue #16 previously conforming regulations. 

Code Monitoring Team (CMT): Public input was collected at the July, August, and 
September 2014 CMT meetings, which helped staff organize potential code amendment 
items in accordance with the adopted goals for the Land Development Code (0"18451) 
and process for amending the Land Development Code (Section111.01 07). On 
December 1 0, 2014, CMT voted 8-0 to recommend adoption of the 9th Update, including 
a recommendation for DSD staff to implement Issue #13 through a streamlined Process 
Two (with clarification that the new Process Two should apply only if the original 
development pennit must be amended for the permit holder to use new regulations and 
should not affect proposed development that is in substantial conformance). 

Technical Advisory Committee (TACh On December 10, 2014, the Teclmical 
Advisory ·committee voted 9-0-1 to support approval of the 9th Update (Regional 
Chamber of Commerce abstained fl·om vote). 

DISCUSSION 

The 57 issues are organized in categories (Permit Process, Use, Measurement, Parking, Signs, 
and Minor Co11'ections) with analysis provided below. Report Attachments include a summary of 
each in issue matrix format (Attaclunent 1) and proposed code language (Attachments 2-4). 

Permit Process 
The following 22 issues will streamline the permit process and incorporate greater flexibility in 
the regulations. The amendments will result in predictable permit process timelines (i.e. permit 
utilization, extension oftime, and expiration); streamlined approvals (i.e. water supply 
assessments, modifications to recorded maps, easement vacations in the coastal zone); and a staff 
level decision for gas station electronic pricing signs. Attachment 2 includes the code language. 

1. Process for Grading and Right-of-Way Improvements 

The amendment will establish more predictable timelines for grading permits and public right-of
way permits. Currently, the code sets deadlines (180 days each) for "utilizing" and "maintaining 
utilization" ofpennits in addition to a permit expiration date, which means if work authorized by 
the permit has not begun within 180 calendar days, or if work is suspended or abandoned for 180 
calendar days (continuous), the permit becomes void. The utilization requirement is proposed to 
be eliminated because work is already ensured to be completed (or restored to prior condition) by 
financial sureties/bonds (SDMC 129.0119). Eliminating the utilization requirement will allow 
applicants and staff to rely on a more predictable two year expiration period. 
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2. Expiration of Application 

The amendment will add flexibility to better address code violations. Currently, the code does 
not specify whether additional time is allowed for the processing of Process One map or 
construction permit applications when corrective action is needed to respond to a civil penalty 
notice. The proposal will amend Section 112.0102 to clarify that applications associated with a 
code violation case under "civil penalty notice and order" will be automatically extended beyond 
the two year expiration period to accommodate the time set forth for "civil penalty notice & 
order" dates, and will include an additional180 calendar days to allow for corrective action on 
the part of the applicant and time for staff issuance of the associated permit or map. 

3. Process to Approve Water Supply Assessments 

State law requires that water supply assessments (for projects where the City is the water 
provider) be approved in a noticed public hearing by the City Council. The amendment clarifies 
that the City Council is not required to consider a water supply assessment at the same hearing as 
the associated development permit applications. The change will allow the City Council to 
consider and approve a water supply assessment earlier in the process (for Process Two, Three 
and Four projects) to help inform subsequent decisions made by the lower decision making body 
regarding the environmental document and project. This will help applicants avoid unnecessary 
project delays and costs that would otherwise occur if all projects were instead required to be 
consolidated and processed at City Council. 

4. Consolidation of Processing 

The "consolidation of processing" code requirement has created issues for processing of 
corrective actions to address code violations when development permits are in process. The 
amendment will add flexibility in the code to better address code violations by clarifying that 
corrective actions to address a code violation shall not be consolidated for processing with other 
pennit applications. This will help to expedite the corrective action and minimize potential for 
delay in the processing of associated development pe1mits. 

5. Published Notice Requirement for Ad Hoc Fees 

The proposed amendment clarifies that a special noticing requirement applies when certain fees 
are considered by the City Council. The City's typical requirement for published notice is that 
theN otice of Public Hearing be published {in addition to mailed notice) at least 10 business days 
before the date of the public hearing. However, the Mitigation Fee Act, which applies to certain 
fees imposed by the City Council (i.e. some fees related to Community Plan Amendments) also 
requires special noticing per the Govenunent Code. The change adds a specific reference to the 
applicable state code. 

6. Clarification Regarding Claims of Failure to Receive Notice 

Section 112.0309 was modeled after Govenunent Code Section 65093 and provides that failure 
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to receive notice shall not constitute grounds to invalidate an action taken by the City for which 
notice was provided. The amendment would clarify that an action shall not be held invalid for a 
noticing error unless a comi determines the noticing en·or was prejudicial, caused substantial 
injury, or had the error not occun·ed, a different result would have been probable per the standard 
set forth in Govermnent Code section65010(b). This would codify the existing legal standard. 

7. Appeal Period for BOT Applications for Map Waivers and Tentative Maps 

The proposed amendment clarifies that the time for filing a Process Two appeal for an extension 
of time (BOT) is 12 business days, except where more time is afforded by State law. This is 
necessary because the Subdivision Map Act section 66452.6(e) provides an applicant at least 15 
calen'dar days to file an appeal if their BOT application for a map waiver or tentative map is 
denied. The state's 15 calendar day requirement is a different way of calculating than the 12 
business days that the City uses for other appeal types. To help clarify and ensure compliance 
with state law for such cases, the amendment identifies that an applicant must file an appeal of a 
decision to deny their BOT application within 15 calendar days or 12 business days, whichever is 
greater. 

8. Process to Modify Conditions of Approval of a Recorded Map 

The proposed amendment will help streamline the process and reduce associated time and costs 
for requests to amend recorded maps. Currently, City Council approval is required for all 
requests to modify conditions of approval for recorded maps, while a lower process level applies 
to new map applications. The proposed change would allow amendments to a map to be 
processed tlu·ough the same decision process level that would apply to a new application for an 
equivalent map proposal. The proposed process is consistent with what applies when 
amendments to recorded development permits are requested. 

9. Extension of Time Applications for Tentative Maps and Development Permits 

The proposed amendment will facilitate processing of extension of time applications for tentative 
maps and development permits. Extension of time requests are Process Two staff level decisions 
appealable directly to the City Council. Extensions oftime may be granted up to a maximum 
pedod of 72 months for tentative maps and development permits. Cunently, applications to 
extend a permit's expiration date must be submitted within a 60 day window of the expiration 
date. Applicants have indicated this is problematic because it is too narrow a time period at the 
end of the 3 year permit and is easily missed. The proposal would allow BOT applications to be 
submitted earlier (within 12 months of the permit expiration date), which is more predictable for 
permit holders to track. If granted, the extended time period would still begin from the date of 
expiration, which means the total time of the permit extension remains the same. In addition, the 
language for development pe1111it BOTs would be modified to be consistent with the Subdivision 
Map Act language, which will clarify that BOT applications automatically extend the permit 
expiration for 60 days or until a decision is made on the application, "whichever occurs first". 
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1 0. Processing Time for Easement Vacations 

The proposed amendment would reduce the processing time for easement vacations in the 
coastal zone. Cunently, easement vacations decided by the City Council are not required to 
obtain a Planning Commission recommendation prior to City Council. The proposed 
amendment would allow easement vacations with a Coastal Development Permit (CDP) to be 
exempt from a Planning Commission recommendation if the CDP is required solely for the 
easement vacation. Other types of Process Five coastal development would still be required to 
obtain a Planning Commission recommendation. 

11. Utilization of a Development Permit 

The proposed amendment would eliminate the maintaining utilization section of the code, which 
will provide greater predictability regarding permit expiration and will facilitate enforcement of 
the existing 36 month permit expiration date. The change will provide greater predictability 
about what vests the pennit in order to avoid the need to unnecessarily go back and stati over 
with a new permit. The purpose of the utilization requirement is to ensure that at least one of the 
following occurs before expiration: significant investment has been incurred to meet the permit 
conditions, substantial work has been perfom1ed in reliance of the permit granted, or the use of 
the propetiy is occmTing in the manner granted by the permit. The burden of proof is on the 
permit holder to establish with evidence that the permit shall not expire. Examples of evidence 
include a construction permit for the entire project or a substantial portion, a phasing program, 
evidence of substantial use in progress, final or parcel map approval, or acceptance of an 
easement to meet a permit condition. 

12. Cancellation of a Development Permit 

A permit holder may request cancellation of a development permit before utilization of the 
pennit, or can submit an application to rescind the development permit after it has been utilized. 
Currently the code specifies that the permit is not void until recorded with the County Recorder, 
which places an administrative burden on the City to act. The amendment clarifies that the 
decision to cancel a development pennit does not need to be recorded with the County Recorder. 
The cancellation takes effect on the date of the decision and is documented as part of the City's 
administrative record. The amendment also clarifies that the City may require the owner or 
permittee to record the cancellation or rescission with the County Recorder. 

13. Ability to Use New Regulations Without Amending a Development Permit 

The proposed amendment would allow permit holders to request a Process Two Neighborhood 
Development Permit to have the benefit of new land development regulations without a need to 
amend their development permit through a higher decision process level. This will result in 
streamlined permit processing with associated reductions in time and processing costs. The new 
Process Two option would apply only in cases where utilization of a new regulation would 
otherwise require the development pennit to be amend~d. The amendment is intended as a 
flexible option for projects to more easily utilize new regulations and in no way should be 
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interpreted as a requirement to increase the process level for new development determined to be 
in substantial conformance. 

14. Flexibility for Modifications to Industrial Development 

The proposed amendment will streamline the process for changes to design guidelines and 
planned industrial development pem1it requirements that don't otherwise meet the criteria for 
staff level approval based on substantial conformance. This will effectively reduce the decision 
process level from a Process Four (Planning Commission decision appealable to the City 
Council) to a Process Two Neighborhood Development Permit (stafflevel decision appealable to 
the Planning Commission). The reduced pennit pmcess would only apply to development that 
meets specified criteria (i.e. no impact to public health, safety, and welfare; conformance to the 
code; no adverse affect to the land use plan; and location at least 1,000 feet from residential 
development). The reduced permit process for industrial development is part of the City's 
adopted economic development strategy intended to support the growth of local manufacturing. 
One example of the potential benefit to local beer manufacturers is that it will allow them to 
more easily utilize outdoor silos for grain in older industrial developments where existing 
development permits typically exclude outdoor tanks. 

15. Encroachinents 

Sections 129.0710 and 129.0715 are being amended to facilitate the processing of encroachments 
in the public right-of-way. The amendment will clarify that pedestrian plazas in the tight-of-way 
beyond the ultimate curb line require a Process Two Neighborhood Development Permit prior to 
City Engineer approval of an Encroaclunent Maintenance and Removal Agreement (EMRA). 
The amendment will also clarify that permit holders may execute EMRAs in cases where they 
are not the property owner. 

16. Previously Confonning 

Previously conforming is a term that refers to structures that were legally built, and to uses that 
were legally established, in accordance with the regulations that applied at that time, but due to a 
change in regulation or zoning beyond the control of the property owner or tenant are 
"previously conforming". The previously conforming regulations identify what rights the owner 
has to voluntarily make improvements to maintain, repair, alter, replace, or expand what they 
have; and what rights the owner has to reconstruct the structure and/or resume the use if 
destroyed by a fire, natural disaster or act of the public enemy. 

The City takes a unique approach to such development whereby some previously conforming 
scenarios allow improvements by right, some require discretionary permit approval, and others 
do not allow improvements at all. By allowing flexibility for compatible previously conforming 
propeliies to more easily maintain, repair, alter or replace existing development, the City has 
been able to minimize the potential for blight. Amortization pedods are designed to provide a 
reasonable grace period before requiring previously conforming uses to comply with new 
regulations. An amortization period is proposed with 9111 update Issue #27 to address the adverse 



effects of previously conforming restaurants with drive tlu·oughs that operate between midnight 
and 6:00a.m. adjacent to residential. (Refer to Issue #27 for the analysis.) 

Most of the City is currently affected by, or will be affected at some point in the future, by a 
previously conforming development or use scenario, It is therefore critical for applicants, staff, 
decision makers and the public to have a common understanding of how the regulations apply. 
The proposed clarifications and process improvements will facilitate a more consistent and 
predictable outcome for applicants and the community, which are in tum expected to increase 
oppotiunities and the likelihood for reinvestment in the City's older neighborhoods. 

In general, previously conforming stmctures may be maintained, repaired, altered or replaced in 
accordance with Process One. As proposed, Process One and Process Two permit approvals are 
available for certain limited expansion options depending on whether the proposed expansion 
meets current development regulations, is necessary to meet California Building Code or Fire 
Code requirements, or would expand on existing development consistent with the previously 
conforming setback and specified criteria. Previously conforming uses are also subject to either 
Process One or Process Two permit approvals depending on how much of the stmcture's existing 
exterior walls would be retained. Reconstruction after a fire, natural disaster or act of the public 
enemy would be allowed in accordance with Process One, 

Key amendments include a proposed change in the permit tlu·eshold (from market value to 
removal of exterior walls), clarifications to the methodology for calculation and measurement of 
exterior walls, new allowances for limited expansion of a previously conforming stmcture within 
a setback, clarification of the circumstances where a previously conforming use may be resumed 
after discontinuance, and cladfication of the type of previously conforming industrial 
development that is not eligible to request approval for expansion within residential zones. This 
item deals with a highly complex and contentious subject matter that involves property rights. 
Refer to Report Attaclunent 6 for additional information. 

Widespread support has been expressed for the proposed amendments and the City's adopted 
approach that allows compatible previously conforming development to continue to exist and 
even expand under limited circumstances. Many of the opposing views are representative of a 
more traditional approach taken in smaller cities to get rid of all "non-confonning" development. 
The CPC Subcommittee recommended a potential compromise that would require a Process Two 
discretionary permit for major alterations or replacement of multiple dwelling unit structures 
(with a previously conforming structural envelope or previously conforming density). Their 
proposal would also require such development to comply with all current landscape requirements 
applicable to the street yard, provide street trees per current standards, and comply with the 
Street Design Manual standard for maximum curb cut width. Their intent is to provide a 
discretionary tool that will allow the City to prevent multiple dwelling unit developments from 
rebuilding in a manner that is not sensitive to co1m1mnity plan policies and the community 
character. The Plam1ing Commission should consider the CPC suggestion and make a 
recommendation accordingly. 
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17. CEQA Document Processing Requirements 

The City cunently enforces local requirements to implement the Califomia Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) that are more restrictive than what is reqt1ired by state law. The proposed 
amendment will create consistency between the City's requirements and state law to protect the 
City from unreasonable CEQA document challenges because of different local requirements 
regarding review periods, cover letters, and supplemental findings that address the conclusions of 
a final environmental impact report (EIR) regarding a project's potential impacts, while still 
effectively disclosing potential enviromnental impacts to decision makers and the public. 

The proposal would revise LDC Section 128.0306(b) to make the required time petiod for public 
review and comment on a draft enviromnental document consistent with what is required by state 
law. The proposal would also remove the local requirement for a cover letter to be prepared 
when a previously certified document is used. Instead, the typical procedure (for a cover letter 
to be prepared) would be published in the City's enviromnental review procedures and 
information bulletin 401. The change will reduce the potential for legal challenge while still 
providing the same level of detail in suppmi of the City's environmental determination. 

Most significantly, LDC Section 128.0310 would be amended to address unnecessary delay to 
the release of final EIRs caused by the current requirement for final EIRs to be released together 
with the candidate findings and statement of overriding considerations (SOC). CEQA provides 
for the City to establish its own timelines for final enviromnental documents to be made 
available, which the City currently has set as 14 calendar days. However, the local requirement 
to also provide candidate findings and SOCs at least 14 calendar clays ptior to the heating has 
caused unnecessary project delays~ The amendment would remove the 14 day requirement for 
providing candidate findings and SOCs. This would in no way reduce the amount of infonnation 
available to the public or decision makers regai·ding a proposed project. Instead, it recognizes 
the typical sequence for documents of this nature to be prepared and removes a current code 
requirement identified as causing project delay. 

CEQA does not require an advisory body to have an envirmunental document in final form. 
However, as proposed, final enviromnental documents, including Final EIRs, would continue to 
be available at least 14 calendar days prior to 1) a decision by the City Manager to adopt or 
certify an environmental document (i.e. process two decisions), 2)'a decision by an advisory 
body required by the Land Development Code to make a recommendation regarding adoption or 
certification of an enviromnental document (Historic Resources Board or Plalll1ing Commission) 
or 3) a decision by the Hearing Officer, Plam1ing Commission, or City Council to adopt or 
certify an enviromnental document. The candidate findings and SOCs would be made available 
with all other project materials to be considered in the public hearing in accordance with 
applicable public hearing procedures, CEQA, and the Brown Act. 

18. When a Public Right~of~Way Permit is Required 

The proposed amendfnent would clarify that a public dght~of~way permit is required for public 
improvements by a private entity or a public entity other than the City (i.e. SANDAG). The code 



allows the City Engineer to waive the permit requirement if the other governmental agency has 
an agreement in place with the City pursuant to Section 129.0702(b). 

19. Qualifications to Prepare Plans and Perform Work in the Public Right-of-Way 

The proposed amendment is a clarification that would replace the term "required" with the term 
"regulated" to clarify that right-of-way work subject to Chapter 12, Article 9 must be performed 
by a licensed contractor, unless otherwise specified. For example, exceptions are provided for 
work by public utilities and for homeowners to perfo11n grading at their primary residence. 

20. Applying OP Zone to City Parkland Prior to Dedication 

As requested by the Planning Department, Section 131.0202 would be amended to allow the 
open space-park (OP) zone to be applied to City fee-owned designated parkland that is not 
formally dedicated by City ordinance or State statute. The goal is to facilitate application of the 
OP zone to future parkland during the community plan update process. It is common for 
parkland to be acqu,ired by the City, designated for developed park purposes during the planning 
process, and then held until park facilities can be constructed, or until the property can be traded 
or sold to acquire land of a higher value for park purposes. 

21. Clarification of Street Light Requirement 

Street lights are a public improvement required of private applicants as pa1i of a new subdivision 
design. However, the existing code does not specify the public improvement requirement is tied 
to subdivision maps, which has caused the need for frequent conflict resolutim1 meetings for 
businesses in existing subdivisions who have been asked to provide new street lights while 
processing minor improvements via a grading pennit or public right-of-way permit. The code 
change will facilitate permit processing for future applicants without reducing the threshold of 
the existing requirement. Street lights will continue to be required of new subdivisions, or will 
otherwise be provided subject to available funding via the capital improvement program in 
accordance with Council Policy 200-18 (Mid-Block Street Light Policy for Developed Areas). 

22. Exemptions fi·om Historic Resources Site Survey 

Section 143.0212 applies to all development that is 45 years or older and that has not been 
designated a historic resource. The ordinance would provide new exemptions fi·om the 
requirement for a historic resources site survey for in-kind foundation repair and replacement 
(except that structures with decorative block or cobblestone foundation would still require 
historic review), and for construction of swimming pools in the rear yard (except that property 
with a likelihood of archaeological sites would still require historic review). The code already 
exempts in-kind roof repair/replacement, and minor interior modifications limited in scope to an 
electrical, plumbing, or mechanical permit. 
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Use Amendments 
The following 11 issues would streamline the approval process for various uses (i.e. companion 
units in agricultural-residential zones, live entertainment in industrial zones, satellite antennas in 
industrial zones, and indoor theaters); address uses that are part of the City's Economic 
Development Strategy (i.e. manufacturing, including breweries); and clarify other use category 
types (i.e. brewery tasting rooms and retail tasting stores). Refer to Attachment 2. 

23. Manufacturing Uses (Light manufacturing versus Heavy manufacturing) 

The proposed amendment would help clarify the difference between the light manufactul':ing and 
heavy manufacturing use category descriptions in the City's zoning code. Heavy manufacturing 
involves the use oflarge outdoor equipment such as cranes and large tan1cs to produce 
unpackaged bulk products such as steel, paper, lumber, fertilizer, or petrochemicals, and includes 
manufacturing that typically produces disturbing noise, dust, or other pollutants capable of 
harming or atmoying adjacent uses. 

Light manufacturing involves the manufacturing of a wide variety of products including, but not 
limited to food, beverages, durable goods, machinery and equipment; and includes the 
manufacturing of beer. Like heavy manufacturing, light manufacturing also involves processing, 
fabricating, asserhbling, treating and/or packaging :finished parts or products, but does so without 
the use of explosives or unrefined petroleum. This is an impotiant distinction because in the past 
businesses that manufacture other petroleum based products have been treated as heavy 
manufacturing and as a result were forced out of light manufacturing areas that would have been 
more compatible with such operations. The most significant change is the proposed exception to 
LDC Section 131.0623(e) that would allow beverage manufacturing in the IP-1-1 and IP-3-1 
zones where only a limited spectrum of light manufacturing uses is currently allowed (i.e. 
manufacturing of pharmaceutical products and medical instmments). 

24. Tasting Rooms versus Retail Tasting Stores 

Tasting rooms and retail tasting stores are use types associated with breweries. The proposed 
amendment would create new commercial zoning subcategories for tasting rooms and retail 
tasting stores to help differentiate the uses. The proposal is consistent with the City's Economic 
Development strategy to support the growth of local beverage manufactuting. 

As clarified by Issue #23, breweries are establishments that manufacture beer. They are 
classified as a light manufacturing industrial use in the zoning code and are permitted in 
industrial zones and heavy commercial zones. Each brewery is permitted to have an access01:y 
tasting room on-site that offers alcoholic beverage tastings and sales of alcohol (for on-site ot· 
off-site consumption) in accordance with the Type 1 beer manufacturer or Type 23 small beer 
manufacturer license issued by the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC). 

State law allows California beer manufacturers to obtain "duplicate licenses" of their original 
Type 1 or Type 23 alcohol license to operate up to six off-site retail tasting stores (also known as 
"branch offices") anywhere in the state of California. Tllis use type has recently become popular 
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for beer manufach1rers to grow their operations, Retail tasting stores are essentially off-site 
tasting rooms that allow a beer manufacturer to provide tastings and sales of the beer they 
pmduce (for on-site or off-site consumption) at locations separate from the brewery, Retail 
tasting stores are precluded from manufacturing any beer on-site per state law (Business and 
Pmfessions Code section 23389). 

The proposed amendment initially included a Process Two for retail tasting stores located 
adjacent to residential zones. However, it was removed after the AB 2010 urgency measure was 
signed into law by Governor Brown on September 29, 2014, with a public review and protest 
component for the alcohol licensing process. Prior to AB 2010, duplicate licenses were issued by 
the ABC without any public notice or opportunity for participation, which was of concern to 
adjacent residents and members of the local craft brewery industry concerned about 
repercussions of this type ofumesolved neighborhood conflict on the industry. 

As proposed, these commercial establishments would be allowed as a limited use in most 
conunercial zones and industrial zones subject to limits on hours of operation in CN zones and 
adjacent to residential zones. By compal'ison, new restamants and bars in CN zones and 
locations abutting residential zones are already limited to the same hours (6a:m and midnight); 
and require similar public notice and opportunity for participation via the state licensing process. 

25. Distribution and Storage Uses 

The proposed amendment would clarify the description of the distribution and storage use 
category and subcategories, and eliminate duplicative language. Use ofthe tenus "wholesale" (a 
type of sales transaction) and "warehouse" (a type of building) as use category types has created 

·confusion for applicants seeking to locate their businesses, especially since the category 
descriptions are very similar. The amendment will result in tlu·ee subcategories: equipment and 
materials storage yards (outdoors), moving and storage facilities, and distribution facilities. This 
amendment was recommended by the City's Economic Development Department. 

26, Assembly and Entettainment Uses, Including Churches 

The proposed amendment would create a new separately regulated use category for assembly 
and entertainment uses, including churches, to better regulate these facilities based on the size of 
the establislunent. The proposal would set the pem1it process level based on the maximum 
capacity for assembly (i.e. allowing up to 300 people as limited use and creating conditional use 
criteria for larger facilities subject to CUP). Cunently, the City regulates "churches and places 
ofl'eligious assembly" and "assembly and entertailll11ent" as "permitted by right" or "not 
permitted" in most zones, but still requires a CUP for churches in a few specialized zones (i.e. 
AR, SEPDO, and CUPDO). The City can best avoid legal challenge by treating churches like 
other assembly. The ordinance would also amend two plalllled district ordinances (PDOs) to 
reflect citywide changes, including amendment of the Central Urbanized PDO to reflect citywide 
changes in the CU-1, 2, and 3 zones; and amendment ofthe La Jolla Shores PDO to require a 
CUP for churches in the VC and CC zones, and "not permitted" in the SF zones consistent with 
the citywide zones, 
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27. Drive-In and Drive-Through Eating and Drinldng Establislunents 

The proposed amendment would create a new separately regulated use category for drive-in and 
drive-tlu·ough eating and drinking establislnnents. The ctment code treats drive-in and drive
tln·ough components as a design feature of a restaurant, which has resulted in confusion in cases 
where existing establislunents have previously confom1ing rights. The new separately regulated 
use category will allow for new development to occur where it is appropriate for the location and 
will add controls to address previously conforming establislunents particularly with respect to 
hours of operation. Drive-in and drive tlu·ough eating and drinking establislunents will continue 
to be allowed by right without limitation in locations where they are currently allowed. 

As proposed, a conditional use permit would be required in zones where restaurants are allowed, 
but where a drive-tlu·ough component currently requires a discretionary permit deviation (CN-1-
2, IP-2 and 3, IL-1-1, IL-2-1, IH-2-1, and IBT zones). The proposed change will allow for new 
drive-in and drive-tlu·ough establishments to be developed where they are appropriate for the 
location and where they will not adversely affect the applicable community plan. Tlu·ough the 
conditional use pennit, conditions of approval can be applied to minimize the potential for 
detrimental effects to neighboring properties. 

A 7 year amortization period is proposed for the hours of operation of drive-in and drive
throughs located either in neighborhood c01mnercial zones or adjacent to residential zones in 
order to bring the hours of operation into compliance with similarly situated commercial 
operations (6:00a.m. tln·ough midnight). To address neighborhood concerns, the new use 
category would consider a drive through to be adjacent to residential even where the properties 
are separated by an alley. The proposed limit on hours of operation is a concem to the California 
Restaurant Association and fast food industry. If desired, an altemative would be to allow 
impacted establislnnents to request approval of extended hours via a conditional use pennit by 
making a permit finding that the hours of operation are appropriate for the location. 

28. Companion Units 

A companion unit is a small dwelling unit (maximum of 700 square feet) that is accessory to a 
single dwelling unit on a residential lot that provides complete living facilities, including a 
kitchen, independent of the primary dwelling. Companion units are typically permitted as a 
limited use and can be approved in accordance with Process One if they meet the requirements in 
Sectionl41.0302. However, the existing code indicates that a Conditional Use Permit is required 
for a companion unit in the agricultural-residential (AR) zones. The proposed amendment would 
allow companion units as a limited use if they meet the requirements in Section 141.0302 
consistent with the applicable permit process and review criteria applicable to other low density 
residential zones. The proposed amendment would also remove the existing requirement that the 
siding and roof materials of the primary dwelling unit and companion unit must be the same. 
This will facilitate the conversion of existing small accessory buildings to companion units in the 
City's older, established neighborhoods where affordable housing options are needed. 
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An additional option for the Planning Commission to consider is whether to remove the existing 
requirement in Section 141.0302(i) for an alley to be improved in order to allow a companion 
unit. The Normal Heights Community Planning Group recommended removal of this provision, 
which to date has effectively prohibited companion units in such circumstances because alley 
improvements are cost prohibitive for home owners. 

29. Allowance for Live Entertaim11ent in Industrial Zones 

The proposed amendment would allow eating and drinldng establishments to have live 
entertainment in industdal zones, except for heavy industrial zones (IH zones). This amendment 
was recommended by the City's Economic Development Department as a means to support the 
growth of local beer manufacturing businesses and to address what has become a frequent 
request within the context of industtial development. 

30. Satellite Antmmas in Industrial Zones 

Existing LDC Section 141.0405 is unclear as to what permit process applies to satellite antennas 
in industrial zones. The existing code exempts satellite antem1as in industrial zones from a 
conditional use permit, and suggests that the use is permitted by right as an accessory use in 
industrial zones. ·The proposed amendments would clarify that accessory satellite antennas in 
industrial zones are exempt from a discretionary permit. 

31. Historic Buildings Occupied by Uses Otherwise Not Allowed 

The proposed amendment would clarify that in cases where reuse of a historic building would 
include a separately regulated use subject to LDC Chapter 14, the proposed use must be designed 
to meet the Chapter 14 separately regulated use requirements applicable to that use in order to 
minimize detrimental effects to the neighborhood. As requested by Civic San Diego, the 
ordinance would also amend the Centre City Planned District Ordinance (CCPDO) to make the 
CCPDO consistent with citywide regulations for reuse of a historic resource. 

32. Plant Nurseries 

A "plant nursery" is a place where plants are cultivated and grown for transplant, distribution, 
and sale. There has been confusion as to why "plant nurseties" is a separately regulated use 
category. The amendment clarifies that the use is permitted by right in commercial zones and 
will help distinguish this use type from horticulture nurseries and greenhouses (agricultural use) 
and garden centers (a retail sales use). CutTently, the code requires a Conditional Use Permit for 
plant nurseries in agricultural zones if the facility would include a retail space larger than 300 
feet or allow non-plant retail sales. Retail sales of plants from garden centers in retail stores are 
also allowed by right in all zones that allow the sale of consumer goods. 

33. Marine-Related Uses in the Coastal Zone 

The proposed amendn1;ent would clarify that where the use is permitted (as indicated by a "P" in 
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the Ch 13 use table in various industrial zones), no limitations apply. Commercial zones that 
require a conditional use permit will continue to be subject to the separately regulated use criteria 
identified in Section 141.1 003. 

Measurement: 
Refer to Attachment 3 for draft code sections for the following five issues. 

34. Bay Windows 

The proposed amendment to Section 113.0234 (Rules for Calculation and Measurement for 
Gross Floor Area) would help clarify under what circumstances bay windows are exempt from 
the calculation of gross floor area. Bay windows are exempt from the calculation of gross floor 
area if they are standard window sill height and have no structural supports, or have less than 5 
feet of height between the finislFfloor and the roof elevation immediately above. 

35. Garages and Accessory Stmctures 

Encroachments associated with garages and non-habitable structures are limited in accordance 
with LDC Section 131.0461. The proposed amendment would strike the term "detached" in 
reference to garages. The accessory building can't exceed 525 square feet in RS zones. Clarify 
that an accessory building in the setback can't share a common wall with the primary dwelling 
unit, but can be attached via a design element and still be considered a' separate building. 

36. Roof Projection into the Angled Building Envelope Plane 

The existing regulation in Section131.0461(a)(1 )(D), which is depicted in Diagram 131-04S, has 
led to mi1ltiple interpretations about what is intended to be a limited allowance for a roof design 
to project into the angled building envelope plane (facing the front yard) under specified 
limitations. The proposed amendment would clarify that the roof design may project into the 
angled building envelope, but may not ~ncroach into the setback. 

3 7. Retaining Walls 

The proposed amendment would create an exception for the measurement of retaining wall 
height (per Sections 113.0270(b) and 142.0340) in order to allow retaining walls over 3 feet in 
height in the front and street side yards when the elevation of the street grade is higher than the 
building pad since the majority of the wall is not visible fi·om the street. In such cases, the 
measurement of wall height (for zoning height compliance) would be taken from the adjacent 
street grade. The proposed amendment would also clarify when a building permit is required for 
retaining walls greater than 3 feet (as measured from the top of the footing to the top of the wall) 
by referring to Section 129.0203 as an applicable regulation in Section 142.0305 Table 142-03A. 

38. Mechanical Equipment Used in the Manufacturing Process 

Provide an exception from the requirement in Section 142.0910(a).and (b) for mechanical 
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equipment screening for industrial development that involves light or heavy manufacturing when 
the appurtenances are not readily visible from any residential development. 

Pat1dng: 
Refer to Attachment 3 for the draft code sections for the following two issues. 

39. Parking Requirement for Capital Intensive Manufacturing 

Create a new specified parking requirement at rate of 1 space per 1,000 square feet of gross 
floor area for capital intensive manufacturing involving the use oflarge equipment, tan1cs, 
vessels, automated machinery, or any similar combination of such machinery and equipment. 
This amendment was requested by the Ct'ty's Economic Development Department to provide 
regulatory relief and facilitate occupancy of vacant tenant spaces for manufacturing businesses. 

40. Driveway Design to Meet Engineering Standards 

The proposed amendment would clarify the requirements to meet the minimum driveway 
gradient standards in response to confusion that has resulted for staff and applicants because of 
the wording in the existing code. 

Signs: 
Refer to Attachment 3 for draft code sections for the following four issues. 

41. Signage in Plmmed Commercial and Industlial Developments 

The proposed amendment would provide for commercial and industrial development to add 
signage in accordance with the sign code without a need to amend applicable development 
permits that are outdated with respect to sign regulations. The amendment would also allow 
Process One approval per the cunent sign code for any sites subject to old comprehensive sign 
plans adopted prior to January 1, 2000. The following signs would still require a development 
pennit in order to minimize the potential for detrimental effects on the sun·ounding 
neighborhood: comprehensive sign plans (adopted January 1, 2000 or later), revolving projecting 
signs, signs with automatic changing copy, or a theater mal'quee. Any sign that involves an 
alteration to the building where the proposed building alteration is not in substantial 
conformance to the applicable development pennit; and any proposal that involves an advertising 
display sign would also not be eligible fOl' the proposed Process One exception. 

42. Utilization of Sign Permits, Sign Stickers~ and Sign Inspections 

Delete the requirement for initial utilization and maintaining utilization of a sign permit. A two 
yeat· permit expiration period applies. Remove outdated code language that t'eferences "sign 
stickers" and inspections. Sign inspections will occur only in association with a related building 
pennit or code violation case. 
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43. Gas Station Electronic Pricing Signs 

State law sets requirements for posting of gas station pricing. However, the City cm1·ently 
requires a Process Two Neighborhood Use Permit for any signs with changeable copy, including 
gas station electronic pricing signs. The amendment will allow gas stations to obtain staff 
approval (Process One) of signs that display gas prices electronically, and will eliminate the 
unnecessary discretionary permit expense for what is considered basic signage consistent with 
the industry trend. 

44. Wall Signs and Ground Signs 

Currently, the wall sign area for an establislunent is regulated with respect to the size of any 
ground signs. Ground signs, however, are tied to the street frontage and the adjacent street 
classification and speed limit of the premises as a whole. This has created unnecessary 
processing complications for new commercial tenants seeking approval of a wall sign, especially 
because the sign companies that process the permits tend to be different for wall signs versus 
ground signs. The change will help simplify the regulations and facilitate processing with a 
minimal increase, if any, to the signage as a whole. The existlng requirement is a processing 
complication for applicants and can be especially unfair to businesses that aren't represented by 
the ground signage. The existing La J o1la Shores PDO sign requirement (applicable to a small 
specialized area) would remain unchanged. 

Minor Conections 
Refer to Attaclunent 4 for following 13 issues that fix incorrect references and formatting enors. 

45. Vacant Structures- Incorrect Section References 

When the ordinance was adopted, section 54.0308 was reformatted so that subsections (a)(l) 
through (9) became (a) through (i). However, references to old code sections remain. References 
to (a)(8) should be (h) and (a)(9) should be (i). This change was requested by the City Attorney. 

46. Fee Payment- Incorrect Term 

The amendment would fix a typo in the spelling of the term "fee payment", which is currently 
incorrectly published in Municipal Code Section 98.0425 as "free paymenf'. 

47. Definition ofReasonable Accommodation- Incorrect Term 

The amendment would replace "dwelling unit" with the correct tenn "dwelling" per the state law 
definition ofreasonable accommodation. 

48. Zoning and Rezoning Actions- Missing Section Reference 

The code currently provides procedures for applying zoning to property in accordance with 
zones in Chapter 13. A reference would be added to clarify that the procedures also apply to 
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zoning and rezoning of planned district bases zones identified in Chapter 15. 

49. Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Projects- Incorrect Reference 

The Council adopted a lower process for CIP projects in various circumstances. However, 
Sectionl26.0502(c)(4) and (5) regulates only private improvements. The amendment will delete 
the incorrect CIP reference and restore the original code language. 

50. Regulation of Residential in Commercial Zones~ Incorrect Table Reference 

The code contains an incorrect reference to a residential table 131 ~04B in a context where it 
should be referencing the commercial zone table 131 ~05B. 

51. Child Care Centers in Industrial Zones 

The 7111 Update to the Land Development Code (Ordinance 0-20081) adopted a conditional use 
pennit requirement for child care centers in the IP-1-1, IP-2-1, IL-2~ 1, IL-3-1, IH-2-1, and IS~l ~ 1 
zones in order to protect prime industrial lands from encroachment by public assembly uses and 
other sensitive receptors in accordance with the General Plan. It appears that when the section 
was subsequently amended with the Otay Mesa Plan Update (0-20361) the new zones IP-3-1 
and IBT were added as limited uses (the former process for that use in industrial lands) instead of 
conditional uses requiring a CUP consistent with the adopted requirement. Child care will now 
be correctly reflected as a "C'' in the IP-1~1, IP-2-1, IP-3-1, IL-2-1, IL-3-1, IH-2-1, IS-1-1, and 
IBT zones. This correction is impotiant to protect prime industrial lands. Consistent with the 
General Plan, child care facilities can be approved via a CUP in prime industrial lands where 
they are sited appropriately as an on~site, ancillary use to a base sector use. 

52. Push Carts and the Retail Food Code- Incorrect Section References/Punctuation En·ors 

The pushcart regulations refer to outdated references in SDMC Chapter 4. Instead they should 
just reference the CA Retail Food Code/Health and Safety Code, which establishes the health 
regulations that apply to food handling, storage, etc. The health regulations are enforced by the 
County via the required health permit. 

53. General Fence Regulations- Grammatical En·or 

Replace the term "an" with "a" under 142.0310(a)(1) in reference to a Public Right-of-Way 
permit. 

54. Street System and Development- Italicization E11'ors 

Under the section relating to acceptance of dedications, "street system" should not be italicized. 
The term "street" is a defined te1m and can remain in italics, but the term "system" should not be 
italicized. The term "development" is a defined term and needs italics added. 
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55. Findings for Tentative Map Apptoval 

The term "findings" should be italicized to make reference to the defined term in Section 
113.0103. The reference to LDC Sections should begin with a capital "S". 

56. Mission Beach Platmed District Ordinance (MBPDO) E11'ors 

In MBPDO Section 1513.0304(d), the correct term "for" is misspelled as "or" and to change the 
term "deep,, to "depth" in the context where it is incoiTectly published as "3 feet in deep" to read 
"3 feet in depth". 

57. Otay Mesa Platmed District Ordinance (Repealed) 

The Otay Mesa Planned District was repealed by the City Council (0~2014-87). However, the 
titles for the article and divisions were accidentally left in the code. This action will clarify that 
the PDQ was repealed in its entirety. This amendment was requested by the City Attorney. 

Conclusion: 

Staffrecommends approval of the proposed 9th Update to the Land Development Code and 
Local Coastal Program Amendment. The proposed code amendments are consistent with the 
original goals of the Land Development Code to simplify land development regulations, to make 
land development regulations more objective, to make the code more adaptable, to eliminate 
redundancies and contradictions, to standardize the land development code framewm;k, and to 
increase predictability in the application of land development regulations. · 

Robert Vacchi 
Director, 
Development Services Department 
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DRAFT Issue Matrix- 9th UPDATE TO THE LDC 
January 8, 2015 

PC Report PC-15-008 
Attachment 1 

Following is a summary of the 57 amendments organized into Permit Process, Use, Measurement, Parking, and Sign Regulations, and Minor 
Corrections categories. Within each category the amendments are listed in order of the associated code sections to be amended. 

No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION 
Permit Process Amendments: The following 22 amendments are proposed to improve the permit process and address inconsistencies. 

I 
Process for Grading and Rfu:ht-of-Way lm:Qrovement Permits 

62.1205 
The code sets deadlines (180 days each) for "utilizing" and "maintaining utilization" of permits in 
addition to a permit expiration date. If work authorized by the permit has not begun within 180 

Regulatory 
129.0642 

calendar days, or if work is suspended or abandoned for a continuous period of 180 calendar days 
1 129.0643 

Reform 
129.0743 

the permit becomes void. Eliminating the 180 day utilization requirement will provide greater 

129.0744 
predictability for enforcement of the 2 year expiration. Work is already ensured to be completed or 
restored to prior condition by financial sureties/bonds (SDMC 129.0119). 

Expiration of Application 
The application expiration date for Process One maps and construction permits should allow time 
for corrective action in response to code enforcement civil penalty notices. Amend 112.0102 to 

2 
Regulatory 

112.0102 
clarify that applications associated wit.h. a code violation case under "civil penalty notice & order" 

Reform will be automatically extended beyond the two year expiration period to accommodate the time set 
forth for "civil penalty notice & order'' dates plus an additional180 calendar day extension to allow 
for corrective action on the part of the applicant and time for staff issuance of the permit or map. 

Process to Approve Water Supply Assessments 
A water supply assessment required by CEQA and the state Water Code requires a noticed public 

Regulatory 
hearing by the City Council. However, the water supply assessment is not required to be 

3 
Reform 

112.0103 consolidated for processing with associated development permit applications. The amendment will 
clarify that the City Council must consider and approve a water supply assessment for a project 
prior to the lower decision making body's consideration of the project and environmental document. 

1 
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DRAFT Issue Matrix- 9th UPDATE TO THE LDC 
January 8, 2015 

PC Report PC-15-008 
Attachment 1 

No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION 
Consolidation of Processing in Relation to Code Violations 
This code section has created issues for processing of corrective actions to address code violations 

4 
Regulatory 

112.0103 
when development permits are in process. The amendment will clarify that corrective actions to 

Reform address a code violation shall not be consolidated for processing with other permit applications in 
order to expedite the corrective action and minimize potential for delay. 

Published Notice Requirement for Ad Hoc Fees 
Section 112.0301 ( c)(3) requires that the City Manager publish the Notice of Public Hearing (in 
addition to mailed notice) in accordance with Section 112.0303 at least 10 business days before the 

Clarification! 
112.0301 

date of the public hearing. The Mitigation Fee Act applies to ad hoc fees imposed by the City 
5 Consistency 

112.0303 
Council (i.e. Community Plan Amendment) and requires special noticing per Government Code 

with State Law Section 6062a. Amend the code as advised by the City Attorney to clarify that special notice for ad 
hoc fees is required to be published in the newspaper as two published notices with at least 5 days 
intervening between the first and last publication dates (not counting the publication dates). 

Clarification Regarding Claims of Failure to Receive Notice 
Section 112.0309 was modeled after Government Code Section 65093 and provides that failure to 

Clarification! receive notice shall not constitute grounds to invalidate an action taken by the City for which notice 
6 Regulatory 112.0309 was provided. Amend the code as advised by City Attorney to clarify that the action shall not be 

Reform held invalid for noticing errors, unless the court invalidates the action because error was prejudicial, 
caused substantial inju..ry, or a different result would have been probable had the error not occurred. 

A£_Qeal Period for EOT A:Q.Qlications for Mal! Waivers and Tentative Mai!S 
Amend Section 112.0504(a)(2) to clarify that the time for filing an appeal is 12 business days, 

Clarification! except where more time is afforded by State law. The code would clarifY that pursuant to 
7 Consistency 112.0504 Subdivision Map Act section 66452.6( e), an applicant has at least 15 calendar days to file an appeal 

with State Law if their application for EOT for a map waiver or tentative map is denied. In that case, the maximum 
time period for filing an appeal would be the greater of 15 calendar days or 12 business days. 

-

2 



DRAFT Issue Matrix- 9th UPDATE TO THE LDC 
January 8, 2015 

PC Report PC-15-008 
Attachment 1 

No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION 
Process to Modifv Conditions of A.Q_Qroval of Recorded MaQs 

Regulatory 
The existing code requires City Council approval for requests to modify conditions of approval for 

8 Reform 
125.0141 recorded maps, but sets a lower process level for new map applications. The proposed change 

would allow for requests to amend a map to be processed through the same process level that would 
apply to a new application for an equivalent map proposaL 

Extension of Time AQiilications for Tentative Mans and Develo:nment Permits-
Sections 125.0461 (tentative maps) and 126.0111 (development permits) provide for extensions of 
time (EOT) up to a maximum period of 72 months total 

• Currently, EOT applications must be submitted within a 60 day window of the expiration period. 
Applicants have indicated the existing 60 day requirement is problematic and easily missed. 
Amend the code to allow EOT applications for TMs and development permits to be submitted 

Regulatory 
125.0461 within 12 months of expiration date instead of the existing narrow 60 day application window. 

9 
Reform 

126.0108 • Clarify that if granted, the time period for development permit EOTs begins from the date of 
126.0111 expiration of the previously approved development permit. 

• The code currently provides for timely submitted development permit EOT applications to be 
extended 60 days or until a decision is made on the application, whichever occurs last. This has 
created confusion on what should happen in cases where a decision on the application does not 
occur until after the 72 month expiration. Modify the provision for development permit EOTs to 
be consistent with language applicable to tentative map EOTs to read ''whichever occurs :first". 

Process for Easement Vacations 
Easement vacations decided by the City Council are not required to obtain a PC recommendation 

125.1030 
prior to City Council (Section 125.1 030). Section 112.0509( d) allows the PC recommendation 

10 Clarification requirement to be waived. Amend the code to allow easement vacations with a Coastal 
Development Permit to be exempt from a PC recommendation if the CDP is required solely for the 
easement vacation. 

- ~ 
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PC Report PC-15-008 
Attachment 1 

No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMEND:MENT DESCRIPTION 
Utilization of a Development Permit 
Eliminate the maintaining utilization section of the code. The amendment will provide greater 

11 
Regulatory 126,0108 predictability regarding pen:irit expiration and will facilitate enforcement of the existing 36 month 
Reform 126.0109 expiration date by clarifYing what must occur prior the permit expiration date and clarifYing the 

types of evidence that must be provided to demonstrate utilization so that a permit will not be void. 

Cancellation or Rescission of a Develo,[!ment Permit 
A permit holder may request cancellation of a development permit before utilization of the permit, 
or can submit an application to rescind the development permit after it has been utilized. Currently 

12 Clarification 126.0110 the code specifies that the permit is not void until recorded with the County Recorder, which places 
an administrative burden on the City to act. The amendment clarifies that the decision to cancel a 
development permit does not need to be recorded with the County Recorder. The cancellation takes 
effect on the date of the decision and is documented as part of the City's administrative record. 

Abilitv to Use New Rel!lllations Without Amending a Develo,[!ment Permit 
Allow projects to have the benefit of new regulations (adopted subsequent to the permit effective 

13 
Regulatory 

126.0112 
date) without a need to amend their development permit (i.e. CUP) if a Process Two Neighborhood 

Reform Development Permit is obtained or if the applicant can otherwise demonstrate to the satisfaction of 
the City Manager that the resulting development is in substantial conformance with the permit. 

Fle:xibilitv for Modifications to Industrial Develo,[!ment 
Streamline the process for changes to design guidelines and planned industrial development permit 
requirements that don't meet the criteria for Substantial Conformance Review. Reduce from a 

Regulatory Process Four Permit Amendment to a Process Two NDP (staff level decision appealable to Planning 

14 
Reform/ 

126.0113 
Commission) if the development meets specified criteria, including: no impact to public health, 

Economic safety, and welfare; conformance to the code; no adverse affect to the land use plan; and location at 
Development least 1,000 feet from residential development. This change in permit process will benefit 

manufacturers (i.e. breweries that utilize outdoor silos for grain) because it's common for older 
industrial development permits to have explicitly excluded outdoor tallks in the permit conditions. 

---- L__ --
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No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION 
Encroachments 
Sections 129.0710 and 129.0715 are being amended to facilitate the processing of encroachments in 

Clarification/ 129.0710 
the public right-of-way. The amendment will clarify that pedestrian plazas in the right-of-way 

15 Regulatory 129.0715 beyond the ultimate curb line require a Process Two Neighborhood Development Permit prior to 

Reform City Engjneer approval of an Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement The 
clarification will allow for permit holders to execute EMRAs in cases where they are not the 
property owner. 

Previously Conforming 
127.0102 The City's previously conforming regulations are in need of clarification due to the potential for 
127.01()3 multiple interpretations counter to the intent of the Land Development Code. The amendments will 

Clarification/ 
127.0104 facilitate consistent application of the regulations and a more predictable outcome for applicants and 

16 Regulatory 
127.0105 the community. The greater predictability and certainty will increase opportunities and the 

Reform 
127.0106 likelihood for reinvestment in the City's older neighborhoods. This item deals with a highly 
127.0108 complex subject matter. See the attached "Summary of Previously Conforming Regulations" for 
127.0109 additional details regarding the purpose and intent and an explanation of the proposed permit 

process for various previously conforming development scenarios. 

I 
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No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION 
CEQA Document Processing Requirements 
The following changes will create consistency between the City's CEQA requirements and state 
law, and will protect the City from certain CEQA document challenges that are currently being filed 
based on existing local requirements that are more restrictive than state law: 

• Strike 128.0209(b ). There is no requirement under state law to provide a cover letter when a 

128.0209 
previously certified document is used. Transfer this project submittal requirement from the code 

Regulatory 
128.0306 

to instead be published in the City's environmental review procedures and information bulletin 

17 
Reform/ 

128.0310 
401. StaJ.Lfreports will continue to include environmental determination statements for projects. 

Consistency 
128.0312 • Revise 128.0306(b) to be consistent with the time period provided for by state law . 

with State Law • Revise 128.031 0 and 128.0312 to separate references to the final EIR from the candidate 
findings and statement of overriding considerations (SOC) for the project. Remove the 
reference to the 14 day requirement for providing candidate findings and SOC before a public 
hearing in order to be consistent with state law criteria. The current requirement is unnecessarily 
causing delay to the processing of final EIRs. The candidate findings and SOC will still be 
available to the public for review with other project materials before the public hearing. 

When a Public Right-of-Way Permit is Reguired 
Amend the code to clarify that a public right-of-way permit is required for public improvements by 

18 Clarification 129.0702 a private entity or a public entitity other than the City. The existing code allows the City Engineer 
to waive the permit requirement pursuant to Section 129 .0702(b )(2) when the other governmental 
agency has an agreement in place with the City. 

Oualifications to Pre~ are Plans and Perform \Vork in the Public Right-of-Way 
Replace the term "required" with the term "regulated" in Section 129.0720, and clarify that right-of-

19 Clarification 129.0720 way work (regulated by Ch 12, Art 9) must be performed by a licensed contractor, with stated 
exceptions for public utilities and for homeowners to perform grading at their primary residence. 

------ ---
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No. PURPOSE CODE SECTION AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION 
Am:!Iving OP Zone to Citv Parldand Prior to Dedication 
As requested by the Planning Department, to the amendment will allow the OP (open space-park) 
zone to be applied to City fee-owned designated park lands that have not, or will not, be formally 

Regulatory dedicated by City ordinance or State statute. The goal is to facilitate application of the OP zone to 
20 Reform 131.0202 future parkland during the community plan update process. It is common for parkland to be acquired 

by the City, designated for developed park pili-poses, atJ.d held until park facilities can be 
constructed, or until the property can be traded or sold to acquire land of a higher value for park 
purposes. 

Clarification of Street Light Requirement 
Street lights are a public improvement that is required of private applicants as part of a new 

Regulatory 
subdivision design. The existing code does not specify the public improvement requirement is tied 
to subdivision maps, which has caused the need for frequent conflict resolution for businesses in 

Reform! 
142.0670 existing subdivisions who have been asked to provide new street lights while processing minor 

21 Economic improvements via a grading permit or public right-of-way permit. Street lights will continue to be 
Development required of new subdivisions, or will otherwise be provided subject to available funding via the 

capital improvement program in accordance with Council Policy 200-18 (Mid-Block Street Light 
Policy for Developed Areas). 

Exeml!tions from Historic Resources Site Survey 
Section 143.0212 applies to all development that is 45 years or older and that has not been 
designated a historic resource. The code already exempts in-kind roof repair/replacement, and minor 

Regulatory interior modifications limited in scope to an electrical or plumbing/mechanical permit. Amend 
22 

Reform 
143.0212 143.0212 to provide new exemptions from the requirement for a historic resources site survey for: 

1) in-kind foundation repair and replacement (except that structures with decorative block or 
cobblestone foundations still requiTe historic review), and 2) construction of swimming pools in the 
rear yard (except that property with a likelihood of archaeological sites still require historic review) . 

.. ...... 
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Use Amendments: The following 11 items clarify the application of existing use categories, create new use subcategories, and streamline the 
process for approval of various use types: 

23 

Regulatory 
Reform! 
Economic 
Development 

Regulatory 

24 1 
Reform!_ 
Econormc 
Development 

Regulatory 

25 1 
Reform!_ 
Econom1c 
Development 

131.0112 
131.0623 

131.0112 
131.0222 
131.0322 
131.0422 
131.0522 
131.0622 
141.0507 

131.0112 
131.0222 
131.0422 
131.0522 
131.0622 
142.0530 
Table 142-05G 

Manufacturing Uses (Light manufacturing v.s. Heavy manufacturing) 
Provide an exception to Section 131.0623 (e) to identify beverage production as an allowable light 
manufacturing use in the IP-1-1 and IP-3-1 zones. Clarify that light manufacturing does not allow 
the use of explosives or unrefined petroleum. (Petroleum based products are okay.) Also clarify 
that the use category for light manufacturing includes the manufacturing of a wide variety of 
products including, but not limited to food, beverages, durable goods, machinery and equipment. 
(Manufacturing ofbeer fits in this category.) Heavy manufacturing involves large outdoor 
equipment such as cranes and large tanks to produce unpackaged bulk products such as steel, paper, 
lumber, fertilizer, or petrochemicals, and manufacturing that typically produces disturbing noise, 
dust, or other pollutants capable of harming or annoying adjacent uses. 

Tasting Rooms versus Retail Tasting Stores 
Amend Section 131.0112 and Ch 13 use tables to create a new commercial subcategory for tasting 
rooms, and allow them by right where accessory to beverage manufacturing. Create a new 
separately regulated use category for stand-alone retail tasting stores that sell beer (for on and off 
premises consumption) and offer tastings of the beer product the business manufactures at a separate 
location pursuant to a duplicate license (Type 1 or Type 23). Allow as a limited use in commercial 
and industrial zones subject to parking requirement and limit on hours (CN zones/by residential). 

Distribution and Storage Uses 
Clarify the description of the distribution and storage use category and subcategories, and eliminate 
duplicative language. Use of the terms "wholesale" (a type of sales transaction) and "warehouse" (a 
type of building) as use category types has created confusion for applicants seeking to locate their 
businesses, especially since the category descriptions are very similar. The amendment will result in 
three subcategories: equipment and materials storage yards (outdoors), moving and storage 
facilities, and distribution facilities. Revise the Chapter 13 use tables and associated parking table 
142-05G accordingly to reflect the name of the new use categories. 

8 
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131.0112 Assembly and Entertainment Uses: Including Churches 
131.0222 Create a new separately regulated use category (Section 141.0602) to regulate Assembly and 
131.0422 Entertainment Uses and places for religious assembly together as one use category that regulates 
131.0522 assembly and entertainment facilities based on the size of the establishment. Set the process level 
131.0622 based on the maximum capacity for assembly (i.e. allowing up to 300 people as limited use and 
141.0602 creating conditional use criteria for larger facilities subject to a CUP). The City currently regulates 

26 
Regulatory 142.0530 "churches and places of religious assembly'' and "assembly and entertainment" as "permitted by 
Reform Table 142-05G right" or "not permitted" in most zones, but still requires a CUP for churches in a few specialized 

155.0238 zones (i.e. AR, SEPDO, and CUPDO). 
Table 155-02C • Amend CUPDO: Require CUP in CU-1 zone, and allow as limited use in the CU-2 and 3 zones . 
1510.0303 • Amend La Jolla Shores PDO: Do not allow in SF. Require a CUP in the CC and Visitor zones . 
1510.0307 
1510.0309 

Drive-in and Drive-through Eating and Drinking Establishments 
131.0222 Create a new use category for drive-in and drive-through eating and drinking establishments to 
131.0322 regulate this type of development as a separately regulated use. The current code treats drive-in and 

Regulatory 
131.0422 drive-through components as a design feature of a restaurant. The new separately regulated use 

27 
Reform 

131.0522 category will allow for ibis type of development to occur where it is appropriate for the location. 
131.0622 This includes requirements for conditions to be placed on development in certain zones to minimize 
141.0607 detrimental effects to neighboring properties. Set 7 year amortization period for drive through hours 

of operation in previously conforming establishments adjacent to residential. 

----
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Companion Units 
A companion unit is a small dwelling unit that is accessory to a single dwelling unit on a residential 
lot that provides complete living facilities, including a kitchen, independent of the primary dwelling. 
e The existing code indicates that a Conditional Use Permit is required for a companion unit in the 

28 
Regulatory 131.0322 agricultural-residential zones. Change to a "limited" use to allow companion units via Process 
Reform 141.0302 One approval if they meet the requirements in Section 141.03 02 like in other citywide zones. 

• Remove existing requirement that a companion unit be constructed with the same siding and 
roof materials of the primary dwelling unit. The requirement is an unnecessary obstacle to the 
conversion of existing accessory buildings to companion units in established neighborhoods. 

Regulatory Allowance for Live Entertainment in Industrial Zones 

29 
Reform/ 131.0623 Amend Section 131.0623 to allow eating and drinking establishments to have live entertainment in 
Economic industrial zones, except for heavy industrial zones ern zones). 
Development 

Satellite Antennas in Industrial Zones 
Clarification/ The amendment clarifies the existing discretionary permit exemptions that apply to accessory 

30 Regulatory 141.0405 satellite antennas in industrial zones and to satellite antennas (in any zone) that are 5 feet in 
Reform diameter or smaller. 

Historic Buildings Occu~ied bv Uses Otherwise Not Allowed 
Clarify that in cases where proposed reuse of a historic building includes a separately regulated use, 

141.0411 
the proposed use must be designed to meet the separately regulated use requirements as applicable 

31 Clarification 
156.0315 

to that use in order to minimize detrimental effects on the neighborhood. As requested by Civic San 
Diego, also amend the Centre City PDO to make it consistent with citywide regulations for this 
separately regulated use category. 
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Plant Nurseries 
A "plant nursery'' is a place where plants are cultivated and grown for transplant, distnbutio~ and 
sale. There has been confusion as to why "plant nurseries" is a separately regulated use category. 
The amendment clarifies that the use is permitted by right in commercial zones and will help 

32 Clarification 141.0504 
distinguish this use type from horticulture nurseries and greenhouses (agricultural use) and garden 
centers (a retail sales use). Currently, the code requires a Conditional Use Permit for plant nurseries 
in agricultural zones if the facility would include a retail space larger than 3 00 feet or allow non-
plant retail sales. Retail sales of plants from garden centers in retail stores are also allowed by right 
in all zones that allow the sale of consumer goods. 

Marine-Related Uses in the Coastal Zone 
Clarification! Clarify that no limitations apply to this use category in industrial zones where the use is permitted 

33 Regulatory 141.1003 (as indicated by a ''P" in the Ch 13 use table). Commercial zones that require a conditional use 
Reform permit will continue to be subject to the separately regulated use criteria in Section 141.1003. 

L__ 
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Measurement Amendments: The following 5 items clarify how various things are defined or measured in the Land Development Code. 

Bay Windows 
Amend Section 113.0234 (Rules for Calculation and Measurement for Gross Floor Area) to help 
clarify lUlder what circumstances bay windows are exempt from the calculation of gross floor area. 

34 Clarification 113.0234 Bay windows are exempt if the window height is less than 5 feet, there is at least 3 feet of space 
between the bottom of the window sill and the grade below (with no structural supports), and the 
interior space does not project more than 4 feet outward. 

Garages and Accessorv Structures 
Strike the term «detached" in subsection (c) in reference to garages. Encroachments associated with 

Clarification! 
131.0448 

garages and non-habitable structures are limited in accordance with LDC Section 131.0461. The 
35 Regulatory 

131.0461 
accessory building can't exceed 525 sq ft in RS zones. Clarify that an accessory building in the 

Reform setback can't share a common wall with the primary dwelling unit, but can be attached via a design 
element and still be considered a separate building. 

Roof Projection into the Angled Building Envelo~e Plane 
The existing regulation in Section 131.0461(a)(1)(D), which is depicted in Diagram 131-04S, has 

131.0461 
led to multiple interpretations about what is intended to be a limited allowance for a roof design to 

36 Clarification project into the angled building envelope plane (facing the front yard) lUlder specified limitations. 
The proposed amendment would clarify that the roof design may project into the angled building 
envelope, but may not encroach into the setback. 

-
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Retaining \Valls 
Clarify when a building permit is required for a retaining wall by adding a reference in Table 142-
03A to Section 129.0203. Create an exception for measurement of the height of retaining walls for 
zoning purposes when the elevation of the adjacent street grade is higher than the building pad. In 

37 
Regulatory 142.0305 such cases, the measurement of any portion of the wall or attached fence above grade would be 
Reform 142.0340 taken from the adjacent street grade. This also will help clarify that the portion of the retaining wall 

at or below grade is not required to be broken into smaller wall sections (where it is greater than 3 
feet in height) since it is interior to the private property and the majority of the wall is not visible 
from the public right-of-way. 

Regulatory Mechanical Egui);!ment Used m the Manufacturing Process 
Reform/ Provide an exception from the requirement in Section 142-091 D( a) and (b) for mechanical 

38 Economic 142.0910 equipment screening for industrial development that involves light or heavy manufacturing when 
Development the appurtenances are not readily visible from any residential development. 

Parking: The following 2 items address parking and driveway related regulations. 

Regulatory 
Parking Reguirement fo:r Ca~ital Intensive Manufacturin2: 

Reform/ 142.0530 
Create a new specified parking requirement at rate of 1 space per 1,000 square feet of gross floor 

39 
Economic Table 142-05G 

area for capital intensive manufacturing involving the use oflarge equipment, tanks, vessels, 

Development 
automated machinery, or any similar combination of such machinery and equipment. 

Driveway Design to Meet Engineering Standards 
Clarify that the driveway gradient engineering design standards in 142.0560(j)(9)(C) apply to 

Regulatory 
driveway ramps to clarify that subsections (B) and (C) are intended to apply in different 

40 Reform 142.0560 
circumstances. The requirement for two 8 foot transitions on driveway ramps with gradients greater 
than 14 percent is typically associated with parking structures and low vehicle travel speeds. 
Subsection (B) applies to private driveways with higher vehicle travel speeds and instead requires a 
20 foot long flat transition between the driveway apron and any gradient greater than 5 percent. 

Signs: The following 4 items address the corresponding regulations and approval process for signs. 

L__ 
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Siwage in Planned Commercial and Industrial Develo~ments 
Provide for commercial and industrial development to add signage in accordance with the sign code 
without a need to amend applicable development permits that are outdated with respect to sign 

Regulatory 
regulations. Also allow Process One approval per the current sign code for any sites subject to old 
comprehensive sign plans adopted prior to January 1, 2000. Clarify that the following signs would 

41 
Reform/ 126.0113 still require a development permit: comprehensive sign plans (adopted January 1, 2000 or later), 
Economic 142.1208 
Development 

revolving projecting signs, signs with automatic changing copy, or a theater marquee. Also, a sign 
that involves an alteration to the building where the proposed building alteration is not in substantial 
conformance to the applicable development pennit; or any proposal that involves an advertising 
display sign would not be eligible for the proposed Process One exception. 

121.0203 Utilization of Si2n Pe:nnits: Si211 Stickers: and Siw Ins~ections 
121.0504 • Delete the requirement for initial utilization and maintaining utilization of a sign permit. A two 
121.0505 year permit expiration period applies. 
129.0802 <ill Remove outdated code language that references "sign stickers" and inspections. Sign 
129.0804 inspections will occur only in association with a related building permit or code violation case. 

42 
Regulatory 129.0806 
Reform 129.0811 

129.0812 
129.0813 
129.0815 
142.1206 
142.1210 

Gas Station Electromc Pricing Signs 
State law sets requirements for posting of gas station pricing. However, the City currently requires 

Regulatory 
141.1105 a Process Two Neig_hhorhood Use Permit for any signs with changeable copy, including gas station 

43 142.1210 electronic pricing signs. The amendment will allow gas stations to obtain staff approval (Process 
Reform 

142.1260 One) of signs that display gas prices electronically, and will eliminate the unnecessary discretionary 
·permit expense for what is considered basic signage consistent with the industry trend. 

I 
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Walls Signs and Ground Signs 
Currently, the wall sign area for an establishment is regulated with respect to the size of any ground 
signs. Ground signs, however, are tied to the street frontage and the adjacent street classification 

142.1220 and speed limit of the premises as a whole. This has created unnecessary processing complications 

Regulatory 
Table 142-12B for new commercial tenants seeking approval of a wall sign, especially because the sign companies 

44 142.1225 that process the permits tend to be different for wall signs versus ground signs. The change will 
Reform 

Table-12C help simplify the regulations and facilitate processing with a minimal increase, if any, to the signage 
as a whole. The existing requirement is a processing complication for applicants and can be 
especially unfair to businesses that aren't represented by the ground signage. The existing La Jolla 
Shores PDO sign requirement (applicable to a small specialized area) would remain unchanged. 

c______-
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Minor Corrections: The following 13 items would fix typos, punctuation and formatting errors, incorrect terms, and incorrect section references. 

Vacant Structures 

When the abandoned properties ordhJ.ance was adopted, section 54.0308 was reformatted so that 
Incorrect 

54.0308 subsections (a)(l) through (9) became (a) through (i). However, three references to the old code 
45 Section 

54.0309 sections remain. The police department uses this section to enforce against trespassers in vacant 
References structures and need these section references fixed. References to ( a)(8) should be (h) and ( a)(9) 

should be (i). Non-LDC change requested by City Attorney. 

Incorrect 
Fee Pavment 

46 
Spelling 

98.0425 The term fee payment is misspelled as "free" payment. Change requested by City Attorney. 

Definition of Reasonable Accommodation 
47 Incorrect Term 113.0103 Replace "dwelling unif' with "dwelling'' per state law definition of reasonable accommodation. 

Zoning and Rezoning Actions 

Missing Section 
The code currently provides procedures for applying zoning to property in accordance with zones in 

48 123.0101 Chapter 13. A reference would be added to clarify that the procedures also apply to zoning and 
Reference 

rezoning of planned district bases zones identified in Chapter 15. 

Ca,11ital lm,Qrovement P:romram (CIP) Projects 

Incorrect 
The Council adopted a lower process for CIP projects in various circumstances. However, Section 

49 
Reference 

126.0502 126.0502( c)( 4) and ( 5) only regulates private improvements and should not refer to a separate CIP 
process. Delete the incorrect CIP reference and restore to the original code language. 

Re2Uiation of Residential m Commercial Zones 

50 
Incorrect 

131.0540 
The code contains an incorrect reference to a residential table 131-04B in a context where it should 

Reference be referencing the commercial zone table 131-05B. 

--- --·----
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Child Care Centers in Industrial Zones 
The 7th Update to the Land Development Code (Ordinance 0-20081) adopted a conditional use 
permit requirement for child care centers in the IP-1-1, IP-2-1, IL-2-1, IL-3-1, IH-2-1, and IS-1-1 

Incorrect Permit 
zones to protect prime industrial lands in accordance with the General Plan. It appears that when 

51 
Reference 

131.0622 the section was subsequently amended with the Otay Mesa Plan Update (0-20361) the new zones 
IP-3-1 and IBT were added as limited uses "L" (the former process for that use in industrial lands) 
instead of a conditional use requiring a CUP. The IP-1-1, IP-2-1, IP-3-1, IL-2-1, IL-3-1, IH-2-1, IS-
1-1, and IBT should all show "C". This correction is important to protect prime industrial lands. 

Incorrect 
Push Carts and Retail Food Code 
The pushcart regulations refer to outdated references in SDMC Chapter 4. Instead they should just 

Section 
52 References/ 141.0619 

reference the CA Retail Food Code/Health and Safety Code, which establishes the health 

Punctuation 
regulations that apply to food handling, storage, etc. The health regulations are enforced by the 

Errors 
County via the required health permit. 

Grammatical 
General Fence Regulations 

53 
Error 

142.0310(a) Replace the term "an" with "a" under 142.031 0( a)(l) in reference to a Public Right-of-Way permit. 

Street Svstem and Development 

Italicization "Street system" is not a defined term and should not be italicized under the section relating to 
54 

Error 
144.0233 acceptance of dedications. The term "streef' is a defined term and can remain in italics, but the term 

"system" should not be italicized. The term "development" is a defined term and needs italics. 

Capitalization Findings for Tentative Map Approval 

55 
error/ 

144.0242 
The term "findings" should be italicized to make reference to the defined term in Section 113.0103. 

Italicization The reference to LDC Sections should begin with a capital "S". 
Error 

Mission Beach Planned District Ordinance (MBPDO) Errors 
In MBPDO Section 1513.0304(d), the correct term "for'' is misspelled as "or'' and to change the 

56 Incorrect Terms 1513.0304 term "deep" to "depth" in the context where it is incorrectly published as "3 feet in deep" to read "3 
feet in depth". 

----
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Otay Mesa Planned District Ordinance (Re~ealed) 

57 
Incorrect Ch 15, Art 17 The Otay Mesa Planned District ordinance was repealed by the City Council (0-2014-87) .. 
Section Titles Div 1-4 However, the titles for the article and divisions were accidentally left in the code .. This minor clean 

up action will clarify ti~at the PDO was repealed in its entirety. Change requested by City Attorney. 
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DRAFT: 9th Update Code Language-Process and Use Changes 

PROCESS AMENDMENTS: 

ISSUE #1: Process for Grading and Right-of-Way Improvement Permits 

§62.1205 Duration of a Public Right-of-Way Permit to Excavate Within a Public Street 

It shall be unlawful for any person or public utility to excavate within the roadway section of a 
street in the public right-of way without a valid Public Right-of Way Permit~ issued in 
accordance with Section 129.0702 129.0741. Notwithstanding Chapter 12, Article 9, Division 7, 
&e-etionl29.0743 and Section 129.0744, a Public Right-of Way Permit to excavate within the 
roadway section of a public street shall be void if the excavation has not begun within ninety 
calendar days of the start date specified in the permit, if the excavation is not pursued diligently 
to its conclusion, or if the excavation and restoration has not been completed within one calendar 
year from the permit issuance. 

A--Graeffig-P-ermit shall booeme-veffi-if:--the-w&L1E--aufuB£-ffi.ed--8y-tlle-pertn:if-ha&-ne-t--17egun vv'ithi:n 
~y&-ef the date--e-f..pet'Hli:t lSSllanCO. 

A Grading Petmit shall beootfl-€l-Veid if, at a1-ry-tin:re-a:ft6f-tl.w-we-Flc has begun, the grading--eF 
other v,.corlE--authorized by the Grading Permit is SUSf>enOOEI.-or-ab-afrdofl:eEl-for a continuo1.1S per-ted 
ef-1-8.0 calendar days, unless the Grading Permit is associated vv'ith a valiEi Building Permit. 

-e-§1H2»~97l1.0,_,_7"'43+--l'lnrni~Htial-Utilization ot' a JPublie Righ~ 

A Public Right of \¥ay Petmit shal:l-become void if the Vr'Ork authorized by the permit has not 
begun within 180 calendar days ofthe date ofpermit issuanee. 

§129.0744 Maintaining Utilization of a Public Right of "V\'ay Permit 

mit shall become void if, at any time after tb-e worlc has begun, the 
· wefk authorized by the pennit is suspended or abandoned for a period of 180 calendar days, 
unless the Pablic R1ght of Way Permit is associated '>Vith a valid B-..-dlding Permit. 

ISSUE #2: Expiration of Application 

§112.0102 Application Process 

An application for a permit, map, or other matter shall be filed with the City Manager in 
accordance with the following requirements: 

1 
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(a) through (c) [No change.] 

(d) Expiration of Application. 

(1) through (2) [No change.] 

ill The expiration period for an application related to a premises for which a civil 
penalty notice and order establishes a future date for corrective action of a code 
violation shall be automatically extended an additional180 calendar days from 
the date set in the civil penalty notice and order. If the date set forth for corrective 
action in the civil penalty notice & order is less than 2 years from the date the 
permit or ma12J!pplication is deemed complete, then the existing application may 
be extended in accordance with Section 112.0102(d)(2). 

(-3-Jffi Once expired, the application, plans, and other data submitted for review may be 
returned to the applicant or destroyed by the City Manager. 

f41ill To reapply, the applicant shall submit a new application with required submittal 
materials and shall be subject to all applicable fees and regulations in effect on the 
date the new application is deemed complete. 

ISSUE #3: Process to Approve Water Supply Assessments 

§112.0103 Consolidation of Processing 

ll0. When an applicant applies for more than one permit, map, or other approval for a single 
development, the applications shall be consolidated for processing and shall be reviewed 
by a single decision maker, except as otherwise provided by Sectionl12.0103(b) and (c). 

ill The decision maker shall act on the consolidated application at the highest level 
of authority for that development as set forth in Section 111.0105. 

ill The findings required for approval of each pennit shall be considered 
individually, consistent with Section 126.0105. 

ill Where the consolidation of processing combines Process Two, Process Three, 
Process Four, or Process Five with Process CIP-Two or Process CIP-Five, the 
consolidation shall be made as follows: 

Will Consolidation ofProcess Two and Process CIP-Two shall be consolidated 
into Process CIP-Two. 

(ejill} Consolidation of Process Three, Process Four, or Process Five with 
Process CIP~Five shall be consolidated into Process CIP"Five, except that 
any consolidation with a Process Five for rezoning shall be consolidated 
into Process Five. 

2 
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(b) When the California Enviromnental Quality Act and Califomia Water Code require that 
the City prepare a Water Supply Assessment (WSA), the WSA shall be considered for 
approval by the City Council. The associated development permit applications are not 
reguired to be consolidated with City Council approval of the WSA as further described 
below: 

(1) Action by a lower decision maker to approve a project in accordance with Process 
Two, Three, or Four shall occur after City Council approval of the WSA. 

(2) City Council action to approve a project with a WSA shall occur after approval of 
the WSA. The City Council's adoption or certification of an enviromnental 
document that incorporates a WSA shall constitute approval of the WSA. 

.(£). [See Issue #4.] 

ISSUE #4: Consolidation of Processing in Relation to Code Violations 

§112.0103 C~nsolidation of Processing 

(a) tlwough (b) [See Issue #3 for proposed changes.] 

.(gL_ An Jltmlication for an EJ-Qproyal required to comply with a civil penalty notice and order 
related to a code violation is not required to be consolidated for processing with any other 
ill2J2lication. 

ISSUE #5: Published Notice Requirement for Ad Hoc .Fees 

§112.0301 Types of Notice 

(a) through (b) [No change.] 

(c) Notice ofPublic Hearing. A Notice ofPublic Hearing shall be provided before a decision is 
made on an application for a permit, map, or other matter acted upon in accordance with 
Process Three, Process Four, Process Five, or Process CIP-Five, or an appeal of a Process 
Two, Process CIP-Two, Process Three, or Process Four decision, or of an environmental 
determination. A Notice of Public Hearing shall also be provided before a decision is made 
by the City Council in accordance with Section 132.1555 (Ovenule Process). 

(1) tlU'ough (2) [No change.] 

(3) Distribution. Except as otherwise provided by the Municipal Code, the City Manager 
shall publish the Notice of Public Hearing in accordance with -s~ectionll2.0303, and 
shall mail the Notice of Public Heating to the persons described in -s,S.ection 
112.0302(b), at least 10 business days before the date of the public hearing. 

(d) through (e) [No change.] 
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§112.0303 Published Notice 

.(ill When the Land Development Code requires a Notice of Public Hearing to be published, 
the City shall submit the Notice of Public Hearing for publication in at least one 
newspaper of general daily circulation within the City, except as identified in Section 
112.0303(b) where special published notice is required in accordance with state law. A 
published notice is effective on the date of publication. 

(b) The imposition of ad hoc fees pursuant to the Mitigation Fee Act (Cal. Gov't Code 
section 66000w66025) is subject to the published notice requirements of Cal. Gov't Code 
section 6062a. 

ISSUE #6: Clarification Regarding Claims of Failure to Receive Notice 

§112.0309 Failure to Receive Notice 

The failure of any person to receive notice given in accordance with this division a11d the State of 
Califomia Plmming and Zoning Laws shall not constitute grounds for any court to invalidate any 
action taken by tli.e City for which the notice was provided. Furthermore, the action shall not be 
held invalid for noticing errors in the absence of a court's final determination of invalidity on 
that basis undel' the standard set forth in Cal Gov't Code section 6501 O(b) that the error was 
prejudicial, caused substantial iniUty, and a different result would have been probable if the error 
had not occu11'ed. 

ISSUE #7: Appeal Period for EOT Applications for Map Waivers and Tentative Maps 

§112.0504 Process Two Appeal Hearing 

(a) The Planning Commission shall hear appeals of Process Two decisions subject to the 
following requirements, unless otherwise specified in the Land Development Code. 

(1) [No change.] 

(2) Request for a Pmcess Two Appeal Hearing. 

® A Pmcess Two decision may be appealed by filing an application for a 
Process Two appeal hearing with the City Manager no later than 12 
business days after the decision date; and 

.(ID If an applieant aj3-J3-ools-the-Elooial of an Extension of Time for a map 
-\Vaiver or tentative map in accordance 'Nith Sections 125.0124 and 
~461, the decision may be awealed no later than 15 calendar days 
a-fter the deeision date in accordance with Subdivision Map f£ct section 
664 52.6Eef. Pursuant to Subdivision Map Act section 66452.6(e), an 
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applicant may file an appeal within 15 calendar days of a decision to deny 
their application for an Extension of Time for a map waiver or tentative 
map. In such cases, the maximum time period for filing an appeal is12 
business days or 15 calendar days after the decision date, whichever is 
greater. 

(3) through (5) [No change.] 

(b) [No change.] 

ISSUE #8: Process to Modify Conditions of Approval of a Recorded Map 

§125.0141 Decision Process for Correction and Amendment of Maps 

A decision on an application to conect or amend a recorded map shall be made in accordance 
with the following: 

(a) through (b) [No change.] 

(c) Modified.Conditions: If the proposed amendments modify or eliminate conditions of 
approval of the recorded map or do not substantially conf01m with the approved tentative 
map, the City Council shaJ.-1--&wlEe--tfl-e--E!ooisiefre-B-the application for the amended map-ill 
accordance vlith Process Five sh[!J,Lbe acted uponJlll!99..Ql'dm:tce with the process that 
would apply to the same map as a new application. 

ISSUE #9: Extension of Time Applications for Development Permits 

§125.0461 Extension of Time for a Tentative Map 

The expiration date of a tentative map may be extended as follows: 

(a) The expiration date of a tentative map may be extended one or more times if the 
extensions do not exceed a total of 72 months in accordance with the Subdivision Map 
Act. This time frame does not include any legislative extensions enacted pursuant to state 
law. 

(1) Request for Extension. An application for Extension of Time for a tentative map 
shall be filed before the expiration date of the tentative map but not more than B-9 
calendar days 12 months before the expiration date, in accordance with Section 
112.0102. When an application for Extension of Time is filed, the tentative map 
shall be automatically extended for a period of 60 calendar days from the 
expiration date or until the Extension of Time is approved, conditionally 
approved, or denied, whichever occurs flrst. 

(2) through (4) [No change.] 
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(a) Expiration Date. The expiration date of an approved development permit may be 
extended one or more times~, provided the The development permit approval and 
subsequent permit extensions-de shall not exceed a total of36 months 72 months beyond 
the expiration of the initial1Jtilization peri:BEh initial development permit approval date 
with the following exceptions: 

ill This time frame does not include any legislative extensions enacted pursuant to 
state law, or any development permit time extensions granted by the City Council 
by ordinance that extend the expiration of a development permit beyond the 
maximum 72 month pem1it expiration period. 

ill When a development pennit is associated with a tentative map, any map 
extensions granted pursuant to state law shall automatically extend the expiration 
of associated development permits to coincide with the expiration of the tentative 
map. This exteasion oftime shall not be--st:tBjeet-to--tH.-e--3-B--month l'estriction. 

(b) Request for Extension. Before the expiration of an approved development permit, but not 
more thanBG-e-&le-_aEl.a,F-El-ays 12 months before the expiration date, an applicant may file 
an application for an extension oftime to a development permit in accordance with 
Section 112.0102. If an application for extension oftime is timely filed, the development 
permit shall be automatically extended for a period of 60 calendar days from the 
expiration date or until a decision on the extension of time has been made, whichever 
occurs last first. 

(c) through (i) [No change in text.] 

(j) If the extension of time is granted, the time pedod for the extension of time shall begin 
from the date of expiration of the previously approved development permit. 

ISSUE #10: Process for Easement Vacations 

§125.1030 Decision Process for an Easement Vacation 

(a) A decision on an application to vacate a public service easement requested in accordance 
with Section 125.101 O(b) or to vacate any other type of easement requested in accordance 
with Section 125.1010(c) shall be made by the City Council in accordance with Process 
Five, except that a recommendation by the Planning Commission is not required. The 
requirement for a Planning Commission recommendation hearing shall also be waived 
for any associated coastal development permit that is required solely for the easement 
vacation. 

(b) [No change.] 
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ISSUE #11: Utilization of a Development Permit 

§126.0108 Initia-l Utilization of a Development Permit 

(a) A development permit grants the applicant 36 months to initiate utilization of the permit. 
If none of the actions listed in Sectionl26.0108(b) has occurred within 36 months after 
the date on which all rights of appeal have expired, and an application for extension of 
time was not timely filed, the development permit shall be void. 

(b) To demonstrate utilization, the permit holder shall establish with evidence identified in 
Section126.0108(c) that at least one of the following circumstances occurred before 
expiration of the development permit: 

(1) Significant investment was incurred to meet permit conditions; 

(2) Substantial work was perf01med in reliance of the permit granted; or 

(3) Use of the property has occu11'ed in the manner granted by the permit. 

(2) A developmeHtperm.it may b~-e-feUowing fl.-Wthod-s-Upon request, the permit 
holder shall provide evidence of the following to the satisfaction of the City Manager to 
demonstrate utilization in accordance with Section 126.0108(b): 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Issuance of a construction permit for the entire project or for a substantial portion 
of the activity regulated by the development permit, ~ according to 
standards developed by the City Manager; 

Compliance with the terms contained in the individual permit, such as a phasing 
program, or the terms contained in an approved Development Agreement; 

Evidence of substantial use in progress in the manner granted by the development 
permit, according to standards as developed by the City Manager; e£ 

Approval of a .final map or a parcel map, or acceptance of an easement, if the map 
or easement was a condition of. or was processed concun·ently with, the 
development permit-;; or 

Other facts demonstrating occurrence of one of the circumstances described in 
Section 126.0108(b). · 

Maintaining Utilka-tioo--ef--a--Devclopment Permit 

(a) If-i-ssuatle&-EJfa constructi-en-pe-rmit in accordance with-Section 126.0108 is t-he method 
used fer initial utilization of the developmefl:tpermit, the construction permit shall be-lrept 
active until-ee1npletion of the final inspection or issuance efthe certificate of oce:~:tpancy 
to maintain utilization of the developmeHtperl'lfi:f. 
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fbj-Ifthe coNstruction permit is al:le-wed to expire before completien-ef.the-j'l-l'Eljeot, the initial 
utilization of the development permit gained by that construction permit shall-bewme 
-ve-kh 

(c) l .. developmentpermit that is voided in accordance vv'ith 126.G-1-G9(b) may be reactivated 
by obtaining a new construction permit either duling the miginal 3 6 month timetable for 
that development permit, or during the timeline as may h-a-ve-beetre-xtel:'rdoo-tn-acceffiance 
;vith Section 126.0111. 

ISSUE #12: Cancellation or Rescission of a Development Permit 

§126.0110 Cancellation or Rescission of a Development Permit 

(a) An owner or permittee may request cancellation of a development permit at any time 
before initial utilization of the permit. The owner or permittee shall submit the request for 
cancellation in writing to the City Manager. The City shall may forward a written 
declaration of the cancellation to the County Recorder for recordation in accordance with 
Section 126.0106 or may require the owner or permittee to do so. +he development 
perm.it shall be vo-id-etHB.-e-date that the-deela-mtion of cance-llation is reOOfded-with-the 
~order. The City shall H-b:~f-the-.deela-ration of cancel-l-a-tion to the 
owner and permittee.-

(b) Once a development permit has been utilized, an owner or permittee may submit an 
application to rescind the development permit in accordance with the following: 

(1) through (2) [No change in text.] 

(3) The City may fotward a written declaration of the rescission to the County 
Recorder for recordation in accordance with Section 126.0106 or may require the 
owner or permittee to do so. 

ISSUE #13: Ability to Use New Regulations Without Amending a Development Permit 

§126.0112 Minor Modifications to a Development Permit 

W A proposed minor modification to an approved development permit may be submitted to 
the City Manager to determine if the revision is in substantial conformance with the 
approved permit. 

® If the revision is determined to be in substantial conformance with the approved permit, 
the revision shall not require an amendment to the development permit. 

(c) Where a development permit requires compliance with a regulation applicable to the 
development as of the date of the development permit approval, but that regulation is 
subsequently amended, the permit holder may utilize the amended regulation without 
obtaining an amendment to its development permit if it obtains a Process Two 
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Neighborhood Development Permit or can otherwise demonstrate to the satisfaction of 
the City Manager that the resulting development is in substantial confOrmance with the 
approved permit. 

@ Within the Coastal Overlay Zone, any substantial conformance determination shall be 
reached through a Process Two review, except that a substantial conformance 
detennination for a capital improvement program project shall be reached through a 
Process CIP-Two review. 

ISSUE #14: Flexibility for Modifications to Industrial Development 

§126.0113 Amendments to a Development Permit 

(a) A proposed revision to an approved development permit that would significantly reduce 
the scope of the development or is not in substantial conformance with the approved 
permit requires an amendment to the approved permit or an application for a new permit,~ 
except as follows: 

(1) Industrial development in an IP, IL, or IH zone may request a Process Two 
Neighborhood Development Pennit to modify approved develop_ment permit 

requirements instead of being required to amend the applicable development 
permit via a higher decision process. 

(2) The exception in Section 126.0113(a)(l) does not apply to industrial development 

within1,000 feet of a residential zone. 

(b) through (e) [No change.] 

ill [See Issue #39] 

ISSUE #15: Encroachments 

§129.0710 How to Apply for a Public Right-of-Way Permit 

An application for a Public Right-of-Way Permit shall be submitted in accordance with -see#etw 
Sections 112.0102 and 129.0105. The submittal requirements for Public Right:of-Way Pe1mits 
are listed in the Land Development Manual. A development permit or other discretionary 
approval is required prior to issuance of a Public Right-of-Way Permit for the following: 

(a) If the proposed encroachment involves construction of a privately owned structure or 
'facility into the public right-of-way dedicated for a street or an alley, and where the 
applicant is the record owner of the underlying fee title, a Neighborhood Development 
Permit is required in accordance with .se-c-#en Section 126.0402 (j) except for the 
following which are subject to approval in accordance with Process One by the City 
Engineer: 

(1) through (8) [No change in text.] 
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(d) A Neighborhood Development Permit in accordance with Process Two shall be required 
for pedestrian plaza encroachments in the public right-of-wav beyond the ultimate curb 
line. 

§129.0715 Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement 

(a) An Encroaclunent Maintenance and Removal Agreement is required for any privately 
owned or privately maintained facilities or structures located in the public right-of way or 
in a public service easement constructed and maintained by the property O\vner subject to 
the following: 

( 1) The encroachment shall be installed and maintained in a safe and sanitary 
condition at the sole cost, risk and responsibility of the ownel' permit holder and 
successors in interest and shall not adversely affect the public's health, safety or 
general welfare. 

(2) The :fJfOi'HWty-ewB:er 12ermit holder shall agree to indemnify the City with an 
indemnification agreement satisfactory to the City Manager and City Attorney. 

(3) The f*'OfH~liy owner permit holder must agree to remove or relocate the 
encroachment within 30 days after notice by the City Engineer or the City 
Engineer may cause such work to be done, and the costs thereof shall be a lien 
upon said land, or the property ovmer permit holder agrees to an equivalent to the 
requirement for removal as determined by the City Engineer. 

(4) For structures encroaching over or under the public right-of-way, the~ 
ewB:er 12ermit holder agrees to provide an alternate public right-of-way or to 
relocate any existing or proposed City facility to a new alignment, all without cost 
or expense to the City, whenever it is determined by the City Engineer that any 
existing or proposed City facility cannot be economically placed, replaced, or 
maintained due to the presence of the encroaching structure. 

(5) [No change in text.] 

(6) Except as provided in Sectionl29.0715(a)(7), the :fJfOPerty owner permit holder 
shall maintain a policy of $1million liability insurance, satisfactory to the City 
Engineer, to protect the City from any potential claims which may arise from the 
encroachment. 

(7) The property owner of an encroachment serving a single dwelling unit For 
encroachments serving a single dwelling unit. the permit holder shall maintain a 
policy of $500,000 liability insurance, for encroachments serving a single 
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d+velling unit satisfactory to the City Engineer to protect the City from any 
potential claims which may arise from the encroachments. 

(8) In the event the City is required to place, replace, or maintain a public 
improvement over which the j_')fef}erty ovmer permit holder has constmcted an 
encroaching structure, the j_')fef}erty ovmer permit holder shall pay the City that 
portion of the cost of placement, replacement, or maintenance caused by the 
constmction, or existence of the O'vVner's permanent encroaching structure. 

(9) The j_')fef}erty owner permit holder shall pay the City for all the cost of placing, 
replacing, or maintaining a public improvement within a public right-of-way 
when the City's facility has failed as a result of the construction or existence of 
the owner's encroaching structure. 

(10) [No change in text.] 

(11) The f*'OfH:Jliy owner permit holder shall pay the City or public utility for all costs 
of relocating, replacing, or protecting a facility within the public right-of:way or 
p~(blic service easement when such relocation, replacement, or protection results 
from the construction of the encroachment. 

f-hB.(hl Encroaclunent Maintenance and Removal Agreements for approved encroachments sflall 
may be recorded in the office of the County Recorder. 

ISSUE #16: Previously Conforming Regulations 

§127.0102 General Rules for Previously Conforming Premises and Uses 

The following general rules apply to all previously conforming premises and uses: 

(a) Previously conforming premises or uses must have been established in 

compliance with all permit requirements and must have been lawful until a 
change in the applicable zoning regulations made the premises or uses previously 

conforming. 

(b) The property owner or person asserting previously conforming rights for a 

premises or use has the burden to provide the City Manager with sufficient 
documentation to establish the existence of the previously conforming premises or 

use. 

(e) Decmnentation of market 't'alue shall be in accordance vv'ith procedures · 

established by the City Manager. 

fdj.G;D_ Previously co11[orming premises and uses that comply with the provisions of this 
division may continue to exist and operate unless an amortization period is 

specified elsewhere in the Municipal Code. 
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Ee1@. Sale or transfer of the property or change of ownership does not terminate rights 

to the previously conforming premises or use, unless the owner agrees to such a 
condition as part of a permit or administrative or judicial order. 

tfJW Previously conforming premises and uses are subject to all other regulations and 

any development permits that may otherwise be required by the Land 

Development Code. The required review process shown in Table§. 127-01A and 

127-01B, and described in Sections 127.0103 through 127.0108 127.0109, 

pertains only to the review required for the previously conforming premises or use 

aspects of a proposed development. Proposed development sites located in the 

Coastal Overlay Zone or other geographic overlay zones are also subject to the 

regulations of, and may require development permit review in accordance with, 

those overlay zones. 

ill The previously conforming regulations do not grant any deviation from the height 

. regulations of the Coastal Height Limit Overlay Zone or any other height limit 

overlay zone. 

(g) If a previously conforming premises or use is brought into conformance by a 

change in use or new development, the previously conforming status is terminated 

and the premises or use cannot revert to a previously conforming status. A 
temporary discontinuance of operations in accordance with Section127 .01 08(d) 

shall not be considered to have brought the previous tv confOrming use into 

confonnance or to have terminated the previously conforming status. See Section 

127.0108 for additional regulations regarding abandonment of previously 

confOrming uses. 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

§127.0103 

Regulations for premises that have previously conforming parking are found in 

Section 142.0510(d). 

Regulations for premises that have previously conforming landscaping are found 

in Section 142.0410. 

Regulations for premises in the Airport Land Use Compatibility Overlay Zone 

that were legally established in an airport influence area prior to adoption of an 

Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan, or amendment thereto, are located in 

Section132.1535. 

Review Process for Previously Conforming Premises and Previously 
Conforming Uses 

The required review process for different types of proposed development or activity; 

varies based on the previously conforming eat:egeey aspects of the development, such as 

€7fis#ttg-Bff"',tetural envelope, iknsity, and uses aFe as shown in Table§ 127-0lA :threuga 
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and 127-0lGf!. If the proposed development includes more than one previously 
coriforming category, all corresponding regulations, as described in Sections 127.0104 
through~W& 127.0109 apply. 

Table :127 91/\ 
Revt-ew-Jlrecess for Previously Conforming Structural Envelope 

+ype of Development Pro pes-a-! Applicable-Sections Re~~e•.•elepment 

Pe ~m itiP ec is i-efi--P.fesess 

Maintenance, r:e13air: or: alter:atien (less tAan -127.0104 CP/Pmcess 1 

ef-eEJt~al te 50% ef' mr:h~lfet w:lhie o~ entire 

structure or im13revement) tAat does net 

e7$ttA4-~Ufef-eRve,1epe-, 

Maffi.ten-atl-ee1re-f*l-l-t-ef-a-1~Fe-a-te-F -12-7.0104 CP/Process 1 

tAan 50%-ef..m-e-rl~ti-l+ie ef entw-e 
stf-uG-fbi-PC--e+ ,, .. ~ • ..J ~~~ 

'"" 
~~-i-1-Gttlf-ef-e-A-Ve-/-epe-r 

Re-B&A-&t+t~tt~e-R-(.fuHe-w+ng-f:i re, nat u ra-1 ~faM-bf-a-Rtl-fe-} GP-/-P+e-ce-&&4 

aisaster, act ef tAe j3tiDI-i&-ene-my-)..fu-t 
res-iEJ.effi.ia.l-s-t:ru-etUfe-s-e-r-fer-ooM-e side n t I a-l 
st:ructu.~es wAen tAe cost of'-fe-€9-R5tftlt-8e-n 

is I ess t A a-n-§G-j*r-€e+rt-a.f-A%1fket-vefue-, 

Reconstructie-n-+fe-l-1-ew~F&I 1.27.010~ N-Q.PfProces(i 2 

disaster, act ef~ 

oonresidential structures WAOR tAe cest ef 

reconstruction is greater tAan 50 13ercent of 

mr;u;~et ve/(;le. 

~nsion/enlargement1 wF\ere nevJ 127.0106(a), (b) and (e). CP/Process 1 

construction conforms wltR all c~:~rrent 

~1-a-l:isns.. 

E-J(j3anslen/enlargement V.'Aere new ±;?;.7.0±0Gfe-)-, NDP/Precess 2 

construction FeEit~ests a reduction of l:ll3 t-e 
20% from reEiuired seteecks. 

Table 127-0lA 
Review Process for Previously Conforming Structural Envelope 

T~11e of Deve/of2ment Pro11osal A1111licable Sections Regulred Develo11ment 

Permlt[Decision Process 
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Maintenance, reuairl alteration, or reulacernent of a structure withQreviousl):! confjmning 
structural envelo12e 

Maintenance, reQair, alteration, or 127.0104 CP /Process One 
reJ2lacement that is outside the coastal 
zone or that is exem12t from a Coastal 
DeveloQment Permit in accordance with 
Section 126.0704(b) 

Maintenance, reQair, alteration, or 126.0704 NDP/Process Two 
reQlacement that reguires a Coastal 127.0104 
DeveloQment Permit (because it does 
not meet the Qennit exemQtions in 
Section 126.0704(b)) 

Reconstruction (following firel natural disastet\ act of the J2Ublic enemy) of a structure 
with 12reviously_ confgrming structural envelol2.e 

Reconstmction in accordance with 127.0105 CP/Process One 
Section 127.0105(b) 

Reconstruction that does not mr::et 127.0105 NDP/Process Two 
criteria for Process One aQnroval 

Expansion/enlargement of a structure with 12reviously_ confgrming structural envelo12e, or 
of a structure on a l2remises with l2reviously_ confgrming density_ 

Where :J21'0QOsed exQansion/enlargement 127.0106 CP /Process One 
conforms with current develoQment 
regulations for setbacks, floor area 
ratio, and structure height and does not 
increase the level of non-confonnitx: 

Exuansion or enlargement of a 127.0106 CP /Process One 
72_reviouslJ!. con(grming multiQle dwelling 
unit or non-residential structure as 
necessm:y to incoruorate reguired nublic 
exits or fire walls that bring the existing 
structure into com12liance with the 
C§lifornia Building Code or California 
Fire Code 

Ex12ansion or enlargement of a 127.0106 NDP/Process Two 
72_revious/J!. con(grming structure in 
accordance with Section127.0106(b) 

(b) Previously Conforming Density 

+able 127 OlB 

Revie•.v Precess for ~1·1 Conforming DeRSI-ty 
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+•t'pe a~ lJevelepmeRt P~epesa-1 Applieaale SeGtieAs 

MaiAteAaAee, ~efjai~ or- alte~atioA (less ti:laA 127.0104. 

or- eEtl:lal to §0% of me.cket vet!:le of..e.R..t.ife 

5:ff!:IGI:!:i,~C Of ir-Aj3fOV8ffi8At) tAat E!oes AOt 

el(j3a AEI ti:le str·!:iGI:!:iml eAv-ele/'}e7 

MaiAtenaAee, r~r- alter-atioA (gr-eater 127.0104. 

ti:laA eG% of' me.".ifet ve,l1:1e of eAtife 

st.~!:IGf!HC Of iffij3FOV&ffi-eAt) ti:lat Eloes AOt 

8Hj3aREl ti:le Sfl'!:iGt!:/,~,1 CAVe,le(9e. 

Reconstr1:1etion (fo+ie-INiAg fire, natu~al 127.0105(a), (b) anEI (ej 

El·i-stt&t-ery-ac.t-ef.#l-e-t*l b I i c e A ern y) for 

r-&s14e-n#a-f-5.~e-s-ef-f.O.f-I'1Bflfe£14e-n+ta-l 

~e cost ef reeoAstruetien 

i-s-J.es-s..tfl.a.R-.&0-)3.er-€efl-t-e.f'-m.£1f/wt-vtl·/tJe. 

Re-oon-str-tttfie-R.-tfo.j.lowittg-fire, A at 1:1 Fa·l 127.G105(e) -a-A€1-{-El-} 

€J.i.sa.&:l;ef;-att of t A e p ti-b-lk-e-n-e-m-y-)-rof 

HO·nresftl-e-nt~-a I structures wi:te-A-t-Re-eo-st:-e.f 

r~€ti~atJ-W.f>e-fEeffi:...e.f 

~ 

§ttJ-afl.S-iB~ -127 .010efa}-aru:4'*-

eoRsHuetioR eonforrns wi#HHktlff&nt 
Ele1,•e loj3ffient reg~:~latioRs. 

-l*j3ansioA/eAiargerneAt wl:ler-e new 127.0106(e). 

eoRstr-uetien reEtuests a r-eEluetieA of 1:113 to 

20% froffi reEtl:lireE!set/aee.lfs. 

fe-H.hl Previously Conforming Use 

+able 127 01C 

Review Proeess for Previo~ly CoAforrning Use 

+ype ef lJevelopment Propo-sal ~Gtkms 

M-aiAteAaRee, re13air or alteration (less tR-a-A 127.0:1G4 

or eEI1:1al to 50% of me.".ifet •;~-eh:ie of eAtire 

st,~uetu.~ or iffij3ro•,•effieAt) tl:lat Eloe5-Ret 

O)(paAEl ti:le stHIGtUI'GII CI'/Ve,le(9e. 
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Maintenanee, ref:Jair sr alteratien (greater 127.0104 

than 50% efmarket value ef enUre 

strueture er iffif:JFS>Jement) that Elees ne-t 

ffiEf:JanEl tlie struetu,ta,l &I'We/efJe. 

Recenstruetien (fellewing fire, natural 127.0105 

Elisaster, aet ef tlie f:JUialle eneFA'1'). 

~fe n/e nla rge FA e A-t,whe-re-Aew 127.0106(a) and {b) 

eenstr~o1etien eenferFAs with all e~o1rrent 

Ge-\1-ete-~ 

&<pansien/enlargement where new 127.0106(c) 

eonstrtletioA--Fetj-u-es-ts-a-~of Hf:J te 

-2-G% freFA reEJHired seteae,'ffi 

~e-a-oother wevlousiy eonforming .;t--2+.-Q.l.o:;z 

~.se-eategeP1'. 

Of:Jerating affevi-et/s-ly-Genfer-mlng use, 127.0108{a) an€1~ 

in eluding re su mj3-tioo--e-f.pf-e-vi-oos/:y 

eon.fermin-g-u-se-u-fl-te-2-ye-a-F£--a-ft-e-r 
El is ee n t 1-A-u-a-fl-€-e. 

-Re-5-t!-ffi-J*ie-n-e-f'--a---fJI'~Fm-i-n-g--t~Se ~W&tla-t-a-A-€1-(-e} 

a:fte-r-2----ye-a-rs--4i-see-n-t in ll a n ee , 

tn~~t-J5-/-y ±2--7--.-G-1-00 

een-jermfng blso (loss than er eEJblal to 20% 

sf gr-ess--f-Jee,t aFCe of the existing st,tueture). 

Table 127-0lB 
Review Process for Previously Conforming Use 

Ty12e of Develoement Pro~osal A~~licable Sections 
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~ 

GP/Preeess 1W 

N9PfPreeess 2f*l 

N9P/Proeess 2W 

N9PfProcess 2-~ 

GP.fP-r-eGe5-5--± 

GPjP-r8ee55-:1 

-WlJP/Proeoss 2 

~f.!-) 

Reguired Develo~ment 

PermitLDecision Process 

Maintenance2 reQair or alteration of a structure containing aJ2_reviously_ con{grming use 

Removal of less than 50 Qercent ofthe 127.0104 CP/Process One 
exterior walls of a structure containing a 
]2_reviously_ confgrming use 

Removal of 50 Qercent or more of the 127.0104 NDP/Process Two 
exterior walls of a structure containing a 
72reviously_ confgrming use ' 

Reconstmction (following fire, natural disaster, act ofthe J2Ublic enemy) of a structure 
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associated with aJ2revious/}!_ confjmning use and resumntion of the use 

Reconstruction that meets SQecified 127.0105 CP/Process One 
criteria in Section 127.0105(b) 

Reconstruction that does not meet 127.0105 NDP/Process Two 
criteria for Process One a:tmroval 

Ex12ansion./enlargement of a {2reviousl}!_ confjmning use 

Increase in floor area to a]2_revious!Y, 127.0109 NUP/Process Two 
conf]Jrming use (uQ to 20 Qercent 
expansion of gross floor area of the 
existing structure or UQ to the maximum 
fl_oor area ratio of the underlying base 
zone, whichever is less) 

OQeration changes involving {2reviousl}!_ confj;mning uses 

Change to another ]2_reviouslY, 127.0107 CP/Process One 
conf]Jrming use within the same use 
category 

OJ2erating a previouslY. conf]Jrming use, 127.0108 CP/Process One 
including resumQtion of ereviousl}!. 
conf]Jrming use up to 2 years after 
discontinuance 

ResumQtion of a previous!)!. conf]Jrming 127.0108 NUP/Process Two 
use after 2 years discontinuance 

Feotnotes to Table 127 OlC: 

§127.0104 

Applies to reconstn.wtion ofpreviously col'lforming structures, withprevieusly 
conforming density or previously conforming residential uses ·.vith no limitation on cost. 
Applies to j3fll'tialreconstruction ofstntctures withpre','iously conforming nonresidential 
1:lOOS tloos-tha-n-or-eEft!al to 50 percent of market ','(1/ue of entire structure or impro:vement) 

Applie&to reconstruction ofpreviously co1if0rming nomesidential uses,·when the oost-ef 
feconstmetion is greater than 50 percent of market mlue 

Finding.Y of fact for-this-permit shall include the presumption that expansion of the 
follov'lingpreviously c01if0rming uses v;ould be-Eletrirnoatal-to the public health, safety, 
and welfare: industrial uses in residential zones, auto repair or dismantling uses in 
residential zones and any use in a zone that \Vould require a Conditional Use Permit in 
accordan~on126.0303. 

Maintenance, Repair, e¥-Alteration, or Replacement of Previously 
Conforming Structures 
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(a) Maintenance, repair, er alteration, or replacement of a previously co1tjorming structure; 
with a previously conforming structural envelope is permitted in accordance with Process 
One, wl-'lefe-the--BeW-OOE:&I:f:l±etiefl-WOOld not expand beyond-41-1e eKisting structural 
envelope, is subject to the review procedures required for confo6ning structures except 
~ed in Section 127.010~ unless the proposed development requires a Coastal 
Development Pennit because it does not meet the permit exemptions in Section 

126.0704(b). 

(b) Maintenance, repair, eralteration, or replacement of a structure with a previously 
conforming structural envelope structure, oontainingpreviousry confimning dens-ity-er-a 
previously coTr/O?ming use, 'vvhere the cost of the new construction would be greater-than 
50 percent of the market value of the existing structure, and the new construction VIOI:lld 
not m~:pand beyond the existing structural envelope, requires a Neighboffieed 
Development :l28!:-1'&fu shall require a Neighborhood Development Permit in accordance 

with Process Two for proposed development that requires a Coastal Development Permit 
because it does not meet the permit exemptions in Section 126.0704(b). 

(c) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a dwelling unit, or multiple dwelling 
unit structure, that makes the premises previously conforming for density is permitted in 

accordance with Process One. 

(d) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a non-residential structure containing a 

previously conforming use is petmitted in accordance with Process One ifthe proposed 

development would retain 50 percent or more of the exterior walls of the structure. If the 
proposed development would retain less than 50 percent of the exterior walls of the 

previously confOrming structure, the proposed development shall require a Neighborhood 
Development Permit in accordance with Process Two. The calculation of exterior walls 

shall be measured in accordance with Section 127.0111. 

(e) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement must comply with Section 132.0505 in the 

Coastal Height Limit Overlay Zone and Section 132.0305 in the Clairemont Mesa Height 

Limit Overlay Zone. 

(f) In the coastal overlay zone, previously confOrming rights are not retained for a structure 
located within 50 feet of a coastal blu[fedge if 50 percent or more of the previously 
confOrming structure's exterior walls are destroyed, demolished, or removed. 

§127.0105 

(a) 

Reconstruction~~ Following Fire, Natural 
Disaster, or Act of the Public Enemy 

The reconstruction provisions of this section Section 127.0105 apply only to the 
rebuilding of a p1'e1'iously conforming structure that has been destroyed, in whole 

or in pati, as a result of fire, natural disaster, or act of the public enemy,~ where 
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prior to the event that caused destnwtion, the structure met one or more of the 
following conditions: 

(1) The structure had a previously conforming structural envelope; 

(2) The structure was a dwelling unit, or a structure that included a dwelling 
unit or dwelling units, that made the premises previously conforming for 
density,· or 

(3) The structure contained a previouslv conforming use. 

(b) Reconstruction of anyprei'iously conforming structure, including a structure vlith 
pre>'iously cOfljeJ<ming density or a previously corifOrming residential·use, is 
sooj-eet-te the same reviev.r preeedures required for conformingmructures. 
Reconstruction of a previouslv conforming structure described in Section 
127.0105(a) is pennitted in accordance with Process One as follows: 

(1) Reconstruction of a non-residential structure containing a previously 
conforming use where less than 50 percent ofthe structure's exterior walls 
were destroyed; or 

(2) Reconstruction of a structure with a previously conforming structural 
envelope or previously conforming density where: 

(A) · The new structure would not exceed the gross floor area or 
structure height of the destroyed structure by more than 10 
percent; and 

(B) The new structure would be located in generally the same location 
as the destroyed structure or in a location that would reduce the 
level of non-conformity. 

(3) The calculation of exterior walls shall be measured in accordance with 
Section 127.0111. 

fe1 Partial recenstrueti-et1-ef'a structure eentaining apre1•iously conforming 
nonresidential use is subject to the revie'.v procedures reEfLiired for eetlfofmffig 
structures, ifthe cost of the reconstruction is less than er equal to 50 percent ef 
the market value of the structure prior to destruction . 

.(2}f&) Reconstruction of a structure containing apreviou~ing nomesidential 
:use-requires a Neighborhood Development Permit if-the cost of the reconstructien 
is greater than 50 pereent efthe market value of the structure prior to the 
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destmction. in accordance with Process Two where the proposed development 
does not meet the criteria for Process One approval in Section127.0105(b). 

(d) In the coastal overlay zone, P-reviously confOrming rights are not retained for a 

structure located within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge if 50 percent or more of the 

previously confOrming structure's exterior walls are destroyed, demolished, or 

removed. 

(e) 

ill 

§127.0106 

(a) 

(1) In such cases, reconstruction is subject to a Coastal Development Permit 

and the regulations applicable to conforming develo{2ment. 

(2) The calculation of exterior walls for the purpose of previously confOrming 
rights shall be measured in accordance with Section 127.0111. 

+his--section, or any NeighboffiBoE1-D-~ffi.eat Permit issued fur reconstruction, 
Section 127.0105 does not exempt any person from any requirement to obtain 

other applicable development permits and does not grant any deviation from the 

hejght limit regulati~ms of the Coastal Height Limit Overlay Zone or any other 

applicable height limit overlay zone. Reconstruction must comply with Section 

132.0505 in the Coastal Height Limit Overlay Zone and Section 132.0305 in the 

Clairemont Mesa Height Limit Overlay Zone. 

All construction permits that would be required for conforming premises or uses 

must be obtained for reconstruction of previously conforming premises or uses 

pursuant to Section 127.0105. 

Expansion or Enlargement of Previously Conforming Structures or of 
Structures On a Premises with Previously Conforming Density 

Proposed expansion or enlargement of a structure with a previously conforming 
structural envelope is-&Rbject to the procedural requirements for conforming 
structures if the mdsting density and-t1Se-eomp-ly-wi-t11 all applicable development 
regulations of the Land Development Code and if the new construction will 
comply with al~plicable development regulations. or of a structure on a 
premises with previously conforming density is permitted in accordance with 

Process One as follows: 

(1) Expansion or enlargement where all new construction conforms with 

current development regulations for setbacks, floor area ratio, and 

structure height and does not increase the level of non-conformity. 

(2) Expansion or enlargement of a {2reviously conforming multi[2le dwelling 
unit or nonresidential structure is permitted as necessary to meet public 
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safety requirements ofthe California Building Code or California Fire 
Code for a conforming use as long as the need per the California Building 
Code or California Fire Code is not a situation created by the applicant 
due to the proposed expansion or enlargement. 

(b) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a structure with a previously co11{orming 
structural envelope, where the existingpreviousry conforming structure does not 
comply ';vith applicable zoning regulations as to density or use requires including 
a structure on a premises with previously confOrming density, that does not meet 
the provisions for expansion in accordance with Section 127.0106(a), may 
nevertheless still be approved with a Neighborhood Development Permit. in 
accordance with Process Two if the proposed development within a setback meets 
all of the following criteria: 

(1) The proposed expansion or enlargement conforms to the setback observed 
by the existing structure; 

(2) The proposed expansion or enlargement complies with the floor area ratio 
and maximum structure height of the underlying base zone; 

(3) The proposed expansion or enlargement does not encroach into a front 
yard or extend outside of the developable area of the cunent zone to 
within 10 feet of the front yard setback line, unless the proposed 
expansion would reduce the level of non-conformity of existing 
development on a coastal bluff, 

( 4) The proposed expansion or enlargement does not exceed a maximum 15 
foot length in any required side or rear yard; 

(5) The proposed expansion or enlargement would not result in a total 
structure length within the required yard that is greater than 50 percent of 
the length of the adjacent property line; 

(6) The proposed expansion or enlargement would not result in any new 
habitable constmction within 3 feet of the property line; and 

(7) The proposed expansion or enlargement is limited to additions at the first 
story level (as measured in accordance with Sectionll3.0261) and shall 
not exceed the height of the existing structure within the setback. 

(8) No expansion of the number of dwelling units is permitted beyond what is 
allowed in accordance with the underlying base zone. 
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(9) No expansion is permitted within a required coastal bluff setback. 

(e) Propesed expansion or enlargement of apre-viously conforming structural 
envelope vA1ere the expansion v10uld comply vlith regulatiorur,-eut which 
pmposes a reduction less than or equal to 20 percent from a required setbaclv, 
i'ElEjuires a Neighborhood Development Pel'fl3:it. 

Bi).(0 Within the Coastal Overlay Zone, if the proposal involves the demolition or 
removal of 50 percent or more of the exterior walls of an existing ffi.fueture 
structure, the previously conforming previously conforming rights are not retained 
for the new -strue-ture structure. The calculation of exterior walls shall be 
measured in accordance with Section 127.0111. 

(d) Any expansion or enlargement proposed in accordance with Section 127.0106 
must comply with Section132.0505 in the Coastal Height Limit Oveday Zone 
and Section 132.0305 in the Clairemont Mesa Height Limit Overlay Zone. 

WW Proposed expansion or enlargement or a change in use of a previously cm1forming 
large retail establishment is subject to a Process One Construction Permit and the 
applicable supplemental regulations in Section143.0355(e) except as described 
below. Proposed expansion or enlargement or a change in use of a large retail 
establishment that would result in a structure 100,000 square feet or greater gross 
floor area and an increase in average daily trips is subject to a Site Development 
Permit in accordance with Section 126.0502. 

§127.0108 Abandonment of Previously Conforming Uses 

(a) A previously conforming use may continue to operate in accordance with Section 
127.01 02(c). e-1'--Hlay resmne operations if If a previously conforming use is 
discontinued for a period ofless than 2 consecutive years, operations may be 
resumed, or changed to another use in the same use category in accordance with 
Section 127.0107, except where otherwise indicated in Section127.0108(c). 
Resumption of operations within 2 years is subject to the review procedures for 
conforming uses. 

(b) It is unlawful to reinstate any previously conforming use after the use has been 
discontinued for a period of 2 or more consecutive years, unless the property 
owner has obtained a Neighborh-eod Use Permit. Discontinuance ofthe use for a 
peried of 2 or more consecutive years creates a presumption in favor of 
~eh the owner or person asserting previously c01iforming 
rights may offer.§ evidence to support resumption in accordance with one of the 
following: 
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That the discontinuance occuned pursuant to an active construction permit 
in accordance with Section 127.0108(d); or 

A Neighborhood Use Permit was obtained in accordance with Process 

Two approving or conditionally approving resumption of the previously 
conforming use. 

(c) Resumption of operations pursuant to Section 127.0108 (a) or (b) is prohibited in 
circumstances where a previously confOrming use was brought into conformance 

by a change in use to a conforming use. In such cases, the previously conforming 
status is tenninated and future development cannot revert to that previously 
confOrming status. A previously confOrming use can maintain previously 
confOrming rights during constmction in accordance with Section 127.0108(d) 
without being considered to have been abandoned. 

@ If the previously conforming use is discontinued temporarily while repairs, 

re~nodeling, or major alterations of the structure are under construction, 
maintenance of an active construction permit and continuance of the Business 

Tax Certificate constitutes conclusive evidence that the use has not been 

abandoned during the construction. A temporary discontinuance of operations in 
accordance with Section127.0108(d) shall not be considered to have brought the 

previously confOrming use into conformance or to have terminated the previously 
confOrming status. 

§127.0109 

(a) 

(b) 

Expansion of a Previously Conforming Use 

A 20 percent or less gross floor-a-rea gross floor area expansion of a structure 

with-a previously conforming use requires a Neighborhood Use Pennit in 

accordance with Process Two. 

Whoo malffil:g-theflndings for a Neighbeffieod Use Pennit fer the propos-ed 
expansion of a previously conforming use, Where located in residential zones, the 

following uses are conclusively presumed to be detrimental to public health, 
safety, and welfare and shall not be eligible to expand: 

(1) ffi41tStrial uses in residential zones Hazardous waste facilities subject to 
Section141.1001 or 141.1002; 

(2) Very Heavy Industrial Uses subject to Section 141.1007; 

(3) Wrecking and Dismantling ofMotot· Vehicles subject to Section 
141.1008; and 
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Commercial and personal vehicle repair and maintenance facilities that 
meet the use category description in Section 131.0112(a)(8)(A) or (C)-itl: 

residential zones~t-aJ'l:d 

(3) Any use that requires a Conditional Use Permit in the applicable zmWc--in 
accordance with Section 126.0303. 

Previously Conforming Density 

(a) For the purpose of Chapter 12, Article 7, Divisionl, previously confOrming density shall 
be regulated in accordance with the same regulations and permit process applicable to 
previously confOrming structural envelope. The regulations applicable to previously 
confOrming uses shall not apply to multiple dwelling unit development in a single 
dwelling unit zone. 

(b) The previously conforming regulations shall in no way be interpreted to allow for 

additional dwelling units to be added to a premises with previously conforming density. 

§127.01:0 Methodology for Measurement of Exteriot' Walls 

(a) For the purpose of Chapter 12, Article 7, Division 1, the following shall api2l.Y.J:Q 
determine whether the threshold for removal of a structure's exterior walls has been 
exceeded: 

(1) An exterior wall shall be considered removed if the stmctural integrity of that 

wall is demolished or removed. 

(2) The length of the exterior walls shall be measured in linear feet. 

(b) The applicant shall provide sufficient infonnation to demonstrate the extent of proposed 
wall removal, including but not limited to: 

(1) A site plan of the existing structure with all existing exterior walls identified and 
dimensioned in linear feet; 

(2) A demolition plan with dimensions specified in linear feet for any existing 

exterior walls that are proposed to be demolished or removed and replaced in 
accordance with Section127.011l(a)(l); and 

(3) Stmchn·al calculations and details regarding the proposal for all walls within the 

structure that would be modified.' 
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ISSUE #17: CEQA Document Processing Requirements 

§128.0209 When a Previous Environmental Document May Be Used 

(a) A previously certified EIR ot· Negative Declaration, including any supplement or 
addendum, may be used when changes in the project or circumstances have occurred,. 
unless the Planning Director determines that one or more of the situations identified in 
State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15162, exist. 

(b) If a previollSly certified docmnent is to ee ,_~sed, the Planning Director shall provide the 
decision malHng--ee&y-wi-th--at~tter stating that none ofthe conditions 
specified in State CEQA. Guidelines, Section 15162, exists. 

(Q}Eej An EIR prepared in connection with an earlier project may be used for a later project, if 
the circumstances of the projects are essentially the same and al'e consistent with the State 
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15153. 

§128.0306 R'Pquired Time Periods fon· Public Review and Comment of Draft 
Environmental Documents 

Othet public agencies and members of the public shall have the following time 
periods to review and comment on draft environmental documents: 

W The public review period for Negative Declarations, Mitigated Negative Declarations, 
and Environmental Impact Reports, and Addenda to environmental documents shall be 
consistent with that established by CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines. 

The public review period shall ee consistent with that established ey CEQA. and the State 
CEQA Guidelines. 

~ Addenda 

1\ll addenda for environmental documents certified more than 3 years-8efore the date of 
application shall be distrieuted for puelic review for 14 calendar days along with the previously 
certified--eftvirotm1ental doeum€lnt. However, this reviev,r peried for the addenda shall not extend 
the time fur action beyond that required under lw.v, and the failure to allow reviev1 of addenda, or 
allow sBffi.eient time to review addenda, shall not invalidate any discretionary approval eased 
upon an addendum under reviev,r. 

§128.0310 Final Environmental Document Preparation~ Distribution and Availability 
for Public Review 

A final environmental document consisting of all info11nation required by CEQA and the State 
CEQA Guidelines and any other infonnation the Planning Director may add shall be prepared 
and distributed made available for review-:- as follows: 
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:A.t least 14 calendar days befere the first public hearing or discreti:enary action on-the project, the 
After distribution of final enviromnental documents to the decision maker, the Platming Director 
shall make all final enviromnental documents available on the City web page, including BIR 

· · · Q:verdding Consideration if applieaBle, available t-e the 
public and decision makers and shall also mail eopies of final environmental do&llments te-the 
officially recognized cmm11:unity planning groups an4-mm-96ffi-Of the public v;ho commented on 
the draft document. Final environmental documents will be available for review at least 14 
calendar days prior to: 

(1) A decision made by the City Manager without a public hearing to adopt or ce1tify 
an final environmental document, in accordance with the powers granted under 
City of San Diego Charter Section 28, including Process Two decisions; 

(2) A decision made by the Historic Resources Board or Planning Commission to 
make a recommendation on a project that requires action to adopt or certify an 
final environn1ental document; and 

(3) A decision made by the Hearing Officer, Planning Commission, or City Council 
to adopt or certify a final enviromnental document. 

ill Failure to provide this 14 calendar d-ay review petiod shall not be treated as a 
procedural defect and shall not preclude discretionary action on the project when 
necessary to avoid conflict vAth time limits imposed by lav;. 

(b) Final EIR Distribution to Public Agencies 

The Planning Director shall provide a final EIR to any public agency that commented on the 
draft consistent with CEQA. 

~ .(0. Comment on Final Enviromnental Document 

The intent of the final review period in Section 128.031 O(a) is to provide other public agencies, 
the public, and the decision makers the opportunity to review the final document befere the first 
public heating or discretionary action prior to a decision being made on the project. No 
comments will be solicited and no written responses to comments on final environmental 
documents shall be prepared. 

§128.0312 Adoption of Candidate Findings and Statement of Overl'iding 
Considerations by the Decision Maker 

Before approving a project for which the final EIR identifies one or more significant effects, the 
decision maker shall adopt the required .findings in accordance with the State CEQA Guidelines, 
Section 15091. When the decision to approve the project allows the occurrence of significant 
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effects that are identified in the final EIR but are not at least substantially mitigated, the decision 
maker shall make a statement of overriding considerations stating the specific reasons to support 
the decision based on the final EIR and other info11nation in the record in accordance with the 
State CEQA Guidelines, Section15093. 

(a) [No change.] 

(b) Preparation of A.dopted Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations 

The adopted candidate findings and the statement of overriding considerations shall be in writing 
and shall be based on the entire record of proceedings. 

(c) Availability of Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations 

Where candidate findings and a statement of oveniding considerations are required in 
accordance with Section 128.0312, the Planning Director shall make them available to the public 
and decision makers before the first public hearing to consider approval of the project. 

ISSUE #18: When a Public Right-of~ Way Permit is Required 

§129.0702 When a Public Right~of~ Way PermH Is Required 

(a) A Public Right~of-Way Permit is required for the following unless otherwise exempt 
under Section 129.0703: 

( 1) The private construction of public improvements by a private entity or a public 
entity other than the City; · 

(2) through (4) [No change.] 

(b) [No change.] 

ISSUE #19: Qualifications to Prepare Plans and Perform Work in the Public Right-of-Way 

§129.0720 Qualifications to Prepare Plans and Perform Construction Work in the 
Public Right-of-Way or Public Service Easement 

The preparation of plans for, and the construction of, work regulated by this division shall only 
be performed by persons with the following qualifications: 

(a) tlu·ough (e) [No change.] 

(f) All construction work recpired regulated by this division shall be performed by a 

contractor licensed by the State of California except for with the following exceptions: 
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(1) a:rry Any person owning property that is or will be that person's primary residence 
may perform grading on that property,~ 

(2) a:rry Any construction work authorized by a Public Right-of-Way Permit as a 

result of application by a public utility may be performed by the public utility. 

ISSUE #20: Applying OP Zone to City Parldand Prior to Dedication 

§131.0202 Purpose of the OP (Open Space--Park) Zones 

(a) The purpose of the OP zones is to be applied to public parks and facilities, once they are 
~c land pursuant to City Charter Section 55 in order to promote recreation 
and facilitate the implementation of land use plans. The uses pennitted in these zones 
will provide for various types of recreational needs of the c01mnunity. 

(b) [No change.] 

ISSUE #21: Clarification of Street Light Requirement 

§142.0670 Standards for Public Improvements 

(a) through (d) [No change] 

(e) Street lights are a public improvement required as a condition of approval for a new 

subdivision map and shall be constructed in accordance with the standards established in 

the Land Development Manual. 

(f) [No change.] 

ISSUE #22: Exemptions from Historic Resources Site Survey 

§143.0212 Need for Site-Specific Survey and Determination of Location of Historical 
Resources 

(a) The City Manager shall determine the need for a site-specific survey for the purposes of 
obtaining a construction permit or development permit for development proposed for any 
parcel containing a structure that is 45 or more years old and not located within any area 
identified as exempt in the Historical Resources Guidelines of the Land Development 
Manual or for any parcel identified as sensitive on the Historical Resource Sensitivity 
Maps. The following development does not have the potential to adversely impact 
historical resources and shall be exempt from the requirements of Sectionl43 .0212: 

(1) Intedor development and any modifications or repairs that are limited in scope to 
an electrical or plumbing/mechanical permit ~e exempt fi·~ 
to obtain a site specific survey prior-to-app-t'e-Val--e-f.-tlw-app±i-eable eonstrue-t-ien 
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pePmit where the development would not include a change to the exterior of 
existing structures.~ 

(2) In kind roof repair and replacement shall be exempt from the requirement to 
obtain a site specific smvey prior to approval of the applicable construction 
permit.~ 

(3) In kind foundation repair and replacement, except for structures with a decorative 
block or cobblestone foundation; and 

(4) Construction of a swimming pool in a rear yard, except on a property that requires 
a survey in accordance with Sectionl43.0212(b). 

(b) [No change.] 

(c) The City Manager shall determine the need for a site-specific survey withinlO business 
days of application for a construction permit or within 30 calendar days of application for 
a development permit. A site-specific survey shall be required when the City Manager 
determin~s that a historical resource may exist on the parcel, and if the development 
proposes a substantial alteration consistent with SDMC 143.0250(a)(3). If the City 
Manager determines that a site-specific survey is not required within the specified time 
period, a permit in accordance with Section143.0210 shall not be required. 

(d) [No change.] 

USE AMENDMENTS: 

ISSUE #23: Manufacturing (Light vs Heavy) 

§131.0112 Descriptions of Use Categories and Subcategories 

(a) The following are descriptions of each use category and subcategory found in the Use 
Regulations Tables of each base zone. These descriptions shall be used to classify 
specific uses into use subcategories for the purpose of determining applicable use 
regulations, in accordance with Section 131.0110. A description of separately regulated 
uses is located in Section 131.0112(b). 

(1) through (5) [No change.] 

(6) [See Issues #24 and #26.] 

(7) through (8) [No change.] 

(9) [See Issue #25.] 

(1 0) Industrial Use Category 
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This category includes uses that produce goods from extracted and raw materials or from 
recyclable or previously prepared materials, including the design, storage, and handling 
of these products and the materials from which they are produced. The industrial 
subcategories are: 

(A) Heavy Manufacturing- Uses that process, fabricate, er-assemble,-or treat 
materials for the fah-fi.e.at-i-e-li-&:f:'-large base-s-eeter--:J3ffitlaet~ef-l-m'ge 
eEJ:uipment and machines is included in this using large outdoor eguipment such as 
cranes and large tan1cs to produce unpaclcaged bulk products such as steel, paper, 
lumber, fertilizer, or petrochemicals. This subcategory as-wel-l-as includes heavy 
manufacturing uses that typically produce disturbing noise, dust, or other 
pollutants capable ofharming or annoying adjacent uses. 

(B) Light Manufactming- Uses that process, fabricate, assemble, treat, or package 
finished parts or products without the use of explosive.§ or unrefined petroleum 
materials. (This sube-ate-g&J.TE!ees not inokde the assemhly-of large-eq-uipment 
aad-mac-h~ This subcategory includes light manufacturing uses that produce 
a wide variety of products including, but not limited to, food, beverages, durable 
goods, machinery, and equipment. 

(C) through (F) [No change.] 

(b) [No change.] 

§131.0623 Additional Use Regulations of Industrial Zones 

The additional use regulations identified in this section are applicable to uses where indicated in 
Table 131-06B. 

(a) [No change.] 

(b) [See Issues #27 and 29] 

(c) through (d) [No change.] 

(e) Light manufacturing and assembly uses in the IP-1-1 zone and IP-3-1 zone ate limited to 
the following; 

(1) through (5) [No change.] 

(6) Manufacturing of biological, biomedical, and phannaceutical products; afl:d, 

(7) Manufacturing of scientific, engineedng, and medical instruments7; and 

(8) Beverage manufactudng and production, which may include an accessory tasting 
room. 
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ISSUE #24: Tasting Rooms and Tasting Stores 

§131.0112 Descriptions of Use Categories and Subcategories 

(a) The following are descriptions of each use category and subcategory found in the Use 
Regulations Tables of each base zone. These dese1iptions shall be used to classify 
specific uses into use subcategories fot· the purpose of determining applicable use 
regulations, in accordance with Section 131.0110. A description of separately regulated 
uses is located in Section 131.0 112(b ). 

(1) through (5) [No change.] 

(6) Commercial Services Use Category 

This category includes uses that provide for consumer or business services, for the 
repair and maintenance of a wide variety of products, and for entertaimnent. The 
commercial services subcategories are: 

(A) tlu·ough (B) [No change.] 

(C) Eating and Drinking Establislunents- Uses that prepare or serve food or 
beverages for consumption on or off the premises. 

(D) tlu·ough (I) [No change.] 

(J) [See Issue #26.] 

(L) Tasting rooms- Uses associated with a beverage manufacturer that offer 
tastings and sell beverages manufactured on the premises for on-site or 
off-site consumption. This subcategory includes establishments such as a 
brewery, winery, or distillery that offer tastings and sales of alcoholic 
beverages in accordance with a license issued by the California 
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. (This subcategory does not 
include retail tasting stores subject to Section141.0507.) 

(7) tlu·ough (8) [No change.] 

(9) [See Issue #25.] 

(10) [See Issue #23.] 
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Add new use categories to Ch 13 use tables. Allow retail tasting stores as limited use in all 
commercial (except CP), IL and IS. Not permitted in open space, Agricultural, Residential, CP, 
IP, IBT or IH. 

§141.0507 Retail Tasting Stores 

Retail tasting stores are branch locations affiliated with a licensed beer manufacturer, which sell 
or deliver alcoholic beverages that are manufactured by the business at another premises for 
consumption on or off of the premises of the retail tasting store. Retail tasting stores include any 
establishment for which a Duplicate Type 1 Beer Manufacturer License or a Duplicate Type 23 
Small Beer Manufacturer License has been obtained from, or for which an application has been 
submitted to, the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. This use category does 
not apply to tasting rooms located on the premises of a licensed beer manufacturer. 

Retail tasting stores are permitted as a limited use in the zones indicated with a "L'' in the Use 
regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the following regulations. 

(a) Off-street parking shall be provided in accordance with Section 142.0530 Table 142-05E 
(Parking Ratios for Retail Sales, Commercial Services, and Mixed-Use Development). 

(b) In CN zones and on properties abutting residentially zoned property, retail tasting stores 
shall not operate between the hours of midnight and 6:00a.m. 

ISSUE #25: Distribution and Storage Uses 

§131.0112 Descriptions of Use Categories and Subcategories 

(a) The following are desctiptions of each use category and subcategory found in the Use 
Regulations Tables of each base zone. These descriptions shall be used to classify 
specific uses into use subcategoties for the purpose of determining applicable use 
regulations, in accordance with Section 131.0110. A desctiption of separately regulated 
uses is located in Section 131.0112(b ). 

(1) through (5) [No change.] 

(6) [See Issues #24 and #26.] 

(7) through (8) [No change.] 

(9) :wholesale, Distribution; and Storage Use Category 

This category includes uses that provide and distribute and store goods-ffi-l.a.rge 
EJ.-lffintities, especially to retail sales establishments. Long-term and short-tetm 
storage of commercial goods and personal items is included. The wholesal&,
distribution, storage subcategories are: 
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Equipment and Materials Storage Yards- Uses related to engaged in the 
outdoor storage of large equipment or products or large quantities of 
material. 

Moving and Storage Facilities- Uses engaged in the moving and storage 
ofhousehold or office furniture, personal items, appliances, and 
equipment fi·om one location to another, including the temporary storage 
of those same items. 

Warehouse Uses engaged in long term and sholi term storage ofgoeEls 
f.n-.h:&l-k as •,vell as storage by individ:mls in separate-storage compartments. 

€91© Wholesale Distribution Facilities- Uses engaged in the b:illl~ commercial 
storage and distribution of goods. Wholesale showrooms with limited 
retail sales to the public are also included, 

(10) [See Issue #23.] 

Amend Chapter 13 Use Tables accordingly. 

§142.0530 Nonresidential Uses- Parking Ratios 

Table 142-0SG 
Parking Ratios for Specified Non-Residential Uses 

Use Parking Spaces Required per 1,000 Square Feet of Floor Area Unless Otherwise 

Noted (Floor Area Includes Gross Floor Area plus below Grade Floor Area, and 

Excludes Floor Area Devoted to Parking) 

Required Automobile Parking Spaces111 

Minimum Required Outside a Minimum Required Within Ma>cimum 

Transit Area a Transit Area (2) 

Permitted 

Wheiesale7 Distribution7 and Storage(41 

All wRGiesa-J.e, 1.0 (5) 1.0(5) 4.0 

distribution and 

storage uses 

Self Storage Facilities 1.0 space/10,000 sq ft plus N/A N/A 

3.3 space per 1,000 square 

foot of accessory office space 
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ISSUE #26: Assembly and Entertainment Uses, Including Churches 

§131.0112 Descriptions of Use Categories and Subcategories 

(a) The following are descriptions of each use category and subcategory found in the Use 
Regulations Tables of each base zone. These descriptions shall be used to classify 
specific uses into use subcategories for the purpose of dete11nining applicable use 
regulations, in accordance with Section 131.0110. A description of separately regulated 
uses is located in Section 131.0112(b ). 

(1) through (5) [No change.] 

(6) Commercial Services Use Category 

This category includes uses that provide for consumer or business 
services, for the repair and maintenance of a wide variety of products, and 
fot; entertaimnent. The commercial services subcategories are: 

(A) through (B) [No change.] 

(C) [See Issue #24.] 

(D) through (I) [No change.] 

(J) Assembly anEl-Et:ltertainment Uses that provide gathel'iflg-p-1-aees 
for large lltiTnbers of people for recreation, physical fitness, 
entertainment, or other assembly. 

tK:)Ql_Radio and Television Studios~ Uses that provide for the 
production, recording, and broadcasting of radio and television 
shows and motion pictures, 

fbj.(Kl_ Visitor Accommodations- Uses that provide lodging, or a 
combination of lodging, food, and entertainment, primarily to visitors and 
tourists. (Outside the Coastal Overlay Zone, includes single room 
occupancy hotels.) 

(L) [See Issue #24.] 

(7) through (8) [No change.] 

(9) [See Issue #25.] 

(10) [See Issue #23.] 

(b) [No change.] 
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Amend Ch 13 use tables accordingly to remove the "chmches" and "assembly and 
entertainment" use categories, Add the new separately regulated use category. Change all 
church and assembly entertainment uses with "P" to the new assembly use with "L". 

Not permitted: OP"2"1, OC, OR, OF, AG, RE, RX, RS, RT; CP; IP, IL-1"1, IH, IBT 
Limited· U2l in OP"1-1 · RM· CC· CR· CO· L(to) in CV and CN· IL"2-1 · IL-3-1 ·IS ·- ' ' ' ' ,__ ' ' ' 
Conditional: keep as "C" in AR zone (since other assembly is cmTently not permitted) 

§141.0602 Assembly and Entertainment Uses, Including Churches 

This use category applies to facilities that serve as gathering places for large numbers of people, 
typically at least 25 people, for recreation, physical fitness, entertainment, or other assembly, 
including religious assembly. Assembly and entertainment uses may be pennitted as a limited 
use in accordance with Process One in zones indicated with a "L" in the Use Regulations Tables 
in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) and are subject to the regulations in Section 141.0602(a) 
and (b). Assembly and entertainment uses maybe permitted with a Conditional Use Permit 
decided in accordance with Process Three in the zones indicated with a "C" in the Use 
Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) and are subject to the regulations in 
Section-141.0602(a) and (c). 

(a) General regulations 

(1) Assembly and entertainment uses are not permitted: 

(A) Within the MHPA; 

(B) Within floodplains located in the Coastal Overlay Zone; or 

(C) On a premises that is identified as Prime Industrial Land in a land use 
plan. 

(2) Off-street parking shall comply with one of the following ratios: 

(A) If seating is fixed, 1 parking space per 3 seats in the assembly area; or 1 
parking space per 60 inches of bench or pew seating space; 

(B) If seating is not fixed, 30 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of assembly 
area; or 

(C) Other specified off-street parking standard in Table 142"050 applicable to 
the type of assembly and entertainment use. 

(3) The premises and adjacent public right-of way shall be kept free of litter. 

(4) Auditoriums accessory to professional office or industrial development are not 
subject to the limitations in Section 141.0602. 
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(b) Limited use regulations 

(1) The facility shall be designed to accommodate a maximum of300 people. Larger 
facilities are subject to approval of a Conditional Use Permit in accordance with 
Section 141.0602(c). 

(2) Assembly facilities adjacent to residentially zoned property shall not operate 
between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00a.m.; except for churches and religious 
facilities; and facilities hosting events on Fridays and Saturdays which may 
operate untilll :00 p.m. 

(3) Off-street parldng for the facility shall be accommodated on-site. 

(c) Conditional use regulations 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

§142.0530 

Use 

Institutional 

Hours of operation shall be limited to minimize disturbance to neighboring 
development. 

Structures shall be placed on the site so that larger or high-activity buildings are 
placed away from adjacent property with smaller structures and lower levels of 
activity. 

Off~street parking areas shall be located away from adjacent residential property 
where possible to minimize disturbance to neighboring development. 

The maximum capacity, including limits on the intensity of accessmy uses, shall 
be limited to a level commensurate with the size of the premises, the intensity of 
surrounding development, and the capacity of streets serving the facility. 

Structures shall be designed to incorporate a variety of architectural elements that 
help to diminish building bulk. 

Nonresidential Uses- Parldng Ratios 

Table 142-0SG 
Parldng Ratios for Specified Non-Residential Uses 

Parking Spaces Required per 1,000 Square Feet of Floor Area Unless Otherwise 

Noted (Floor Area Includes Gross Floor Area plus below Grade Floor Area, and 

Excludes Floor Area Devoted to Parking) 

Required Automobile Parl<ing Spaces111 

Minimum Required Outside al Minimum Required Within I Ma><imum 

Transit Area a Transit Area (2) Permitted 

Separately regulated 
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uses 

Gh~r=ehes aAElfllaees 113er 3 seats; or 113er 6G 
ef.reilglous assembly ~00)--SF 

3Q 13er 1,GGQ SEji:Jare ~eet 

assembly area If seatiAg is 

Aot t:ixeEl 

Commercial Services 

Public assembly & 

entertainment 

Theaters 1-3 screens: 1 per 3 seats 

4+ screens: 1 per 3.3 seats 

Per assembly area if not fixed 

seats: 50.0 

Health clubs 5.0 

Clubs with Courts: 1 

additional space per the 

maximum number of 

authorized players (Amateur 

Athletic Union) per court 

Swimming pools Commercial: 1 per 100 sq. ft. 
of pool surface area 

Community: 1 per 175 sq. ft. 

of pool surface area 

All other public 1 per 3 seats; 1Qer 60 Inches 

assembly and of bench or Qew seating; or 

entertainment 30.0 If no fixed seats 

Footnotes For Table 142-0SG [No change] 

8-§.g/o-e.f-M.i.A+ffil:H'A 

85% of Minimum 

85% of Minimum 

85% of Minimum 

85% of Minimum 
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N/-A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

Central Urbanized Planned District Ordinance. 

§155.0238 Use Regulations Table of CU Zones 

The uses allowed in the CU zones are shown in Table 155-02C: 

Table 155-02C 
Use Regulations Table fo1' CU Zones 

CU-1 CU-2 ·cu-3 
Gh<J.<ehes aAElfllaees of G G G 
fe!fgtei:JS assemal•y< 
Conm1ercial Services 

Assem..a±y--& - p p 
Enteftainmeru 
Separately Regulated 
Conunercial Services 
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Chapter 15, Article 10: La Jolla Shores Planned District 

§1510.0303 Single-Family Zone- Permitted Uses 

In the Single-Family (SF) Zonel designated on that certain map referenced in Section 151 0.0102l 
no building or improvement or portion thereof shall be erectedl constructedl converted, 
established, alteredl or enlargedlnor shall any premises be used except for one or more of the 
following uses: 

(a) through (d) [No change.] 

fej-Ghurohesl temples Of-l:mildings of a permanent nature, used primarily for religious purpos-es. 

Will Electric distribution and gas regulating stations as a conditional use subject to a Process 
Tlu·ee Conditional Use Permit in accordance with Land Development Code Section 
141.0408 (Separately Regulated Use Regulations). 

fl51ill Golf courses as a conditional use subject to a Process Four Conditional Use Pennit in 
accordance with Land Development Code Section 141.0609 (Separately Regulated Use 
Regulations). 

§1510.0307 Visitor Zone-Permitted Uses 

In the Visitor (V) Zonel designated on that certain map referenced in Section 1510.0102, no 
building or improvement or portion thereof, shall be erected, constructed, converted, established, 
altered or enlarged, nor shall any premises be used except for one or more of the following 
purposes: 

(a) through (c) [No change.] 

(d) Assembly and entertaitunent uses, including churches and places of religious assembly as 
a conditional use subject to a Process Three Conditional Use Pennit in accordance with 
Land Development Code Section 141.0602 (Separately Regulated Use Regulations). 

fEB ill In the portion of Pueblo Lot 1286 bounded by La Jolla Shores Drive, Torrey Pines Road 
and La Jolla Parkway (dedicated but unimproved as a roadway) a restaurant and 
automobile service station will be pennitted in addition to any of the other visitor area 
uses. 

fej.(fL Any other uses the Planning Commission may find, in accordance with Process Four, to 
be similar in character to the uses, including accessory uses, enumerated above and 
consistent with the purpose and intent of the Visitor Zone and the La Jolla Shores 
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Platmed District Ordinance. The adopted resolution embodying such finding shall be filed 
in the office of the City Clerk 

§1510.0309 Commercial Center Zone-Permitted Uses 

[No change to intra paragraph tlu·ough (e).] 

ill Assembly and entertainment uses, including churches and places of religious assembly as 
a conditional use subject to a Process Three Conditional Use Permit in accordance with 
Land Development Code Section141.0602 (Separately Regulated Use Regulations). 

Ef).(g} Any other use which the Planning Commission may find, in accordance with Process 
Four, to be similar in character to the uses enumerated above and consistent with the 
purpose and intent of the Commercial Center Area (CC) and the La Jolla Shores Planned 
District. The adopted resolution embodying such finding shall be filed in the office of the 
City Clerk. 

ISSUE #27: Drive-in and Drive-through Eating and Drinking Establishments 

Amend Ch 13 Zones: Chapter 13 Tables: 
• Add new Footnote 16 to Table 131-0SB and apply to the eating and drinking 

establishment category in all zones where the use is allowed. Text should state: "Eating 
and dtinking establishments abutting residential zones may operate only during the hours 
between6:00 a.m. and 12:00 midnight." 

• Revise existing Footnote 4 to Table 131-0SB to state: "Live entertainment and the sale of 
intoxicating beverages other than beer and wine are not permitted in CN zones, unless a 
Planned Development Pennit is granted in accordance with Section 126.0602(b)(l)." 

• Remove old use category for "Eating and Drinking Establislunents Abutting 
Residentially Zoned Property". Add new use category for Drive-in and Drive-through 
Eating and Drinking Establislunents. 
Not permitted: open space, agricultural or residential; IS, IP-1-1, IH-1-1; or in pedestrian 
ol'iented CN-1-1 or CN-1-3, CV-1-2; CC-3; CC-4-4, 5; CC-5-4, 5 
Permitted: CR; CV-1-1; CC-1, 2; CC-4-1, 2, 3, CC-5-1, 2, 3; and IL-3-1 
Conditional: CN-1-2; IP-2-1; IP-3-1; IL-1-1; IL-2-1; IH-2-1; IBT 

§131.0623 Additional Use Regulations of Industrial Zones 

The additional use regulations identified in this section are applicable to uses where indicated in 
Table l31-06B. 

(a) [No change.] 

(b) Eating and drinking establislunents are permitted subject to the following: 
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(1) [No change.] 

(2) [See Issue #28.] 

(3) Ne Drive-in or drive-through services are permitted subiect to approval in 
accordance with Section 141.0607; and 

( 4) Eating and drinking establishments abutting residential zones may operate only 
during the hours between 6:00a.m. and 12:00 midnight. 

(c) tlu·ough (d) [No change.] 

(e) [See Issue #22] 

(f) tlu·ough (i) [No change.] 

§!4-1.0607 

Bating and d-r'ifldc~ng establisflm.ea.ts-01'l-j9-1"6n~Bt-ttting-fe&it1en-ti-al zones are-permitted as a 
fiHI.#ed--B:se in Hw zones i-H:d-i:eated--witft--at-~i£-th&-TJ-se--R:egtl-1-ati&ns-Th&les in Chapter 13, 
A:rticle 1 (Base Ze-aesj--s-u.J:l:j-ee-He--t~eet:i&E--14-~t-i+rg-&aEl-Elrinlfi-ng 
establishments abutting residentially zoned--prepefty-t-ha-klo not comply with Sectie-n 
-1-41-:-Ge~ennitted vlith a Neighborhood Use Perru#-subject to the-f!egulffi.ie:ns-in 
~aG-+Eb}.-

( 1) Eating and drinking establislunents abutting residential zones may operate only 
during the hours between e:OO a.m. and 12:00 midnight. 

(2) In the IL 3 1 zone, eating and drinking establishments shall also comply ·w-ith 
&ooti01113l.Oa23(b). · 

(3) Drive in and dFive through restaurants, live ente±iaimnent, and the sale of 
intoxicating be·verages othe±· than beer and vi'ine are not permitted in the CN 
zones.-

(b) Neighborhood Use Permit Regulations. Bxoept in the G~iliffirg 
establishments ab·utting residential zones that do not comply 'vVith Section 141. oeww 
may-be-pennitted 'vvith a Neighborhood Use Pe±'lnit subject to the fullowing regulations. 

(1) All aotf<v'ities associated-with the establisht1i:e±:rt shall occur within an enclosed 
building between-the hems of 12:00 midnight and 6:00a.m. 

(2) Drive up or drive thwugh set·vice is not permitted between H:re hours of 12:00 
midnight and 6:00a.m. 
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(3) Live entertaimnent is not pennitted between the haul'S of 12:00 midnight and 6:00 
thffir 

(4) 

(5) 

§141.0607 

The operator of the establislunent shall take reasonable steps to prevent loitering 
on thepremises, in parking lots serving the premises, and on public side'NallES 
adjacent to thepremisCB. 

In the IL 3 1 zone, eating anEklrinldng establishments shall also comply with 
&ooti-en--1-3-1. 0 623 (b). 

Eating and Drinldng Establishments with a Drive~in or Drive~through 
Component 

Eating and drinking establishments with a drive-in or drive-through component are permitted by 
right in the zones indicated with a "P" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 
(Base Zones). Eating and ddnking establishments with a drive-in or drive-through component in 
the zones indicated with a "C" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base 
Zones) may be permitted with a Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process 
Three subject to the following regulations: 

(a) The decision maker shall impose conditions that minimize adverse impacts on adjacent 
prope1iies and surrounding neighborhoods by addressing issues that may include: 

(1) Adequate parking to address customer and employee parking demand; 

(2) A pedestrian and vehicular circulation plan that ensures public safety; 

(3) Space for vehicle queuing for the associated drive-in or drive-through component; 

(A) Queue space for a minimum offlve cars shall be provided for each drive
up service window or position as measured from the food/beverage pick
up window. The queue space for each car shall be 10 feet wide and 20 feet 
long. 

(B) Required queue spaces shall not obstruct access to parking aisles or 
parking spaces. 

( 4) Limits on the hours of operation; 

(A) In CN zones and on propetiies abutting residentially zoned property1 

eating and drinking establishments with a drive-in or drive-through 
component shall not operate between the hours of midnight and 6:00a.m. 
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For the purpose of Section 141.0607, the limit on hours of operation in 

Section 141.0607(a)(4)(A) shall also apply to any property that is 
separated from a residentially zoned property by an alley. 

Hours may be further limited by the decision maker as appropriate for the 
location. 

(5) Noise reduction techniques, including measures to ensure that speaker systems are 

not audible beyond the property line above daytime ambient noise levels and do 
not exceed 65 decibels at the property line; 

( 6) Lighting control plan to minimize potential off-site impacts; and 

(7) Litter control plan to keep the establishment and adjacent properties fi:ee of litter 
attributable to the establishment. 

(A) A minimum of one outdoor trash and one outdoor recycling receptacle 
shall be provided on-site adjacent to each driveway exit. At least one 
additional on-site outdoor trash receptacle shall be provided for every 10 
required parking spaces. 

(B) The operator of the establislunent shall be responsible for collecting litter 
attributable to the establislunent or its Ctlstomcrs, including food wrappers, 
containers, and packaging from restaurant products within a 300 foot 
radius of the premises at a frequency of at least once a day each day the 
establishment is open for business. 

(8) The operator of the establislunent shall take reasonable steps to prevent loitering 
on the premises, in parking lots serving the premises, and on public sidewalks 
adjacent to the premises. 

(b) Amortization period for Previously Conforming Hours of Operation 

(1) An amortization petiod of7 years shall apply to any eating and drinking 

establislunent with a drive-in or drive-through component that is previously 
conforming with respect to the hours of operation required by Section 
141.0607(a)(4). Seven years from the effective date ofthe ordinance [that 
established this amortization period]; such establishments shall cease operation of 

the drive-in or drive-through window component between the hours of midnight 

and 6:00 a.m. 

(2) Establislunents with an approved Planned Development Permit that authorizes 

less restrictive hours of operation are permitted to operate in accordance with the 

hours specified in the development permit and shall not be subject to the 
amotiization period in Section 141.0607(b)(l), unless the development permit is 
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revoked in accordance with Section 121.0313 or is otherwise cancelled or 
rescinded by the permit holder in accordance with Section126.0110. 

ISSUE #28: Companion Units 

§131.0322 Use Regulations Table for Agricultural Zones 

Amend Table 131-03B. Keep "Companion Units" as not pennitted in AG; Change from "C" to 
"U' in AR zones 

§141.0302 Companion Units 

A companion unit is a dwelling unit that is an access01y use for a single dwelling unit on a 
residential lot that provides complete living facilities, including a kitchen, independent of the 
primary dwelling unit. Companion units are permitted as a limited use in accordance with 
Process One in the zones indicated with an "L" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, 
Article 1 (Base Zones) and Chapter 15, Article 1, Division 4 (General and Supplemental 
Regulations), subject to the following regulations: 

(a) tlu·ough (o) [No change.] 

(N-'J-1~:...s-B:a-l:l--ee--eens-t-mc-too-with-tl'l:&-tH:l£lte----si-dta-g-aa-El-reefffi-g-materials as-the 
primary d;,veUing tH-1#-: 

(t_B.(p)_ Within the Coastal Overlay Zone, companion units are subject to the provisions of 
Chapter 12, Article 6, Division 7. 

ISSUE #29: Allowance for Live Entertainment in Industrial Zones 

§131.0623 Additional Use Regulations of Industrial Zones 

The additional use regulations identified in this section are applicable to uses where indicated in 
Table 131-06B. 

(a) [No change.] 

(b) Eating and drinking establishments are permitted subject to the following: 

(1) [No change.] 

(2) No live entertaimnent is permitted on tlw £!premises in an IH zone or on any 
premises abutting a residential zone; and 

(3) [See Issue #26.] 

(c) tlu·ough (d) [No change.] 
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(e) [See Issue #22] 

(f) through (i) [No change.] 

ISSUE #30: Satellite Antennas in Industrial Zones 

§141.0405 Satellite Antennas 
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Satellite antennas are pem1itted as a limited use subject to Section141.0405(b), and may be 
permitted with a Neighborhood Use Permit subject to Section 141.0405(c), or with a Conditional 
Use Pem1it decided in accordance with Process Three subject to Section 141.0405(d). 

(a) Exemption. -8-ate--llite antemws that are 5 feet in diameter or smalle-r are-permitted in all 
z;e-nes-and The following satellite antennas are exempt from the requirements under 
Sections 141.0405 and 141.0420-.l 

(1) In all zones, satellite antennas that are 5 feet in diameter or smaller; and 

(2) In industrial zones, satellite antennas that are accessory uses. 

(b) Limited Use Regulations. Satellite antennas that exceed 5 feet in diameter are permitted , 
as a limited use in zones indicated with an "L" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 
13, Atiicle 1 (Base Zones) subject to the following regulationsz..:l 

(1) through (4) [No change.] 

(5) Ground-mounted satellite antennas shall not be located in the &tfeet yard street 
yard, fi·ont :yare yard, or street street side yard yard of a premises premises. 

(6) through (8) [No change.] 

(c) [No change.] 

(d) Conditional Use Permit Regulations. Except for satellite antennas which are accessory 
ulffiS'--i-n--i-nffils.tria-1:-nenoo, satelliteSatellite antennas that exceed 10 feet in diameter, except 
where permitted in accordance with Section 141.0405(a)(2), may be permitted only with 
shall require a Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process Three subject 
to the following regulations: · 

(1) tlu·ough (3) [No change.] 
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§141.0411 Historical Buildings Occupied by Uses Not Otherwise Allowed 

Historical buildings occupied by uses not otherwise allowed may be pennitted with a 
Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process Tlu·ee in the zones indicated with a 
"C" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the following 
regulations. 

(a) tlu·ough (b) [No change.] 

(c) The proposed use of the building shall be compatible with the uses in the surrounding 
area or shall be consistent with the purpose for which the building was originally 
designed. In order to minimize detrimental effects to neighboring properties, any 
proposed separately regulated uses in a historical building shall be required to comPlY 
with the regulations in Chapter 14, Article 1 (,fumarately Regulated Use Regulations) for 
each separately regulated use as applicable. 

(d) through (h) [No change.] 

§156.o:ns Separately Regulated Uses 

(a) through (g) [No change.] 

(h) Historical Buildings Occupied by Uses Not Otherwise Allowed 

Historical buildings occupied by uses not otherwise allowed may be permitted with a 
Conditional Use Permit in accordance with Process Three subject to the following 
regulations: 

(1) The building must be designated as a historical resource by the City of San Diego 
Historical Resources Board before approval of the Conditional Use Permit. 

(2) The proposed use of the historical resource shall be compatible with the uses in 
the sunounding area or shall be consistent with the purpose for which the building 
was origil~ally designed. In order to minimize detrimental effects to neighboring 
properties, any separately regulated uses proposed in a historical resource shall be 
required to comply with the regulations in Section 156.0315 (Centre City Planned 
District Ordi11ance Separately Regulated Uses) or Land Development Code 
Chapter 14, Article 1 (citywide Separately Regulated Use Regulations) for each 
separately regulated use as applicable. 

(3) The historical resource shall be preserved, restored, rehabilitated, reconstmcted, 
or maintained in its original histmical appearance in accordance with Land 
Development Code Chapter 14, Article 3, Division 2 ef-thl-s-Geoo. 
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( 4) Any facilities that are constructed as part of the new use shall be designed to be 
similar in scale and style with the historical use, and cause no more than a minor 
alteration to the historical resource in accordance with Historical Resources 
Regulations unless the development is approved through a Site Development 
Pennit or Neighborhood Development Permit in accordance with Land 
Development Code Chapters 11 through 14 of this Cod-e, 

(i) through (j) [No change] 

ISSUE #32: Plant Nurseries 

§141.0504 Plant Nurseries 

For the purpose of Section 141.0504 plant nurseries are commercial establishments where plants 
are cultivated and grown for transplant, distribution, and sale that have a sales transaction area 
greater than 300 feet. Plant nurseries are pennitted without limitation in the zones indicated with 
a "P" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones). Plant nurseries may 
be permitted with a Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process Three in the 
zones indicated with a "C" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) 
subject to the following regulations. 

(a) The location, number, and intensity of other nonagricultural establishments located in the 
vicinity will be evaluated to determine the appropriate size and intensity of the proposed 
establislunent. 

(b) The proximity and capacity ofjreeways, primary arterials, and major streets will be 
evaluated to determine the appropriate size and intensity of the proposed establislunent. 

(c) Off-street parking shall be provided at a level sufficient to serve the facility without 
impacting adjacent or nearby property. 

(d) Section 141.0504 shall not apply to the sale of plants from a garden center or other retail 
store in zones where the sale of consumer goods is permitted. 

ISSUE #33: Marine-Related Uses in the Coastal Zone 

§141.1003 Marine-Related Uses in the Coastal Zone 

Marine-related uses in the Coastal Overlay Zone ai·e pennitted without limitation in the zones 
indicated with an "P" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones). 
Marine-related uses in the Coastal Overlay Zone may be pennittedwith a Conditional Use 
Petmit decided 1n accordance with Process Four in the zones indicated with a "C" in the Use 
Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the following regulations. 

(a) through (c) [No change,] 
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9th Update Code Language--Measurement, Parking, and Signs 

Measurement Changes 

ISSUE #34: Bay Windows 

§113.0234 Calculating Gross Floor Area 

Gross floor area is calculated in relationship to the structure and grade adjacent to the exterior 
walls of a building. The elements included in the gross floor area calculation differ according to 
the type of development proposed and are listed in Section 113.0234(a)~(c). Gross floor area 
does not include the elements listed in Section 113 .0234(d). The total gross floor area for a 
premises is regulated by the floor area ratio development standard. 

(a) through (c) [No change.] 

(d) Elements Not Included in Gross Floor Area 

(1) through (3) [No change.] 

ill Bay windows designed to meet the following: 

(A) The window height is 5 feet or less; 

(B) The interior space created by the bay window does not project outward 
more than 4 feet; 

(C) At least a 3 foot clear space is provided between the bottom of the bay 
window projection and the grade below; and 

(D) No stmctural support is needed to support the bay window projection. 

ISSUE #35: Garages and Accessory Structures 

§131.0448 Accessory Buildings in Residential Zones 

This section is intended to clarify the regulations applicable to non~ habitable accessory buildings 
in residential zones. 

(a) tlu·ough (b) [No change.) 

(c) Non~habitable access01y buildings or detached garages may encroach into required yards 
subject to the requirements in Section 131.0461. 

(d) [No changes.] 
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§131.0461 Architectural Projections and Encroachments in Residential Zones 

(a) The following are permitted architectural projections and encroachments into required 
yards and the angled building envelope plane for RS and RX zones and the RM-1-1, RM-
1-2, and RM-1-3 zones. These projections and encroachments are not permitted in the 
required yards within view corridors that are designated by land use plans in the Coastal 
Overlay Zone and may not be located in a required visibility area or a required turning 
radius or vehicle back-up area except where development regulations may allow. 

(1) [See Issue #36.] 

(2) tlu·ough (11) [No change.] 

(12) Garages or non-habitable accessory buildings may enci·oach into a required side 
or rear yard as follows: 

(A) The lot size shall not exceed 10,000 square feet of area; and 

(B) The encroachitig accessm:y building shall be limited to a maximum 
structure height of 15 feet within the setback7~ 

.(Q The encroaching accessmy building shall not share a common wall with 
the primary dwelling unit, but can be attached via a non-stmctural design 
element. Any development attached to the accessory building above one 
story shall comply with the setback; and 

EGJ{Q) The accessory building shall not exceed a maximum length of 3 0 feet 
within any given setback; and 

fP1® An encroaching accessmy building shall not exceed 525 square feet in 
gross floor area. 

(b) [No change.] 

ISSUE #36: Roof Projection into the Angled Building Envelope Plane 

§131.0461 Architectural Projections and Encroachments in Residential Zones 

(a) The following are permitted architectural projections and encroachments into required 
yards and. the angled building envelope plane for RS and RX zones and the RM -1-1, RM-
1-2, and RM-1-3 zones. These projections and encroachments are not permitted in the 
required yards within view corridors that are designated by land use plans in the Coastal 
Overlay Zone and may not be located in a required visibility area or a required tuming 
radius or vehicle back-up area except where development regulations may allow. 
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(1) Roof projections such as eave, cornice, and eyebrow projections may extend into 
the required yard or into the space above the angled building envelope subject to 
the following: 

(A) through (C) [No change.] 

(D) The projection A roof design element may project into the space above the 
required angled building envelope plane, as depicted in Diagram 131-048, 
subject to the following: 

(i) The roof design element must face the front vard; 

(ii) . The roof design element shall not encroach into any required yard; 

(iii) The roof design element shall comply with all applicable structure 
height limits in accordance with Section 113.0270; and 

(iv) The roof design element shall be is limited to a maximum of 3 3 
percent of the width of the building en11e/ope facing the front yard, 
and a maximum depth equal to or less than its width.-8-ee Diagram 
rn-M& 

Diagram 131-04S 

E}{ception for Angled Building Envelope Area 
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1------- Width of building 
envelope 

"N' 

Note: "A" shall not exceed 33% of the width of the building envelope 

(2) through (11) [No change.] 

(12) [See Issue #35] 

(b) tlu·ough (c) [No change.] 

ISSUE #37: Retaining Walls 

§142.0305 When Fence Regulations Apply 

(a) through (b) [No change in text.] 

Table 142-03A 
Fence Regulations Applicability 

TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICABLE REGULATIONS REQUIRED PERMITTYPE/ 
PROPOSAL 

DECISION PROCESS 

Any fence with a height less Sections 129.0203. 142.0310-142.0330, 142.0360- No permit required by this 

than 6 feet 142.0380 division 

Any fence with a height of 6 Sections 142.0310-142.0330, 142.0360-142.0380 Building Permit/Process 

feet or greater One 

Any retaining wall with a Sections 129.0203, 142.0340, 142.0370, 142.0380 No permit required by this 
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TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICABLE REGULATIONS REQUIRED PERMIT TYPE/ 
PROPOSAL 

DECISION PROCESS 

height less than 3 feet division 

Any retaining wall with a Sections 142.0340, 142.0370, 142.0380 Building Permit/ Process 

height of 3 feet or greater One 

Any fence or retaining wall Section 142.0350 Neighborhood 

exceeding the height Development 

permitted in Section Permit/Process Two 

142.0310, 142.0320, 

142.0330, and 142.0340. 

Any fence or retaining wall Section 142.0310-142.0380 Coastal Development 

located on premises that lies Permit/Process Three-

between the shoreline and Appealable 

the first public roadway, as 

designated on Map Drawing 

No. C-731. 

§142.0340 Retaining WaDJl Regulations in All Zones 

(a) tlu·ough (b) [No change.] 

(c) Retaining Wall Height in Required Front Yards and Required Street Side Yards 

(1) through (2) [No change.] 

(3) Retaining walls of 3 feet in height or greater shall have at least one horizontal or 
vertical offset for each 120 square feet of wall area, except where otherwise 
provided in accordance with Section 142.0340(f). The horizontal or vertical offset 
shall be at least 12 inches wide with a minimum reveal of 4 inches. See Diagram 
142~03B. 

(d) through (e) [No change.] 

(f) Exceptions to Retaining Wall Height 

(1) tlu·ough (3) [No change.] 

(4) When the elevation of the adjacent street grade is higher than the building pad, 
the following shall apply: 

(A) The portion of the retaining wall located at or below the adjacent street 
grade is not subject to Section 142.0340(c)(3). 
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Measurement of any portion of the wall or attached fence above grade 

shall be taken from the adjacent grade on the higher side of the retaining 

wall. 

ISSUE #38: Mechanical Equipment Used in the Manufacturing Process 

§142.0910 Mechanical and Utility Equipment Screening Regulations 

(a) through (c) [No change.] 

(d) Mechanical and utility equipment screening associated with industrial development that 
involves light manufacturing or heavy manufacturing is exempt from the requirements in 
Section 142.0910(a) and (b) if the location is not adjacent to residentially zoned property. 

Parking 

ISSUE #39: Parking Requirement for Capital Intensive Manufacturing 

§142.0530 Nonresidential Uses- Parldng Ratios 

TabRe Jl42~05G 
Parking Ratios for Specified Non~Residential Uses 

Use Parking Spaces Required per 1,000 Square Feet of Floor Area Unless Otherwise 
Noted (Floor Area Includes Gross Floor Area plus below Grade Floor Area, and 

Excludes Floor Area Devoted to Parking) 

Required Automobile Parking Spaces<11 

Minimum Required Outside a Minimum Required Within Maximum 

Transit Area a Transit Area (z) 

Permitted 
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Industrial 

Heavy Manufacturing 1.5; or 1.0 for facilities with 1.5; or 1.0 for facilities with 
(except In IS zone) majorit'l of floor area majorit'l of floo[ a[es 

dedicated to large dedicated to large 
eguiQment, tanks, vessels, eguiQment, tanks, 
automated machiner~, or vessels, automated 
an~ similar combination of machlner~, or an~ similar 

eguipment combination of 
eguipment 

Light manufacturing 2.5; or 1.0 for facilities with 2.1; or 1.0 for facilities with 
(except in IS Zone) majorit'l of floor area maiorit'l of floor area 

dedicated to large dedicated to large 
eguipment, tanks, vessels, eguipment, tanks, 
automated machiner~, or vessels, automated 
an~ similar combination of machlner~, or an~ similar 

egulpment combination of 

eguipment 

Research Bt 2.5 2.1 
development 
(except in IS Zone) 

All industrial uses In 1.0 (5) 1.0 (5) 

the IS Zone 

Footnotes For Table 142-0SG [No change] 

ISSUE #40: Driveway Design to Meet Engineering Standards 

§142.0560 Development and Design Regulations for Parldng Facilities 

(a) through (i) [No change.] 

(j) Driveway and Access Regulations 

(1) thmugh (8) [No change.] 

(9) Driveway Gradient Regulations 

PC Report PC-15-008 
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4.0 

4.0 

4.0 

4.0 

(A) Driveways may be up to 5 percent gradient with no transitions. 

(B) Between the driveway apron and any driveway gradient greater than 5 
percent, there shall be a 20-foot-long flat transition not exceeding a 5 
percent gradient. A shorter transition may be approved by the City 
Manager according to accepted engineering practices. 

(C) For E!fi.:ve.wa.ys driveway ramps with a gradient greater than 14 percent up 
to the maximum permitted gradient of20 percent, there shall be transitions 
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for the first and last 8 feet of the ramp. The transitions shall not exceed 
one-half of the abutting slope of the driveway ramp, as illustrated in 
Diagram 142-0SD. · 

Diagram 142-05D 
Maximum Driveway Ramp Slope 

14% max slope 
with no transltio~ 

20% max slope ~ 

t=8'mln -f 
____ .----;;_ ,..... ~Transitions not exceeding 

1/2 of the abutting slope 

(1 0) [No change.] 

(k) [No change.] 

ISSUE #41: Signage in Planned Commercial and Industrial Developments 

§126.0113 Amendments to a Development Permit 

(a) tlu·ough (e) [No change.] 

(f) An amendment to a development permit shall not be required for approval of a sign 
application in accordance with Section 142.1208. 

§142.1208 Signs in Planned Commercial and Industrial Developments 

(a) Where a development permit for a commercial or industrial development specifies a sign 
requirement, new signs may nevertheless be approved without an amendment to that 
development permit in accordance with the Land Development Code regulations for 

signs, except as follows: 

(1) Any sign that is subject to a development permit in accordance with the following 
separately regulated use regulations (Chapter 14, Article 1): 

(A) Comprehensive sign plans (Section 141.11 03) adopted January 1, 2000 o1· 

later 
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(B) Revolving proJecting signs (Section 141.1104) 

(C) Signs with automatic changing copy (Section 141.11 05) 

(D) Theater marquee (Section 141.11 06) 

(2) A sign that involves an alteration to the building where the building alteration is 

not in substantial confOrmance to the applicable development permit. 

(3) Any proposal that involves an advertising display sign. 

(b) New signs for cmmnercial or industrial development with a comprehensive sign plan 
adopted prior to January 1, 2000, may be approved through Process One if the proposed 
signs comply with the cun-ent Land Development Code regulations for signs. 

ISSUE #42: UtUization of Sign Permits. Sign Stickers and Inspections 

§121.0203 Authority to Inspect Private Property 

(a) [No change.]· 

(b) In addition to the powers set forth in Section121.0203(a), the City Manager or 
designated Code Enforcement Official has the authority to enter any structure, during 
reasonable hours or at any time that extreme danger exists, in the discharge of official 
duties to do the following: 

(1) through (4) [No change.] 

(5) Inspect any sign thaH-s-re€ftlired to have a Sign Pennit Sticlrer for compliance with 
Chapter 14, Article 2, Division12 (Sign Regulations). 

§121.0504 Inspection and Abatement 

(a) All sigNs that are required to have a Sign Pem1it Sticlcer are subject to inspeetiofu-The 
City Manager ot· designated code enforcement official is authorized to enter any property 
to inspect the any sign for placement of the sticker in accordance vlith Section121.0203 
compliance with Chapter 14, Atticle 2, Division 12 (Sign Regulations). 

(b) tlll'ough (d) [No change.] 

§121.0505 Sign Pennit Violations 

fa1---Tt is unlawful to erect or maintain a sign contrary to any provision of Chapter 14, Atticle 
2, Division 12 (Sign Regulations). 

(b) It is -..mlw.vful to erect or maintain a sign subject to Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 12 
E£ign Regt~lations) vv'ithoat a Sign Permit £ttelcer as required by the Sign Regulations. 
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§129.0802 When a Sign Permit Is Required 

A Sign Permit is required for the installation or alteration of any sign, except for those signs 
specifically exempted in Section 129.0803. Sign Perrnit-&iel<:ers are required for each sign. The 
&#elrer is applicable to one sign at one location only, and is transfemble to a new owner or les&e&. 

§129.0804 General Rules for Sign Permits 

(a) tlu·ough (d) [No change.] 

(e) A Sign Pennit--StielEer-Wi-J+be iss<Jed for each sign for which a Sign Permit is issued. Each 
sticker is applicable to only one sign and for only the leGation specified in the permit. The 
sticker is net transferable from ene sign te-a.ae-ther; hov;e=ver;-tl'l&-&tiel<:er is transferable to 
a new ovme-r-eHe-s-see.-Stiol<:ers mast be maintained in a legible state. 

§129.0806 Sign Permit Fees 

fa) A fee for ~ach Sign Permit application shall be paid at the time of application. Fees for 
Sign Permits shall be paid in accordance with the schedule of fees established by 
resolution of the City Council and filed in the office of the City Clerk. 

(b) Tho City Manager is authorizoEl to issue refurui.s-fBr--all-ef-a-pertion of the-fees, in the 
event that the weaE-a'l:lthe±-md by theSign Permit has not be6E:-performed and no 
ins-peetien-s-fl.a.v.e--9eenmade. Th~md-wi-11-Be-~J.endar days from the 
date ofperm:i-Hss-l1atlce. Before a refund is iss'...~ed, the applicant shall retl11'1l the 
permittee's copy of the issued pennit and the Sign Permit Sticker. 

§129.0811 InitiaWtiUzation of a.Sign-Fe-F:mi-t 
A Sign Petmit shall become void if the work at~thorized by thefennit has not begun within 1go 
calendar days of the date-of:pennit issuance. If a Sign Permit becomes void before the at~thorized 
work has begun, the applicant shall apply fer a new pennit and shall pay the full pennit fee. 

§129.0812 Maintaining Utilization of a Sign Permit 
A--Mgfl.--P.el-mi-t-sl:rall become void if the wefl.E that is authorized by the permit has begun, but is 
suspended or ahru1doned fer a peried of 1 go calendar days. If the work is s1;1spended or 
abandoned for 1 go calendar days, a new permit application is required. The perm-i-t-fee shall be 
ene-\halfthe stru1dard-permit fee, provided that no change has been made to the original plans 
and that the work has not been abandoned er--su-spended for more than one year. 

§129.0813 Expiration of a Sign Permit 

A Sign Pennit shall expire by limitation and become void 24 months after the date of permit 
issuance. If the work authorized by the Sign Permit has not been completed and has not received 
final inspeotien--approval by the permit expiration date, all work shall stop until a new permit is 
issued. If a Sign Permit expires, a new pennit application, with the full permit fee, is required. 
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A:ll work authorized by a Sign Permit shall be inspected in accordance with Section 129.0111 
and the inspection recr .. ~irements of the Land Development Manual. 

§142.1206 Violations of Sign Regulations 

(a) It is unlawful to do the following: 

(1) [No change.] 

(2) Place any lettering, card, poster, or notice of any kind on any curb, 
sidewalk, street, pole, post, utility box, hydrant, bridge, tree, building, or other 
surface that is located on public property or in the public right-of way unless 
otherwise provided in the Municipal Code or specific state statute; or 

E41 Erect any sign on any premises contrary to the provisions of this division. 

(b) [No change.] 

§142.1210 General Sign Regulations 

This section is divided into subsections for copy regulations, locational regulations, structural 
regulations, and sign maintenance regulations. 

(a) [See Issue #43] 

(b) through (c) [No change.] 

(d) Sign Maintenance Regulations 

All signs shall comply with the following maintenance regulations whether or not a Sign Permit 
is required. 

(1) thmugh (4) [No change.] 

(5) A Sign Permit Sticker shall be provided for each sign that is required to reooWe a Sign 
Permit. The sticlrer shall bear an assigned number that is used to identify the sign. No sign may 
be displayed ·without the required Sign Permit Sticlrefo 

~Permit Sticker shall be installed on the lower right corner ofthe sign or other 
l-ocation as directed by the City Manager so that it is visible from thepublie right cr}!Pay or some 
equally accessible place. 
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~ewly annB*C~erty shall obtain Sign Permit Stickers for existing signs 
located on the property within 3 months after the effective date of the annexation. 

ISSUE #43: Gas Station Electronic Pricing Signage 

§141.1105 Signs with Automatic Changing Copy 

Signs with automatic changing copy may be pemlitted with a Neighborhood Use Permit in the 
zones indicated with an "N" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) 
subject to the following regulations. Section 141.1105 does not apply to automobile service 
station gasoline pricing signage designed in accordance with state law. 

(a) through (e) [No change.] 

§142.1210 General Sign Regulations 

This section is divided into subsections for copy regulations, locationalregulations, structural 
regulations, and sign maintenance regulations. 

(a) Copy Regulations 

(1) [No change.] 

(2) Signs may have changeable copy, such as letters, numbers, symbols, pictorial 
panels, and other similar characters. Changeable copy shall be manually or 
mechanically changeable only in the field and not remotely or electronically 
changeable, except for the following signs: 

(A) Public service messages in compliance with Section 142.1220(f); ana 

(B) Signs with automatic changing copy may be pennitted with a 
Neighborhood Use Permit in compliance with Section 141.11 05~; and 

(C) Automobile setvice station gasoline pricing signage designed in 
accordance with state law. 

(b) through (d) [No change.] 

§142.1260 Signs Permitted by Higher Process 

The following signs may be permitted with a Neighborhood Use Permit in accordance with 
Chapter 12, Article 6, Division 2 and Chapter 14, Article 1, Division 11; 

(a) [No change.] 
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(b) Signs with automatic changing copy, (except that automobile station gasoline pricing 
signage may be approved through Process One), 

(c) through (e) [No change.] 

ISSUE #44: Wall Signs and Ground Signs 

§142.1220 Primary Sign Regulations 

(a) through (c) [No change.] 

Table 142-12B 
Permitted Primary Signs 

Sign Types Category A Category B 
General Citywide CO and IP Zones 

Commercial and Industrial 
Zones 

Wall Signs Minimum of One Sign per Minimum of One Sign per 
(See ·Establishment Establishment 
regulations in Number and square footage Number and square 
Section of wall signs is limited only footage of wall signs is 
142.1225) by the area calculation which limited only by the area 

is based on establishment's calculation which is based 
street wall, public rlght'-of- on establishment's street 
waywidth, and street speed wall, public right-of-way 
limit. The permitted sign width, and street speed 
copy area is reduced by the limit. The permitted sign 
addition of roof, projecting, copy area Is reduced by the 
or groundslgns roo{ signs or choice of projecting or 
projecting signs. ground signs, protecting 

signs with a maximum 
display area limitation. 

Projecting Signs through Roof Signs [No change.] 

Ground Signs One stg.A Sign per Frontage One &lgfl Sign per Premises 
(See street frontage for~ premises per Frontage 
regulations in Premises Having Street street frontage with .9. 
Section Frontage each premises Minimum minimum of 100 
142.1240} having street frontage. The f.ee.t: feet in Street Frontage 

-Nml3-e-f Increases number of Ground signs Ground signs 
§jgns increases as--Ffe-n-ta-ge are permitted In lieu of 
Increases Street Froffia.ge fJfojecting signs projecting 
street frontage increases. signs. The area is based on 
Ground signs Ground signs 5tfe.et-Wa.l.l street wa II, 
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Category C 
CN and Commercial and 
Industrial Zones in the 
Coastal Overlay Zone 

Minimum of One Sign 
per Establishment 
Number and square 
footage of wall signs 
limited only by the area 
calculation which is 
based on 
establishment's street 
wall, public right-of-way 
width, and street speed 
limit. The permitted sign 
copy area Is reduced by 
the choice of projecting 
OF g.~oi:Jnd slf}nS, 
prolecting signs with a 
maximum display area 
limitation. 

One &igft Sign per 
premises premises per 
Street Frontage street 
frontage 
~Ground 

signs are permitted In 
lieu of projecting signs 
projecting signs. The 
area Is based on on 
street wall street wall, 
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Sign Types Category A Category B Category C 
General Citywide CO and IP Zones CN and Commercial and 

Commercial and Industrial Industrial Zones in the 
Zones Coastal Overlay Zone 

are permitted in lieu of fOO.f FJI:lalie figl:lt ef 1N-ay public fll:lalie Figl:lt ef' v,;ay 
stgn&-roo(signs and right-of-wav width, and public rlght-o[-wav. 
13rejecting signs protecting street speed limit, with a width, and· street speed 
signs; however, one maximum display area limit, with a maximum 
wojecting sign projecting limitation. display area limitation. 
sign may replace one gfB-\;1-f\€1 
s-igR ground sign when more 
than one grel:lnd sign ground 
sign Is allowed on the 
~es premises. In 
addition, one of the gfB-\;1-f\€1 
£1-gm ground signs may 
revolve when more than one 
gr-e-l:lfltl-s.fg-n ground sign is 
allowed. The permitted sign 

· area for grett-A-d-s-fgf\-5 ground 
signs Is based on stfe~-1-1 
street wall, ~g-A-1;-e-f.. 
¥J-a-Y--public rlqht-o[-wav. 
width, and street speed limit. 
+Re-t:l-se-of a ground sign on a 
flf~esredl:leetrtR0 

a-1-lewa-13-le-wall sign ce13y area 
fer tl:lat FJFeFAlses. 

§142.1225 Wall Signs in Commercial and Industrial Zones 

The following regulations apply to wall signs in all commercial and industrial zone sign 
categories, unless otherwise indicated. 

(a) A minimum of one wall sign per establishment is permitted. Wall signs are permitted 
alone or in combinations with other primary signs; ho-..vever, the maximum pennitted 
vrJall sign area is decreased by the use of other primary signs. 

(b) Table 142-12C provides the basis for calculating the wall sign copy area for 
establishments along a single streetfi·ontage. The permitted sign copy area is based on 
the length of the establishment's street wall, and the width of the adjacent public right-of
way~es ofsignslooated on the premises. 
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Public Right-
of-way Width 

Public right-of-
way width 60 
feet or less (ll 

Public right-of-
way width 60 
feet or greater 

Maximum 
wall sign copy 
area 

Minimum wall 
sign copy area 
for each 
establishment 

Table 142-12C 
Calculation of Wall Sign Copy Area 

on a Single Street Frontage 

Sign Category 

A 

Wall Signs Wril-t Sigm; aAa 1) Wall Signs 
Only. No R-eef; One Groi:H'ld and R-Ge.f Roof 
~ SigR-r--Na-Roef Signs or 
Roof Signs or a-r-llroj~ Projecting 
Projecting Sigfl-5 Signs. N-9 
Signs GrmmdSign; 

or 2) Wall 
Signs on a 
Building with 
One High-rise 
Wall Sign 

·For wall sign f..e.HVG-1/--s-ig# For wall sign 
copy area, ~~ copy area, 
multiply the ffi*tl.l.~.y-ti:te multiply the 
establishment' B£ta-Bfi.&hffi€lfl{! establishment's 
s street wall by 5---5-tPee-1:-WGt-J./--a.y street wall by 
3 feet 1 ;t;/4 f:eet 3/4 feet 

For wall sign ~ For wall sign 
copy area, ee~y e.~eGJ:, copy area, 
multiply the multiply the multiply the 
establishment' estaslishmeAt' establishment's 
s street wall by ~ street wall by 1 
3-3/4 feet foot 

± ±I~ feet 

350 square ~§Q 5EJUaFe 200 square feet 
feet feet 

75 square feet gg 5€JuaFe feet 20 square feet 
or 25 percent or~§ perceAt or 25 percent 
of the total Of the total of the total 
area of afea-0-f' area of 
establishment' estaslishmeAt' establishment's 
s street wall, &-5-Yee t t,VGtll, street wall, 
whichever is whichever is whichever is 
less k£5 less 

Footnote to Table 142-12C [No change.] 
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Sign Category Sign Category 
c 

B 

Wall Signs and Wall Signs and 
Projecting Sign Projecting Sign 
Gl' WGIIJ. SifJf!S ef-Wal! Signs 
::md Ground a-Ad-GreURd 
SfgR ~ 

For wall sign For wall sign 
copy area, copy area, 
multiply the multiply the 
establishment' establishment' 
s street wall by s street wail by 
3/4 feet 3/4 feet 

For wall sign For wall sign 
copy area, copy area, 
multiply the multiply the 
establishment' establishment' 
s street wall by s street wall by 
1 foot 1 foot 

200 square 100 square 
feet feet 

20 square feet 20 square feet 
or 25 percent or 25 percent 
of the total of the total 
area of area of 
establishment' establishment' 
s street wall, s street wall, 
whichever is whichever is 
less less 
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(c) [No change.] 

(d) Locational Regulations for all Wall Signs 

(1) through (4) 

(5) Wall Signs on Architectural Appendages 

PC Report PC-15-008 
Attachment 3 

Wall signs may be placed on an architectural appendage that is an integral part of 
the building, projects over the roof line, and is perpendicular to the public right
of way subject to the following regulations. 

(A) [No change.] 

(B) The sign must be in lieu of any ground, reef; roo[ signs or projecting signs 
on the premises, 

(C) through (F) [No change.] 

(6) through (9) [No change.] 

(e) [No change.] 
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9th Update Code Language-Minor Corrections 

ISSUE.#45: Vacant Structures (Incorrect Section References) 

§54.0308 Standards for Boarding a Vacant Structure 

PC Report PC-15-008 
Attachment 4 

Except as provided in Section 54.0308Eaj(9jffi, the responsible person or Director shall 
board a vacant structure according to all of the following specifications and requirements: 

(a) through (i) [No change.] 

§54.0309 Entry or Interference with Notice Prohibited 

(a) It is unlawful for any person to enter or occupy any stmcture or premises which has been 
posted pursuant to Section 54.0308WE&j® of this Division, except to repair or demolish 
the structure under proper pennit or for a purpose authorized by the owner. 

(b) It is unlawful for any person to remove or deface any notice posted pursuant to Section 
54.0308Wf81® of this Code until the required repairs or demolition have been 
completed or a Certificate of Occupancy has been issued in accordance with appropriate 
provisions of the California Building Code as in Chapter IX of the Municipal Code. 

ISSUE #46: Fee Payment (Incorrect SpelHng) 

§98.0425 Fr-ee Fee Payment 

When fees are to be paid, the payment or an offer for payment shall be made to and accepted by 
the school district prior to the issuance of a building permit for the proposed development. 

ISSUE #47: Definition of Reasonable Accommodation (Incorrect Term) 

§113.0103 Definitions 

Abutting property through Public utility [No change.] 

Reasonable Accommodation, pursuant to the Fair Housing Amendments Acts of 1988 
and the Califomia Fair Employment and Housing Act, means.accommodations 
necessary to afford disabled persons an equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling 
tmit-dwelling. 

Reclamation through Yard [No change.] 
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ISSUE #48: Zoning and Rezoning Actions (Missing Section Reference) 

§123.0101 Purpose of Zoning and Rezoning Procedures 
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The purpose of these procedures is to establish the process for the inclusion or placement of any 
property within the City of San Diego into any zone as established and defined in Chapter 13 
(Zones) or Chapter 15 (Pla1111ed Districts). 

ISSUE #49: Capital Improvement Program Projects (Incorrect Reference) 

§126.0502 When a Site Development Permit is Required 

(a) through (b) [No change.] 

(c) A Site Development Permit in accordance with Process Tln·ee is required for the 

following types of development. 

(1) tlwough (3) [No change.] 

( 4) Public improvements required in association with private development that 
involve development of more than 3,000 feet of property :fi:ontage, as described in 
Section142.0612;--e~wept that capi-ffll..-i.n~rogramprojects shall be 
B-l:l:Bj-eeH~CIP Two. 

(5) Public improvements required in association with private development for which 
adopted City standards do not apply, as described in Section 142.0612, except that 
capital intprovementprogramprojects shall be subject to Process CIP Tv,ro, 

(6) tlwough (8) [No change.] 

(d) tlwough (g) [No change.] 

ISSUE #50: Regulation of Residential in Commercial Zones (Incorrect Reference) 

§131.0540 Maximum Permitted Residential Density and Other Residential Regulations 

The following regulations apply to residential development within commercial zones 
where indicated in Table 131 04B 131-0SB: 

(a) tln·ough (f) [No change.] 
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ISSUE #51: Child Care in Industrial Zones (Incorrect Permit Refel'ence) 

§131.0622 
Table 131-06B 

Use Regulations for Industrial Zones 
Use Categories/ Subcategories Zone Zones 
[See Section 131.0112 for an Designatot 
explanation and descriptions of the 1st & 2nd>> IP- IL- Ill- IS- IBT-
Use Categories, Subcategories, and 3rd>> 1- 2- 3- 1- 2- 3- 1- 2- 1-
Separately Regulated Uses] 

4th>> 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Child Care Centers 

ISSUE #52: Pushcarts/Retail Food Code (Incorrect Section Reference. Punctuation Erto1·s) 

§141.0619 Pushcarts 

This section regulates pushcarts on private property and pushcarts in the public right:ofway. 
Pushcatis are moveable, wheeled, non:motorized vehicles used by vendors for the sale of food or 
beverage products, fresh-cut flowers, or live plants in pots. Pushcarts are a health regulated 
business subject to Municipal Code Section 42.0102. 

(a) . Pushcatis on Private Propetiy 

Pushcarts are permitted on private propetiy as a limited use in the zone indicated with an 
"L" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the 
following regulations. 

(1) through (4) [No change.]· 

(5) The operation of the pushcart shall be in conformance with Manicipal Code 
Sections 42.0160 tlu·ough 42.0167. 

(b) Pushcarts in the Public Right-of Way 

Pushcatis may be permitted in the public right-of-way with a Neighborhood Use Pennit 
in the zones indicated with an "N'' in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 
(Base Zones) subject to the following regulations. 

(1) [No change.] 

(2) The decision maker will consider the appropriateness of the pushcart 
design and color scheme, signs, and graphics for the products for sale 
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and the proposed location. This provision supersedes ~4unicipal Code 
Section 42.0163(Q). 

(3) through (11) [No change.] 

(12) Pushcarts shall not be left unattended, nor shall they remain in the public right-of
way between 12:00 midnight and 6:00a.m. except for special events as provided 
for in Municipal Code Section 42.0130.1 Chapter 2, Article 2, Division40. 

(13) The operation of the pu-shcmt shall be in eonfonnance vlith Municipal Code 
Sections 42.01-60 thro-ugh 42.0167. 

f-14).(.1.1) An applicant that has received a Neighborhood Use Permit for a pushcart shall 
have an operating cart on the specified site within 60 calendar days of approval or 
the permit will be void. 

8-§1_(]_ft_ The permit is valid only when used at the location designated on the pe1111it. 
The permit shall be displayed in a prominent and visible place on the pushcart. 

fl-6}(12LA Neighborhood Use Permit for a pushcart may not be transferred, but there 
niay be more than one applicant for a single pe1111it. 

f-H-)(16) A Neighborhood Use Permit for a pushcart can be revoked or modified in 
accordance with Sections 121.0313 tlu·ough 123.0316. 

(18)A Neighbeffieed Use Permit for a pushcart can be-reve!Eed on any of the grounds 
listed in Municipal Code Section 42.0168. 

ISSUE #53: General Fence Regulations (Grammatical Error) 

§142.0310 General Fence Regulations for All Zones 

(a) Location and Height of Fences 

(1) No portion of a fence shall extend beyond the property line of the premises into 
the public right-of-way unless -ml SJ: Public RightMof-Way permit has been 
obtained. 

(2) through (3) [No change.] 

(b) thrpugh (e) [No change.] 

ISSUE #54: Street System and Development (Italicization Errors) 

§144.0233 Acceptance of Dedication 
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No reservation for public rights-of-way shall be offered for dedication unless such offer includes 
any necessary slope easements required for the ultimate a~ rifivelo]2ment of the public 
right-of-way, and no such reservation shall be accepted foi· dedication by the City until 
improvements therein are constmcted pursuant to the requirements of this Code. 

The City Engineer, or other designee of the City Manager, may accept on behalf of the City 
Council streets and roads, or portions thereof, into the City street system system and record 
conveyances to the City of real property interests for street and road uses and purposes. No street 
shall be accepted into the City street S)'S1em system and open to public use until improvements 
are constructed pursuant to the requirements of this Code. 

ISSUE #55: Findings for Tentative Map Approval 

§144.0242 Waiver of the Requirements to Underground Privately Owned Utility 
Systems and Service Facilities 

(a) [No change.] 

(b) Process. Requests to waive the undergrounding requirement in e.S. ection 144. 0240(b) shall 
be considered concurrently with the approval of a tentative map or amendment thereto. 
Supporting facts for a decision to grant a waiver shall be documented in the findings 
findings for tentative map approval. 

(c) through (d) [No change.] 

ISSUE #56: Mission Beach Planned District Ordinance (Capitalization/Incorrect Term) 

§1513.0304 Property Development Regulations -Residential Subdistricts 

(a) through (c) [No change in text.] 

(d) Encroachments 

(1) [No change in text.] 

(2) Encroachments into yards for Courts, Places, and all yards on Ocean Front and 
Bayside Walks 

(A) The following encroachments, in addition to those identified in Table 
1513-03B, are permitted in yards for Courts, Places, and Walks: 

(i) An encroachment ofup to 18 inches erfor a vetiical offset 
extending full height of the building that is a maximum of 3 feet in 
4oop depth and not less than 45 degrees for at least 50 percent of 
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the building as illustrated in Diagram 1513-03D provided that the 

width of the encroaching offset is not more than one-half of the 

total building width, and an insert area equal to the width of the 

encroaching offset at a minimum depth of 18 inches is 

undeveloped behind the required setback line parallel to the Court, 

Place, or Walk 

(ii) [No change in text.] 

(B) [No change in text.] 

(3) and (4) [No change in text.] 

ISSUE #57: Otay Mesa Planned District Ordinance (Remove Titles of Repealed Sections) 

&:-tide 17: 9-t:a:y-M~~ 
PW-i:ste-n-4i-P-~"'O 

A-ll'-tiele 17: Otay Mes-!H)~~D-imi:e-t 
Division 3+-Zones fHHl-Sub~-s 

A-ll'-~~-t-D-imi:e-t 
Division 4: Genm!fl-l-a.~ementa-1--R~ 

(Repealed 4-11-2014 by 0-20361 N.S.,· effective 5-18-2014.) 
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9111 Update: Public Outreach Summary 

The 9111 Update package is a collection of issues vetted in multiple public meetings since July 
2014. An early draft was posted on the City web page and widely distributed for public review 
on October 1, 2014. The proposed amendment package has been revised throughout the 
outreach process consistent with the adopted process to amend the Land Development Code. 
As is typical of the code amendment process, the following recommendations were provided: 

Code Monitoring Team (CMT): Public input was collected at the July, August, and 
September 2014 CMT meetings, which helped staff organize potential code amendment 
items in accordance with the adopted goals for the Land Development Code (0~ 18451) 
and process for amending the Land Development Code (Section 111.01 07). On 
December 10, 2014, CMT voted 8-0 to recommend adoption of the 9th Update, including 
a recommendation for DSD staff to implement Issue #13 through a streamlined Process 
Two (with clatification that the new Process Two should apply only if the original 
development permit must be amended for the pennit holder to use new regulations and 
should not affect proposed development that is in substantial conformance). 

Community Planners Committee (CPC): Staff presented the 9111 update to CPC as an 
information item on October 28, 2014 and participated in subsequent meetings with the 
CPC Ad Hoc Subcommittee on October 28, November 19, and November 25, 2014, and 
January 7, 2015. CPC will provide a formal recommendation on January 27, 2015. 
Preliminary recommendations provided by the CPC Subconu11ittee are fmiher described 
in the PC Report under Issue #16 previously conforming regulations. 

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC): On December 10, 2014, the Teclmical 
Advisory Committee voted 9-0-1 to support approval of the 9th Update (Regional 
Chamber of Commerce abstained from vote). 

Additional stakeholder groups participated as follows: 

Building Industry Association (B:IA): On October 17, 2014, the BIA Legislation 
Committee received a presentation on the 9th Update per their request. 

San Diego Commercial Real Estate Development Association (NAIOP): On 
November 6, 2014, the NAIOP legislative Affairs Committee received a presentation on 
the 9th Update per their request. 

San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce: On November 10, 2014, the Public 
Policy Committee voted to support the 9th Update with emphasis on the importance of the 
need for approval of proposed changes in Issue #13 benefit of new regulations, Issue #16 
previously conforming regulations, and Issue #17 CEQA document processing. The 
Committee flagged Issue #27 relating to eating and drinking establishments with drive-in 
or drive-tlu·oughs as an issue in need of follow up. 
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Rancho Bernardo Community Planning Board: On November 20,2014 the Rancho 
Bernardo Community Planning Board approved reconunendations relating to seven 
different issues in the 9th Update by a vote of 12-0, summarized as follows: 

Support for Issue #14 Flexibility for Modifications to Industrial Development 
because the lower Process 2 decision will still allow planning groups the 
opportunity to review and appeal the proposed decision if they choose to; 

Support for Issue #18 When a Public Right-of-Way Permit is Required; 

Support for Issue #20 Applying OP Zone to City Parkland Prior to Dedication; 

Support for Issue #24 Tasting Rooms vs Retail Tasting Stores because of limit on 
hours (closed midnight to 6 a.m.) abutting residentially zoned property; 

Support for Issue #26 Assembly and Entertainment Uses, Including Churches; 

Support for Issue #27 Drive-Through Eating and Drinking Establishments with a 
request to further limit the proposed limit on hours of operation where abutting 
single dwelling unit zones to be closed 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.; and 

Suppott for Issue #29 Allowance for accessory live entertaimnent in Industrial 
Zones because operations abutting residentially zoned property would not be 
permitted midnight to 6 a.m. 

Normal Heights Community Planning Board: On January 6, 2015, the Normal Heights 
Community Planning Board recommended approval ofthe 9th Update, with specific 
recommendations to: · 

Modify Issue #17 CEQA Document Processing Requirements. Recommend 
restoring a short review period of 5 business days for final EIRs to ensure 
thorough review of complex projects and prevent unnecessary litigation. 

Modify Issue #28 Companion Units. Recommend removal of the requirement for 
an improved alley in LDC Section 141.0302(j). The requirement effectively 
prohibits companion units where the adjacent alley is unimproved because it is 
cost prohibitive for most homeowners. Recommend Process 2 so plmming groups 
can spot street view idiosyncrasies and incompatibilities that might otherwise go 
um1oticed under Process 1. 
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9th Update Issue#16: Summary of Previously Conforming Regulations 

The City of San Diego takes a unique approach to address the operation of, and maintenance, repair, 
alteration, replacement, and expansion of previously conforming development that was legally 
established in compliance with applicable regulations at the time of development, but that no longer 
complies due to a change in zoning regulations. Currently, previously conforming situations are dealt 
with in a variety of ways where some development improvements are allowed by right, some require 
discretionary review, and others are not permitted at all. 

The proposed changes are intended to: 

• Facilitate consistent applisation of the regulations and a more predictable outcome for 
applicants and the community. 

• Increase certainty and predictability for the reconstruction of development following a fire, 
natural disaster, or act of public enemy. 

• Increase opportunities and the likelihood for reinvestment in the City's older neighborhoods. 

• Increase certainty and predictability for communities undergoing land use plan/zoning updates. 

• Clarify the regulations applicable to previously conforming fast food restaurants with a drive
through component, and establish an amortization period for previously conforming hours of 
operation past midnight in locations adjacent to residential. 

@ Clarify the, regulations applicable to proposed expansion of separately regulated industrial uses. 

What does "previously conforming" mean? 

Applies to structures that were legally built, or uses that were legally established, in compliance 
with applicable regulations at the time of development. 

Structures and uses become "previously conforming" when changes in zoning cause the 
structure or use to no longer comply. 

The property owner has the burden to demonstrate that the structure or use has previously 
conforming rights. 

Previously conforming rights do not apply to situations where structures and uses were not 
established legally. 

Background 

The existing regulation has been in effect since January 1, 2000. It sets the review process for 
development, maintenance, and operation of previously conforming premises and uses. 

The purpose and intent is: 
- To minimize the potential for blight by allowing previously conforming properties to 

maintain, repair, alter or replace existing development 

- To allow flexibility for compatible uses to continue and even in expand in limited cases 

- To remove or phase-out uses that are detrimental to public health, safety, and welfare 

Previously conforming structures and uses are prevalent citywide: 
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- The City has an extensive history of zqning code changes, Including a major citywide rezone 
in 1997 that applied new zones citywide as part of the adoption of the original Land 
Development Code that took effect January 1, 2000. 

Previously conforming situations continue to be created in association with the update 
process for land use plans, rezones, and amendments to the Land Development Code. 

Proposed Changes 

The proposed 9111 Update would modify the existing previously conforming rules in the following ways: 

• Allows maintenance, repair, alteration or replacement of a structure containing previously 
conforming density through Process One, instead of requiring a Process Two Neighborhood 
Development Permit (NDP) based on the market value of the Improvements. 

• Would change the threshold for discretionary permit review from market value to the removal 
of 50 percent or more of the structure's exterior walls. 

• Provides flexibility for minor modifications per the zone to be approved In accordance with 
Process One for reconstruction following a fire, natural disaster, or act of public enemy. 

• Requires a Process Two NDP for alteration or replacement of a previously conforming structure 
in the coastal zone that does not meet the coastal development permit exemption for repair 
and maintenance in Section 126.0704(b). 

• Implements coastal commission policy that terminates previously conforming rights to a 
structure within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge if 50 percent or more of the structure's exterior 
walls are destroyed, demolished or removed. New development must conform to the local 
coastal program. 

• Allows for limited expansion through a Process One for previously conforming multiple dwelling 
unit or non-residential development as necessary to comply with the Building Code or Fire Code. 

• Provides flexibility through a Process Two NDP to allow expansion for structures with a 
previously conforming structural envelope ifthe proposed expansion meets specified criteria 
per Section 127.0106(b) to facilitate reasonable improvements, to maintain the character of 
existing development, and minimize potential impacts on surrounding development. 

• Creates a new use category for eating and drinking establishments with a drive-in or drive
through component that will create greater certainty regarding the associated process, and will 
establish an amortization period for previously conforming hours of operation past midnight in 
neighborhood-commercial locations adjacent to residential (see also gth Update Issue #27). 

• Clarifies the type of Industrial development in residential zones considered detrimental to public 
health, safety, and welfare (no expansion allowed) and allows potentially compatible uses to 
request approval to expand up to 20 percent via a Process Two NDP . 

Previously Conforming Development Scenarios 

The proposed changes address the most frequent conflict resolution Issues that City stafffaces In 
applying the current regulations. Property owners want to be able to make improvements and build 
back what they already have by right without the added expense or uncertainty of discretionary permit 
review. This was particularly a challenge when owners were looking to rebuild following the wildfires. It 
has also been a concern for owners who must demonstrate to financial lenders and insurance 
companies that the existing development can be improved or replaced. Following are details regarding 
applicability of the proposed regulations to various previously conforming scenarios: 
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Maintenance, Repair, Alteration, and Replacement 

The goal is to continue to allow maintenance, repair, alteration, and replacement improvements to 
previously conforming structures via a staff level decision. 

• Structures with a previously conforming structural envelope (where existing development was 
constructed lawfully, but due to a change in zoning, now exceeds the height, setbacks, or floor 
area ratio of the current zone) can be maintained, repaired, altered, or replaced in accordance 
with Process One consistent with the existing code. This means a previously conforming 
structure can be completely torn down and built back. 

• Proposed changes will facilitate improvements to properties with previously conforming density 
by reducing the process to a staff level decision. Structures with previously conforming density 
(where an existing residential development was constructed with a lawful number of dwelling 
units, but due to a change in the zone or zoning regulations now has a greater number of 
dwelling units than is allowed by the zone) can be maintained, repaired, altered or replaced in 
accordance with Process One. This means any structure with previously conforming density can 
be completely torn down and built back. 

"' The permit process for structures with a previously conforming use (where an existing use was 
wnstructed lawfully, but due to a change in the zone or zoning regulations is no longer allowed 
by the zone) would be the same, but with a different calculation for the permit threshold. 
Structures' with previously conforming uses can be maintained, repaired, altered or replaced in 
accordance with Process One if less than 50 percent of the exterior walls are removed. if 50 
percent or more of the exterior walls are removed, then a Process Two NDP would be required. 
This means that the structure can be partially torn down to make improvements, but requires 
discretionary permit review for anything involving the removal of more than 50 percent of the 
structures exterior wa lis. 

• Creation of a new separately regulated use category for eating and drinking establishments with 
a drive-through component will mean that type of development is treated as a 11use" in the 
future (instead of what is currently regulated as a previously conforming design feature of a 
conforming use in zones where eating and drinking establishments are allowed by right). If 
adopted, previously conforming eating and drinking establishments with a drive-through 
component would be subject to the previously conforming 11Use" regulations for future 
improvements. 

Reconstruction (following fire, natural disaster, or act of public enemy) 

The goal is to establish certainty in the process to reconstruct structures that have been destroyed. This 
is important for owners who need the ability to quickly rebuild following a fire, natural disaster, or act of 
public enemy. 

• A structure with a previously conforming structural envelope or previously conforming density, 
can generally be reconstructed in accordance with Process One. Non-residential structures 
containing previously conforming uses would continue to require a Process Two in certain cases 
(as proposed in cases where 50 percent or more of the structure's exterior walls are destroyed). 

• New flexibility was Incorporated (consistent with what the Coastal Act already provides) so that 
the associated permits for reconstruction can also include some minor changes via Process One 
as long as the new structure does not exceed the gross floor area or structure height of the 
destroyed structure by more than 10 percent and the new structure Is sited in generally the 
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same location as the destroyed structure. Any additional changes requested would require a 
Process Two NDP for approval. 

• In the coastal zone, previously conforming rights are not retained for a structure located within 
50 feet of the coastal bluff edge if 50 percent or more of the previously conforming structure's 
exterior walls are destroyed, demolished, or removed. 

Expansion or Enlargement 

The goal is to provide limited expansion opportunities for potentially compatible development. By right 
approvals would continue to be allowed where in accordance with the current zone, or in narrowly 
defined circumstances to meet state law requirements. The proposal also expands on the parameters 
for small expansions via a discretionary permit, which will allow for small residential remodels to better 
integrate Into existing development with a design that better respects the existing neighborhood 
development pattern (appealable permit). The existing discretionary permit provision only allows for a 
1-2 foot extension beyond the existing setback line, which does not account for the context of the 
existing structure and does not contain the desired flexibility of a discretionary permit process. 

8 Expansion of a structure with a previously conforming structural envelope or previously 
conforming density where the proposed development complies with the current base zone 
requirements for structure height, setbacks and gross floor area can be approved in accordance 
with Process One consistent with the existing code. 

8 Expansion of a multiple dwelling unit or non-residential structure with a previously conforming 
structural envelope or previously conforming density is permitted in accordance with Process 
One as necessary to meet public safety requirements of the California Building Code or 
California Fire Code as long as the need per the California Building Code or Fire Code is not a 
situation created by the applicant due to the proposed expansion or enlargement. 

e Expansion or enlargement of a structure with a previously conforming structural envelope can 
be approved with a Process Two NDP if the proposed expansion complies with the following: 

• Does not encroach into a front yard 
• Does not extend within 10 feet of the front yard setback line 

• Complies with floor area ratio and maximum structure height of base zone 

• Conforms to setback established by the existing structure 

• Does not exceed a maximum 15 foot length in any required side yard or rear yard 
• Would not result in a total structure length within the required yard that is greater than 50 

percent of the length of the adjacent property line. 

• Would not result In new habitable construction within 3 feet of the property line, 
• Would be limited to a first story addition and can't exceed the height of the existing 

structure in the setback. 

• No expansion of the number of dwelling units beyond what is allowed per the base zone. 

• A previously conforming use can continue to request approval of a Process Two NDP to expand 
the gross floor area up to 20 percent consistent with the existing code. 

• The current code limits which previously conforming uses can apply for a 20 percent expansion 
via a discretionary permit, which was an issue raised during the Barrio Logan Community Plan 
Update, The 9111 Update allows more businesses the opportunity to request approval to expand 
up to 20 percent with a discretionary permit to demonstrate they are compatible, Any existing 
hazardous waste collection and treatment facilities, very heavy industrial uses, auto wrecking 
and dismantling, auto repair/maintenance facilities in residential zones may continue to operate 
per their previously conforming rights, but would not be permitted to expand. 
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